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Energy $

theglobal·focus

by Jane I(ahler and Wendy
CSIRO Energy Technology's
headquarters at North Ryde, SydneYl
will relocate to Newcastle in line with
plans to build a world-class sustainable
energy research and demonstration
centre for Australia.
CSIRO announced the move in
JallUary following confirmation of
backing of $10 million from the NSW
State Government.
The move is expected to occur
within three to five years as dle
proposed centre undergoes completion.
The centre is the brainchild of
CSIRO Energy Technology Chief)
Dc John Wright, who sees it as
representing the global shift in focus to
renewable energy sources, by
showcasing the latest and brightest
energy teclmologies Australia has
on offer.
<'The Energy Teclmology site at
North Ryde is 40 years old and shares
the area with parts of six other
Divisions. Our buildings have no
energy efficient distinguishing features
and I think it is important for a centre
that is researching energy tcclUlology,
particularly neYI technologies) to
practice what it preaches/' he said,
Dr Wright said he started to Jook
for an alternative site over two years
ago while devising a concept for the
new building.
Around the same time, BHP was
setting up a 2,000 person eea-industrial
park at the Steel River development site
in Newcastle.
"Through my contacts in the
industry, BHP Newcastle got wind
of ~he fact that I was looking for a site
and we sat down and with dIe help
of the CSIRO Property Group,
brokered a deal where BHP fudlitated
purchase of land at Steel River at no
cost to CSIRO.
"Newcastle is an ideal location for
Energy Tedmology because of the links
we have with the university, the
Cooperative Research Centre for Black
Coal Utilisation and the coal power
industries there.
"The site itself has everything we
wanted too-ies on a hill) has high
wind loading and faces north giving
unrestricted access to the sun.
"Newcastle is also looking to
remake itself as a high teclmoJogy city,
so our building will be a real landmark.
The centre will employ about 100
research staff and) WiUl an annual
budget of around $11 million, will
make a significant economic
contribution to the community."
Dr Wright says the core of
CSIRO's scientific effort into
sustainable energy technologies will be
housed in the new centre) which will

...... ,: ..

also serve as a natioml and global
showcase for the Australian energy
industry and its latest technologies.
"The centre will be. designed to
make optimumuse afthe sun, with
facades that bounce light into· the
building and innovative environmental
contro.ls. All its fittings will be low
energy) using sensors to minimise
energy use or loss. It will employ
natural ventilation," he explained.
"The outside will be extensively
dad in solar panels to generate
electricity. A solar pond is being
considered to heat water for space
heating.
"Consideration will also be given
to using geothermal heat pump
technologies for air conditioning/' Dr
Wright said. "We will collect all the
building's rainfall, store it and use it to
water the landscaping. I>
The building)s materials will be
carefully chosen to minimise the
amount of "embodied energy') and
greenhouse emissions involved in the
actual manufacture of the materials
themselves.
Dr Wdght hopes to draw on
expertise within CSIRO to help in the
design and construction of tile centre.
Hc also hopes to attract other energy

researchers in th~9rganisatiout9work
widl the cenU·eand·saf4 he. ~9lie'les
CSIRO's Secto~.systeUlwillmaketllat
much easiertqarrange.
Dr Wright jnfol'medstaff ofdIe
prop()scd move oVer a year ago and
said that most accept it asa goad plan
in general terms because it sh~'Ns.the
direction in which the Division wants
togo.
"There will be sOIlledifficult
personal decisions for peopletllol.lAA,
but I hope dIe three to five yeartinle
frame gives people the opportunity to
sort. out what they want to do.
"It's up to me and my
management to provide the
information people need to make their
decisions and to make the trilnsition as
smooth as possible."
Dr Wright said the Newcastle
Regional Development Board and
other local organisations have been very
supportive and will visit the Nordl
Ryde site to inform staff abollt schools
and other facilities in Ule region.
CSIRO ChiefExecntive Dr
Malcolm McIntosh said that the NSW
Government) the Federal Government,
BHP and particularly local Government
are strongly supportive of the ne.w
energy centre.
"It is a visionary project, and as
such) will be a lot more complicated to
design and build than yam typical
research building. The support of both
government and industry has been vital
in getting it off the gwwld.
"It is also singularly appropriate
tllat it be located in tlleHunter,
because CSIRO will continue to place: a
high priority on assistance to Australia's
coal and power generation industdes
and enhance Australia's po.s.ition as a
world leaderin dean, dlidentenergy
production." .m:i!
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An artist's Impression of the new Energy
Technolqgy building to be built in Newcastle.

~!I~~.lJ~,asite

for sharp eyes

Around 270 people gathered
at tlle Paul Wild Observatory
near Narrabri, NSW recently
to help celebrate the tenth
anniversary of the Australia
Telescope.
Celebrations extended to
welcome an upgrade to the
telescope that will allow it to
see more detail in tlle objects
it studies.
At high noon CSIRO
Chairman Charles Alien stood
poised on the base of one of
the Australia Telescope's
moveable dishes) armed witll a
giant pair of ceremonial
scissors. Behind him on the
dish were stacked fifty
members of the local high
school band, which had earlier
been playing for the crowd. In
frOllt) a ribbon stretched
across the rail track on which
the dishes move.
The dish rolled forward)
the scissors snapped. From the
top of the dish the kids blew
whistles and threw streamers
at the crowd below, who
threw their own SU'eamers
back. The antenna sailed off
down the tJ:ack with its
delighted cargo) leaving in its
wake dIe. tangled streaks of
coloured ribbons. More on
page 3. Photo J. Masterson. mmJ

BetteF:IJ~a.A5,means

Triple gongs for Malcolm
DrMalcolm'Mclntosh, Chief
Executive has bC:~?,appoi.nted~
ComPaIli0Il,ln theO:der-of Australia
(AC) for his service toexccllcIlce in
scientific and tedmoI?gical research,to
providing new opportunities for
industries, and to Australian defence
industry and science policy.
Dr McIntosh already has a British
Knighthood and the US Department
of Defence Medal for Distinguished
Public Service.
"The award was a real honour" ,
said Dr McIntosh, "more than most,
this is a CSIRO award."
.Also among the award recipients
{)n Australia Day was Dr Malcolm Gill
froni Plant Industry. Dr Gill received

soy much
by Anna F'etrou, CTAg
A new improved soybean variety
developed by CSIRO Tropical
Agriculture is attracting overwhelming
interest because of its high isoflavone
content, its wide planting window and
high yield.
Developed out of a move to
improve the culinary soybcan industry
in Northern Australia, Melrose is set to
provide soybean growers w3th a variety
better suited to our sub-tropical
climate while producing a premium
quality grain.
Altogether, Melrose is set to make
farmers happier and consumers
healtluer.
"In addition to protein, fibre,
polyunsaturated fut and omega-3 fats,
soybeans contain a range of other
possible health-promoting compounds.
Research indicates that these
substances may play a role in
preventing or fighting some types of
cancer, Jlcart disease, osteoporosis and
menopause symptoms," said Ms Cindy
Hamill, a Brisbane-based nutritionist.
"Most research has focused nn, the
isoflavones, especially genistein.
Soybeans are one of the best sources ,,of
two isoflavones. genisteinand
daidzein," she said.
Both genisteinand daidzein
belong to the isoflavone 'group of
substances that belong to the f.'1mily of
phytoestrogens. Phytocstrogcns are the
phmt substances that arc a weaker
version of the body's own oestrogen
hormone, and can play a role in
reducing the symptoms of menopause.

The Melrose soybean variety was named after welf known soybean pl?neer MrJ?,ck Eggl~ston, ~f
Melrose, Brookstead. Left to right are Mr Andrew James (Melros.e develop~),Mr John P~i1p (Philp
BrodleGralns), Mr,Rfchard Eggleston and Mr Jack Eggleston. (photo courtesy of MIles Noller,c'of.
The Chronlcle,Toowoomba),

Isoflavones also act as antioxidants
that help protect against cancer and
heart disease. AB anti-cancer agents
they can also inhibit the several
enzymes cancer cells need for growth,
help cut off the blood supply to
tumours so they can't grow, and
encourage cancer cells to change back
into normal cells.

These were three of the hints
imparted by a panel of CSIRO scientists
and Nobd Prize Winnel' Professor Peter
Doherty at a media skills workshop held
on a mild December day in Melbourne.
About 40 CSIRO scientists and
communicators attended dle workshop,
which came about because of the results
of a survey by CSIRO National
Awareness of scientists listed as contact
people for media releases in the past year.

etMelro~~:,has·.aUthe.hea1th

attributes of any soybean} but three
times dle isoflavo~~s/',s~dMs Hamill.
CSIRO researcher and Melrose
dcvel()per,~;Anm;~'Y:James,saysthe
new cwtiyarlms thqpotential to supply
higher ri~ds' 'a1ldbetterqllality
soy~e:!l1s.J:o:JtlaJ:ketsboth domestically
and Overseas. Though soybean
produtti~~lhasriscnsh~r~lyovt:.rthe

specialis~"~~flusive)Y.J.l1ar~,eting
Melrose;'sees.t1~~yarietr:,'~~~Olnetl*,g

completely nc'V.giyeIl its wide planting
window and has grearexpectations that
it will do well.

The workshop's purpose was to
share ideas for scientists and
communicators when working with
the media,
Other tips offered by the panel
induded the benefits of letting the
public know what CSIRO does with
their money like attracting better
funding and attractil~gattention of
indllstrialpartners.

Or being aware tllat the media may
encourage )'gp-to ex?ggerate the

sig~c~:~()f;theevents you :~re
r~portiI~g.()~},.or il1b:oduce

controyersy
where there is none. CSIRO

Arthur, 01' 'Tiny', as he was always
known. was a staff member of the
North Ryde laboratory of the former
CSIRO Division of Food Science and
Technology between 1944 and 1986.
111 health dogged him at an early
age. When he was sixteen, surgeons at
Royal North Shore Hospital removed
one of his lungs in the first operation of
its type in Australia. The doctors were

spp~·o\id of their grOlUld-breaking

surgery, that they invited visiting
,colleagues fi'om the ure and the USA to
e~arnine,Theirhandiworkat every
oppqrtunity.For this Tiny was paid ten
~NPi.ngs:~ time. He always hoped that
qt;llers would benefit from the example
-Of his:sll.~cessful operation.
.",:,'OlJl1ablefor health reaSons to enlist
in,JpA:4ustralian Defence Forces of
volunteered to be a
driver for fheAmericans in the New
Guinea campaign.

'VV()rld\Va~II,Tiny

,N!sslia.. ".'.

EXSFutive~f?B~:~rpf th~:s~rie'SJ

Mr Nick,q?l~e;'say~,th<ltThe§ci' Files
is.. ~~signed.'~?·sh.?w,peoplewhat

Melrosewas developed as part of

scientist~>;~(} for;a'Jiyil1g~

CSIR2 T~opical Agricultute's
N?rtherIlGrains Improvement
r~seal~,:~prograIll.lts developmcllt Was
assisted. through. th~ support of
CSI~OlsIr()pic,a;Agd~exports
P~qgraIl1with partial funclingfrqlnthe
Australian Centre for InternatioIl<ll

£.~~:~f;:e;~~t~~:I~~p;tlIARs"I;'::"
The survey revealed how effective
media releases are for research and
making industry contacts, what support
scientists would like in hamUing the
media and how they felt the interaction
with the media went.

Radio listeners around Australia have
been treated to a year of stories about
scientists at work.
CSIRO's national radio program
The Sei Files is entering its second year.
rt'sproducedbY'CS1It°,Nationlll
Awarencss~dthe,!4'Flb~,~r5l:~,Jirm
Pegasus
/:','i;;:.· •

MrPeter Brodie from Philp
BrodieGrai~s,theDfttl~g Downs
based grain merchants and seed

communicators, especially those
working with the media regularly, are
usually, of great help with knowing how
to handle media enquilies.

--------

I

"P~8pl~,WFreal1y curious about
what those gurs·in white coats. actually
do all day," he says. "So whenl'rn
looking f()f talent for the show, ItEy
and make sure that as many as possible
of the guys in white coats arc 110t guys,
not in white coats, arid:'3r<::fiot in
laboratories,
"There's such a vast range of
occupations that come under the
heading of 'science'. We've had
astronomers} physicists, foodies, the
young woman who looks after foxesa great radio story-mining
technologists, but wc still haven't
scratched the surface,"

Mr Goldk says that he looks for
twenty scientists a mondl, from within
CSIRO, the CRCs, or other research
institutions, who are willing and able
to talk informally about their WOl'k and
their interesl"S. He does a short
interview with each onc and then the
interviews are packaged as a CD and
mailed to radio stations each month.
Of Australia's 360 radio stations, about
215 are on the mailing list-at their
own request.. The CDs are also sent to
Divisionallibraties.

TIle Sei Files team recently received
a grant from the Federal Government's
Science and Technology Awareness
Program, to make a special edition of
the program to coincide widl National
Science Week in May 1999. It will be
called T7,C New Wave, and will
highlight young scientists-or research
that is important to YOWlg peopleand have a young guest presenter.
Any suggestions for 'talent' for

The New Wape, or The Sei Files, will
be gratefully received. Email
Nick.Goldie@nap.<:siro.au W1

X .. ray lab opens

The,panel warned that you
might spend half a day working on
an episode 'With a news team and then
sec only four seconds of it in the
news.
Panellists induded 1998 CSIRO
Medallist'Dr Steve WHkins, indoor,air
quality expert fi·om Building,
Construction and Engineering
M.l" Steve Brown, CSIRO,spokesperson
on nutrition and diet from Human
Nutrition Dr Mannie Noakcs, and the
Australian Animal Health Laboratory's
Dl' Harvey Westbury. '111e media
contacts Dr Westbury whenever a ilasty
virus is found. I:3!rn

Gentle giant sadly/missed
Friends and colleagues of Arthur
'Tiny' Clark were saddened by his
recent deadl.

on the environment. ~

The.. ~fi~iles-radio portraits
of scientists at work

200,000 tonnes per annum.

by Carrie Bengston and Dr Arkadi Kosmynin, CMIS

If you are in a position where
you deal with the media get some
preliminary training. Decide on the
message yOll want to give and stick
to It.

research into bushfires and their effects

.~----~-----------

Scientistsr-eveal
If you want your message to get through
to the public, don't lUldervalue radio
talk shows and 'lightweight' magazines
like NelV Idea because tJlis is what most
people listen to and read.

Or Ma1colm Mdntosh

an OAM for his service to scientific

It was also as a driver that he began
his 42 years at CSIRO, but later he
became a carpenter. Tiny was regarded
by his colleagues as the classic 'gentle
giant'; someone who made time to
listen to those around them :Uld to lend
a helping hand. His rare 'practical'
sense, which assisted him to solve even
the most difficult constrnction and
maintenance problems, led to his
appointment as workshop supervisor in
1975, a position he held for the eleven
years preceding his retirement. B::m
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At the offldal openihg'.or the X-ray Phas.e-Contrast Imaging Laboratory, Professor Peter Dohel·ty
(right) turns a tee shirt Into a collector's Item. Proud owner of the autographed shirt Is CMST's Ms
Melissa Roffey.Looklngon are X~ray teamleacler Or Steve Wilkins, Honorary Res€arch F€lIow at
CMST, Dr Alan Head and CMST's Ms Mlchele Gaca. Photo Mark Fergus, CMST.

The X- R.1.y Phase-Contrast Imaging
(PCI) Laboratory atCSIRO
Manuf.'lcturingScience and
Tcc1mology ·inMelbourne officiaJl)r
opened on December 3, 1998, after
the award of CSIRO Medals to the Xray Phase-Contrast Imaging Team.
Deputy Chief Executive Dr Bob
Prater gave a short account of the Xray gl"OUP'S activities in developing
phase~contrast imaging as a new

"window" with exciting potential
applications in clinical medicinc,
biomedical research, industrial
inspection and gcophysics.
Chief Executive Officer ofX~Ray
Tcdmologies Pty Ltd, Mr Ray Wood,
gave a short account of the structure
and role of this new company, which
has been established to commcrcialise
the PCI technology developed by
CSIRO. Elll!

~~strc;d iCl.• JQI~sGope

gets sharper eyes

CSIRO's Australia Telescope is
undergoing an upgrade that will allow
it to sce the southern skies in more
detail tha.n ever before.
<IThe upgraded telescope_will allow
us to detect radio waves at much higher
frequencies. We will be able to see
radio waves ten rimes smaller than
before-millimetre wavelengths. This
means that tor the first time wc will
~ak.i.ng highly detailed millimetre
pictures of the s1.-y from tile Southern
Hemisphere)') said head of Astrophysics
at the Australia Telescope National
Facility, Dc Ray Non'is.
"This opens up a new window in
the radio spectrum. We will be able to
get information we could never get
before. So it will be a very exciting time
for us.
"This work will also be a stepping
stone both scientifically and
teclmologically to a new generation of
telescopes now in the planning stages)
that will be built next century by
international consortia. It will put us in
the position to make a unique
contribution to these telescopes,"
Dr Norris said.
The Australia Telescope is the only
one of its kind in the Southern
Hemisphere. Its heart is a set of six
22 meU'e diameter dishes-antennas~
that collect radio waves from ,space.
These radio waves give <lStrOllOmers
detailed information about objects they
are observing.
"The Australia Telescope has been
a vital part of astronomy in Australia,
and in fact the world," said Director of
the Australia Telescope National
Facility, Professor Ron Ekers.
The Telescope's achievements in
its first ten years include making the
first 3D image of Jupiter'g magnetic
field; finding the smallest, and most
theoretically challenging, quasar; and
gathering crucial radio data on
Supernova 1987A, the most important
supernova of modern times. And in
1998 it studied what may be the first
known case of a star imploding to form
a black hole.
"We have two outstanding features
in our favour-location in the Southern
Hemisphere, whidl means we can see
the soudlem half of the sky, including
the heart of our own galaxy, and dIe
technology to be able to study what is
going on there," said Professor Ekers.
Its special virtue, compared to
earlier, Northern-Hemisphere
telescopes, was that it incorporated the
teclmologles of the 1980s, such as
optical fibre systems. In the last ten
years dle Telescope's hardware and
software have both been developed
fi.lrther, making the instrument even

One of tne Australia Telescope's moveable dishes with local school band and CSIRO Chairman,
Mr Charles MIen aboard, sails off along a new piece of rail track-an important part of the upgrade.

CSI R().. ll1ov~s On Enterprise
Agreement initiatives
. CSIRO has started implementing
initiatives set out in its latest Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (EBA).
The Agreement was certified in
June last year.
"Everything could not be
done simultaneously, so activities have
been prioritised," said Corporate
Human Resources General Manager
Mr Peter O'Keefe.
"The main focus to date has been
salary packaging, enhancing employee
consultation, reviewing the salary and
classification system and reviewing dle
performance management system."
Mr O'Keefe expects salary
packaging to be available in February
following changes to the payroU
computer program and selection of a
contractor.
Intormation sessions for staff will
be conducted during February and
March.
While the implementation of
effective employee consultation
mechanisms has been a long-standing
issue for CSIRO, the Staff Opuuon Poll
and Enterprise Agreement have
provided greater focus on the neeci for
staff consultation he said.

"As a result we have started
collecting data about approaches used
in odler research and knowledge based
organisations in Australia and overseas
to see if there are systems that might be
a better fit for CSIRO's culture."
He said Human Resource
Managers have been gathering
information through focus group
discussions in each Division on a broad
runge of Salary/Classification and
Performance Management issues.
Focus group discussions were
completed in most Divisions by the end
of last year. A random sample of staffbetween 5 per cent and 10 per cent-itl
each Division were involved in the
focus groups and the information
provided by .staff will be used to guide
the reviews of the salary and
classification and performance
management systems.
The Co.mm,omvealth lrublic
Service' U,1ior, (C:PS1J) ha' also sough'

millimetre-wave observations.
The upgrade is being nUlded by
the Commonwealth Government's
Major National Research Facilities
Program and CSIRO's Capital
Investment Plan.
The development of the Australia
Telescope over the past ten years has
had spin-offbellefits for nonastronomers.
more versatile.
Not surprisingly, the Ausu'alia
Telescope is in demand by both local
and qyel'S~aslJsers. 'The number of
overseas[)rgapi~~ti(}nsusing the facility
has grown from ten in 1988 to 83,
from 19 countries, today. Demand for
observing time outstrips that available.
The Telescope's upgrade consists
of several components, including: new
receivers. for detecting the radio waves;
new surfaces for the dishes to allow
them to work better at higher
fi'equencies; an expanded fibre optic
distribution network to handle the
huge amounts of data the telescope will
coUect; and a system to compensate for
the blurring effects of water vapour in
the atmosphere.
An important part of the upgrade
is a new piece of rail track, running
north fi'om the odginal east-west track
along which the antennas move. For
some millimetre-wave observations the
antennas will be placed along this arm,
in arrangements that avoid the need for
them to loole down near the horizon.
Tlus is because at low elevations the
telescopes must peer through lots of
atmosphere, and water vapour in dIe
atmosphere degrades the quality of

Wool wins Chairnlan's Gold
by Karen Robinson, CNA
CSIRO Wool Technology has received
the Organisation's highest award for
developing OPTlMH1 a longer, finer
and stronger strain of wool fibre.
The CSIRO Chairman's Medal
was

I

technology as "the most significant
innovation in the wool industry since
the launch of machine washable wool
in the 1960s1).

The designs and teduuqlles for
making components of the antennas,
such as the surface panels, were
transferred to the telecommunications
industry.
"The antenna story isa 'key onc,"
says CSIRO Deputy Chief Executive,
Dr Bob Frater, who was responsible for
the construction of the telescope in the
1980's. "It was our antennas that
beamed the America's cup races in
Fremantle to the world and our designs
that took UiLe ID \'letnan1."

industry, creating a sustained demand
for Australian wool.
NobellaJireate Professor Peter
Doherty presented the 1998 CSIRO
Medals, which honour excellence in
Australian research to benefit the
nation. Up to three Medals are
awarded annually, with one External
Medal.
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Celebrating theCSIRO Medals are (left to right) CSIRO Chief Exe.:utlve Dr Malcolm Mclntosh,
multibeam team leader Or Llster Staveley~Smith, hard x~ray phase contrast imaging team leader

Dr Steve Wllklns, CSIRO Chairman Mr Charles Alien, OPTIM team leader Dr David Philllps,
Nobel Laureate Professor Peter Doherty, medal winner Dr Robert Leicester and external medal
winner, Professor David Boger. Photo: Mark Fergus

Dr Stephen Wilkins and team from
Manufacturing Science and Technology

Side effects included becoming a
subject for cartoonists, being pictured
on a Melbourne tram and being
on non-science topics such as

Ja.pangives ';C"S"I:RO
the thumbs up
by justine Leadbetter, CBCE
CSIRO Building, Construction and
Engineering (CBeE) is opening doors

diagrams, whidl the Japanese tend to
favour over text descriptions.

to Japan for Australian building

"We had to demonstrate that we
have an established traceability of our
documents, a system in place that can
track our work fi'om first customer
contact, to actually conducting the
tests; toproducing a final assessment
report."

products manufacturers.
The Japanese Ministry of
Construction has accredited CBCE as
an "Overseas Trading Laboratory for
the vertical and horizontal fire-testing

of building products", making CSIRO
only the second organisation outside
Japan to win approval to conduct firetests to strict Japanese standards.

CSIRO Building, Construction and
Engineering has been accredited by the
Japanese Ministry of Construction as an
"Overseas Trading Laboratory for the
vertical and horizontal fire-testing of
building products". I" the plc above,

scientists put a door through its paces,

With the level of investment in
Japanese conso'uction valued at
US$850 billion and the private
housing market accounting for
30 per cent, the number of new
housing- starts in Japan is as
large as that ofthc United States, with
approximately 1.3 million
starts in 1998.
Forecasts indicare a continued
high level of starts over the medium to
long term, despite Japan's economic
downturn.
According to industry
representatives, the accredita.tion of a
localla.boratory is excellent news for
the industry, as it will streamline the
once cumbersome accreditation
process that required Australian
manufacturers to send test products to
Japan for approval.
Apart fi'om the obvious time
delays and expense this has created for
companies trying to break into Japan's
lucrative housing market, product
development often stalled as a result of
the distances between manufacturers
and end users.
This lack of direct communication
has in the past had a negative and
direct impact on the cost of doing
business with Japan.
CBCE scientists have been
establishing contact with the Japanese
Ministry of Consb'uction, and
travelling to Japan to build good
working relationships with staff at the
Building Research Institute (BRr) and
the'Building Centre ofJapan since
early 1996.
According to Cl3CE Manager
Indus~'ial Research Services, Dr Vie
Deeblc"We were honoured to host
the hcadofBltI,Tcsting and
Eval~~~on, DrldllrohNakaya, while
he inspected. our facility and staff
competence.
'-'Overall, the Japanese were most
impressed with our Quality Assurance
System and that we are registered
members of and audited by the
National Association of Testing
Authorities Australia.
((They acknowledged that we have
an excellent level of scientific capability,
and suggested that we could amend
our operations manual to include flow

Mr Garry Collins, CBCE
Manager,'Fire Testing and Assessments,
said the main -challenges they faced
were the Japanese emphasis on using
internal specimen temperatures as a
means of assessing performance, the
locatkm of furnace measurement
points, and application of cedar wood
pads rather than fibreboards as the
backing material for the thermocouples.

"Japan's standards and report
formats are quite unique. In som,e
cases we arc required to complete
some parts of our reports in Japanese.
Despite the obstacles, our procedures
are now working very well, "Mr"
CoJIins said.
Representatives fwm the
Departments of Science, Industry, and
Resources, Foreign Mfairsand 'Trade
and CSIRO met in Japan inDeccmber
last year for the official presentation of
a Certificate of Designation.
The Japanese Ministry of
Constructioll sees this meeting as "a
result of close collaboration between
Australia and Japan, including through
the Japan-Australia Building and
Construction talks (JABC)."
CBCE has conducted tests for a
number of years for companies who
export to other major overseas markets
incIudjng China, Malaysia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, New Zealand, Germany
and cl,e USA.
CBCE scientists arc currently
fostering even closer ties with their
Japanese counterparts inabid to gain
accreditation to test a wide range of
products for the building and
construction industry. I3mI

Japanese experiment
by Paul Spurling*
As CSIRO's 'roan on the ground in
Tokyo' working with the Japanese giant
Itochu, Dr Paul Suns reckons his job to
be ~'one of the best in the world".
While such judgements are
ultimately subjective, an MBA, a PhD
in biochemistry and "survival level
Japanesc language ability" ensures that
one thing is for certain-he is highly
qualified.
The Stpteinber 1996 posting of
Dr Sims to Itochu can be seen as a
manifestation of the Organisation's
response to the increasing globalisation
of markets characteristic of economic
life in the1990s.
Dr COlill Adull1, Deputy Chief
Executive, who has corporate
responsibility for commercialisation,
explained that the last twelve years had
seen the Organisation shift focus from
the internal to the external world.
"And I think it was inevitable th<lt
that focus wouId move from not just
Australian companies, which was much
the case at the end of the '80s, to
developing relationships with a whole
range of institutions world~wide," he
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said. "My colleague Chlis Mallett
decided that seconding someone into
Itochll would be one way of gaining
insight into the way Itochu operated
world-wide, and I think it was a very
clever move."

!vIr Terutada Ikezawa, Itochu's
Assistant General Ma.nager for its
Technology Research Division,
confirmed that Dr Sims' permanent
presence in Tokyo provided CSIRO
with a distinct advantage over
institutions attempting to navigate their
way through the globaJ economic rtmze
in a less personal manner.
('We receive lots of jnformation
each day about hi~tech opportunities,
but it is rare to develop successful
business according to just the
information supplied," he said.
Mr Ikezawa also indicated that
the personal interaction with Dr Sims
ensmed that Itochu had full confidence
in the information it was receiving and
in the resultant technology transfer and
commercialisation.
Furthermore Dr Sims stressed the
importance of "building personal

relationships and developing trust when
looking to establish long-term
relationships for the benefit of all
parties involved",
Mr Step"an Wellink, CSIRO
Principal Commercial Adviser, stressed
that it was of increasing importance
that the Organisation be Has creative in
the business of science as in the science
itself', and that the Itochu secondment
model was already starting to pay
dividends.
"The money's come through for a
deal between Itochu and the Process
Enginecling Group at Food Science
Australia," he said. "It is a $3 million
contract, which is quite significant."

lays off
"The group has spent many years
building up expertise in the area of
automating abattoirs and done some
fantastic work. That's the technology
we're now exploiting over in Japan."

Mr Bullot, who is now the
Manager, Corporate Strategy for Food
Science Australia, played an important
role in securing a contract to provide
research and competencies for the
Japanese meat process industry, which
included the development of new
technologically advanced equipment
and processes.
"1tochu went all over the world
looking for R&D capabilities in abattoIr
engineering and decided CSIRO's was
the best; however without Paul Sims as
our man on the ground in Tokyo the
deal would have been very difficult to
clinch," Mc Duhot said.
CSIRO develops technology and
intellectual property on behalf of the
Australian taxpayer, and it is with one
eye on the potential benefits for
Australia and Australians that such
deals need to be struck according to
Dl'Adam.

"The arrangements that are made
are complex by nature, but you can
gen~allY.Ilegotiate a bep.)Pt that is
completely Australian as. weU~sl~a,ving
a benefit for the company," hesaid.
"This is very much a two-way street
andit's got to be a good deal for both
parties) and in my experience there's
very little hint of exploitation
either side."

In the case of the Itochudeal, the
intellectual property derived from the
CSIRO research is fully owned by
CSIRO worldwide with the exception

oOap.n.
'IThe successful outcomes from
the re$earch can be applied to the
Australian industry," Mr Buhot said.

Dr Adam cited CSIRO's longstanding deal with DuPont as a good
example of how the Organisation can
pool intellectual property with overseas
companies and reap the benefits for
Australian industry. "It was important
forDuPofit to access some catalytic
patents held by Dr Ezio Rizzardo

Dr Paul Slms, CSIRO's man on the
ground In Tokyo, wIth his daughters
DomlnJque and Kat)' at KinkakuJI-the
Golden Temple-tn Kyoto. Dr Slms has
been Injapan since 1996 and reckons he
has one of the best jobs In the wol'ld.
Photo courtesy Paul Slms.
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within CSIRO. DuPont came to us
with an arrangement whereby they
were. prepared to pool a cl?~enor~oof
their p<ltcnts in.a related field withollr
patents, \Vith the combination
providing a very much stronger
business base for DuPont."
('They agreed to manufacture
some of these intermediate compounds
in Australia and export· them from
Australia and that has grown into a
substantial specialty .chemicals export
business fm' DuPom Australia," he said.
"DuPonr Australia now supplies the
world market with the intermediate
specialty chemicals from an Australian
manufacturing base.,"
Dr Adam believes that Dr Sims'
stationing in Tokyo is representative of
a ((very strong model" to ensure that
CSIRO becomes part of dle global
marketplace.

"I think the real danger is that
Australia becomes insular and believes
it isn't part of the global business
district and that our science is not part
of the global scientific system)" he said.
"So I think as a matter of plinciple we
should h:1VC people seconded iota those
international organisations that wc do
business with, as I think the return 011
our investment will be such that we'll
do much better deals for Australia.')
"We should be doing more of it.

Wc are considering putting a senior
CSIRO officer into Seattlc at the
Bocing org;uusation."
Meanwhile, as the human face of
what Mf Wellink described as a "very
brave. but very necessary experiment
for us to tmdertake", Dr Sims reflected
on f..unily life as a CS1RO officer based
in Japan,

"On New Year's day 1999 we
went to the Tokyo Disneyland for the
fOlll'th time, and we often take the kids
to the Bicycle Park-a track where
chiklrell can have unlimited use of::L
range of model pedal cars, tricycles,
bikes, and pedal go-carts. Some of the
facilities for children are absolutely
wonderful.'"
How safe an environment Japm
provided for him and his family to live
also struck Dr Sims. "Women can
walk down dimly lit lanes well after
midnight and tilerc's no danger
whatsoever," he said.
He foresees his time at Itochu
having a large impact on the future
directions that his life will take.
"Despite Australia being the best
country in the world, the excitement
and opportunities associated with living
overseaS probably mean that we'll try
and spend the majority of our future
working lives outside Australia. II l3m1
'" PAUL Sl'Ulli.ING IS A IlREBlANCE WIUTER
IIASED IN MELBOURNE.
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Money'wltlps leathier
industry "intosh~pe
Last year Ms Catherine Money was
recognised in the Queen's Birthday

Honours List and awarded the Public
Service Medal (PSM) for outstanding
public service in the development of
new technologies and improvement of
processes for the leather industry.
This was a high honour on its

own. but the PSM has even greater
significance because Ms Money has

taken on a career and succeeded in a
traditionally male dominated industry.
She has worked hard to make sure
that environmental regulations
affecting the industry were practical

and based on the best available
scientific evidence.

The Australian leather industry
now looks to her to help it guide and
monitor tanneries around the nation,

Ms Catherine Money with CSIRO Chief Executive Dr Malcolm Mdntosh, at the Public Service
Medal ceremony in Canberra last year.

and she is also highly regarded by
leather industries internationally.
The PSM is awarded twice a year
by the Governor General and
recognises those who have consistently
performed demanding jobs to the
highest standards, and have made a
major contribution to the Australian
commmuty.

CoResearch: How would you describe
your career at CSIRO?

CoResearch: What book/s are you
reading over the Summer?

CoResearch: Where do you work and
what do you do?

Money: Great: really interesting,
rewarding and frustrating.

Money: I have recently become the
leader of the Leather Research Centre
in Melbourne, which is part of CSIRO
Wool Technology.

Money: The Man in the Ice, Spindle;
Hannah and her Daughters,
Fredt'icksonj Ramulus my Father,
Gaita; The Reader, Schlenk.

Money: Combining family and work.

CoResearch: Plans for 1999?

CoResearch: Greatest challenge?

MOJ~ey: Obtaining

Cofusearch: How long have you been
v,rjth CSIRO, and in what areas have
)'OU worked?
Money: I have been doing Leather
Research for 36 years! I have worked

closely with industry and most of my
work has been developing processes for
tanneries to help them become
environmentally acceptable and
economically viable.

CoResearch: Greatest acruevemenH

will need an even better system for the
fhture.
CoResearch: Least favourite work
moment?

Money: Computer crashes.

funding. I'm

Mottey: A better process for unhairing

starting with two weeks ill India!

hides. I've spent many years on it. We
have an improved system where the
hair becomes a valuable by-product of
the tanning process. Howcver1 industry

CoResear,h: What advice would you
offer women starting out in science?
Money: You need persistence and lots
of chemistry; I'3!iJ

Forestry i.... ((~().lIth
East Asia
CSIRO Forestry and Porest Products
has been working for almost twenty
years with peer organisations in
countries in South East Asia tmder
research contracts largely administered
through AusAID, ACIAR and the
FAO·,
Work under these arrangements
has led to the development of strong
and lasting relationships Witll its
counterparts.
But in countries where these
relationships are integrated with culture
and business development, CSIRO
needs _a simple yet powerful tool to
foster its relationships and continue
research collaboration once existing
projects are complete.
CSIRO Forestry and Forest
Products has in place a series of
Memoranda of Understanding (MoDs)
to accommodate future collaborative
activities for reciprocal training and
development, and initiatives for
funding from other international
sponsors.
CSIRO now has MoUs in place
witll Indonesia, Sarawak 1 _Thailand,
Vietnam and Papua New Guinea, and
proposes future MoDs with Cambodia,
Laos and China.
They are not legally binding and
commit no resources, but represent an
expression of intent based on existing
goodwill.
Potential benefits to Australia and
CSIRO include developing CSIRO's
capacity and knowledge to influence'
forest practices, opportunities to realise
a retmn on some of its past R&D
investment and to bring back

Race to conserve the pine
by Micl< Crewe, CFFP
The backbone of the burgeoning
Australian softwood industry is under
threat from disease and habitat loss.
But efforts by CSIRO Forestry
and Forest Products scientists could
help turn the tide.
Radiata pine, or Montercy pine as
it is called in the US, snpplies over 50
per cent of wood harvested in
Australia.
The wood is used widely for
hunlture, construction, packaging,
newspapers and other paper goods like
tissues.
Radiata has a very lirnited natural
range in five locations in California and
the Mexican islands and is under
extreme threat.
"In California radiata grows in
some beautifullocatiol1s and these
have become very desirable for
residential and other development,
such as those around Monterey,
reducing the natural stands/' said
CSIRO Forestry and Forest Products
Research Scientist Dr Colin Mathcson.
"More important, in recent years
a disease called pitch canker has
severely damaged these native stands
and will eventually kill many of the
trees.
"In Mexico on one of the 1:\\'0
islands where radiata. occurs naturally
there are no young trees .as go~ts make
short work of any seedlings as soon as
tlley appear."
DrMathesonsaysAtLS~nlHa neccis
to worry aboutthe trces'nativ:eha~.itat
because to continllally improve,a
species for cultivation, breerle~sne~d
access to the natural population in

order to find new genes for a particular
desired characteristic.
"A particularly handy one now
would be a gene or genes conferring
resistance to pitch canker. Because the
fungus that causes pitch canker can be
transmitted in seed we can no longer
acce.ss native populations for seed/'
explained Dr Matheson.
~~Stoppillg pitch canker taking hold
in Australia js a number one priodty for
maintaining the Australian softwood
industry."
Fortunately, says Dr Mathcson
scientists fi·om CSIRO Forestry and
Forest Products, including Dr Ken
Eldridge, the New Zealand Forest
Research Institute and the University of
California at Berkley carried out a
range-wide collection of radiata seed in
1978 before pitch canker was found in
California.
Some of the seed brought back
was used to establish 50 conservation
plantings across southern Australia
ranging in area from less than 0.1
hectares to more than 100 hectares.
The importance of these plantings
was recognised ata recent CSIRO~
organised Canberra workshop attended
by scientists and forest industries
j

represepta?~es.

on

"The workshop agreed
proposals designed to boost the gcu,etic
conservation effort in,Australia ,and
New Zealand of radiat<t_pipe~''f~ese
included further plant:Ulgofseed
collected iIl:197~from?le nauual
stands and aiming for..an effective
population sizepf2,OOO trees where
possible in consSl'Y:;atio¥plapt~tions/'

CSIRO Is helping conserve radlata pine, an Amerlcantree sp~des:,4nderthreattr0m'habitat.lo5s
and disease. Radiata pine is an Important species in Australia's softWood industry.The photo above
shows Radiata In one of its threatened native habitats, Gaudalupe,lsland, Mexico.Photo CSIRO
Forestry and Forest Products.

said Dr Matheson.

about pitch canker and the genetics of

AnQtherCSIRO FFP scientist,
Dr Mike Deyey with Dr.Matheson
organised a second workshop in
California to discuss pitch canker and
its threat to PimtS radiata-.

host res~tanceandi.l1volvedp~ople

As DrDevey said, IlStopping pitch
canker taking hold in Australia is a
number one priority for maintaining
the AustraIian.sofLwood industry. The
w()rksh?p in California was held to
bring together.a1l known informatiop
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from six countries. The plan 'is to test
pE:digfeedn'ees"£r()Il14~stralia,Neyv

Zealand and Chile aloilg with native
1v1{)nterey_pines in California.
Infoffi1ationoIlI'esistance co~d~cn
be applied ineach~<:ountryls breeding
program. ResistaI~tCa1ifo~~<lntrees

will boost local conservationefforts.'l

lll!IiI

lQlowledgc to assist Australian business
development for the forestry and forest
product.s industries.
The MoUs have provided an
important facilitating piece illthe
jigsaw of maintaining research net:\'1orks
and developing independent bilateral
initiatiy~ and related sponsorship in
the forestry and forest products
environment ofSouth EastAsia. They
were developed in consultation with
the Australian Government Solicitor
and Edwina Menzics of Mimer Ellison.
Rob Lockwood-FFP

*AusAID is the Australian Agency
for International DevclojJme11t. ACL4R
is the Australian Centre f01'
Intcmati(m~l Ag1'icttltural Research.
FAO is the UN Food and AgricultUI1':

01;ganisation. ~
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ResearchRoundup
CSIRO research in the news compiled by Nick Goldie, CNA
Historic tree cloned

Monica van Wensveen of CSIRO
Wildlife and Ecology, South East Asian
rice farmers have (delicious) recipes for
the rats that steal their rice. Some
chopped garlic I fresh ginger, chilli, a
splash of soy sauce-perhaps this is a
solution to the green crab invasion. If
you can't beat them, eat them.

Don't waste water!
In 1824 explorers Rume and Hovel!
camped under a river red gum, beside
what they had (modestly) named tile
Hume River. They explored southern
New South Wales, crossed the
Mmrumbidgee, and eventually arrived

at Port Philtip Bay.
Later the "Hume River" was renamed the Murray, and the place
where they camped became Nbury.
The explorers had marked their
passage by carving Hovell Nov
RI?/24 in the tree.
Today, the historic tree is still
alive, but showing signs of age. Last

year Mr Vie Hartney of CSIRO
Forestry and Forest Products used a
cherry-picker to collect shoots from
the top of the tree, and is creating
clones of the original trec, on river red
gum root stock. Albury City Council is
planning to plant the new trees close
to the 'Hovell Tree' so that when it
finally dies, its genes willHve on.

Oiled penguins point finger
Hundreds of Australian penguins are
suffering a horrid fate as they become.
contaminated with oily sludge-in
the ocean.
According to Dr Andy Revill of
CSIRO Marine Research, some ships
ignore environmental guidelines, and
illegally discharge oily waste at sea, It is
cheaper tha.n using the commercia11yrun facilities in harbour.
One solution, suggests Dr R.evill,
is to include the cost of harbourside
discharging in port fees, with easily
accessible discharge facilities.
However we are all liable to some
extent. Road runoff and industrial
stonnwatel' dumping carries a vast
amount of oil into inland water
systems and so into the sea. The US
Academy of Sciences has estimated that
37 per cem of dle world's marine oil
pollution enters the sea from the land.

How much water does your household
use for the lawn? For washing the ca.r?
For making cups of tea? Down the
gurgler?

Andrew Speers of CSIRO Building,
Construction and Engineering
explains: "We're taking six hundred
typical Australian households, and
using ~smart' meters and family water
logs to record water use, over two
consecutive summers."
We use two-thousand-year-old
technology in the form of water-borne
sewage and effluent systems. In an era
where water shortage is becoming a
global issue-wars may be fought over
water supply-it's time that we rethink Australia's urban water use.
"If Australia can pioneer clever
solutions to the water issue, we cun be
sure that there will be worldwide
demand for them," says MrSpeers.
The households taking part in the
survey are in Perth (WA),but are
representative of typical homes
anywhere in urban Australia.

Marsupials in the mist
Like flood victims, rare marsupials
retreated to cool mountain tops. in
Australia's wet tropics.
Seven species of leaf-eating
marsupials-two tree kan~aroos and
five kinds of P9ssum-arenow
stranded indle highcoUlltry, the Jast
remnants of the rich fauna that

lallfarewellsAnimal Health
lan McTaggart has farewelled the
Organisation after a 34-ycar career with

CSIRO Animal Health.

flourished in Australia millions of
years ago.
But what will happen when the
new global warming begins to bite in
the next century? Mr John Kanowski
of CSIRO and the Rainforest CRC is
working against the dock to find out.
"We think these animals need cool
conditions, not only to keep their body
temperatures down, but to provide the
dew they drink on misty mountain
tops. If the cool wet forest retreats,
the animals have no choice but to go
with it."

1999 is the year ofCSIRO's
Urban Water Program. Director .Mr

,cri

Urine with a chance

QQIQ~1

y:e5e~r'c.he.(S" ConVt'Xt. '0aU:. and hops
CI...to t\.itr"0,get"\..()Ll'\:l f erLil16l:.('

Each year we Australians (a nation of
beer drinkers) produce 5 to 1Q.billion
litres of urine-as much as 500 litres
per person per year,
And we use ten times this amount
of water to carry the urine awa.y.

Dr Rhys Leeming of CSIRO
Marine Research has been working
with Swedish researchers to· design. a
practical urine separating toilet syste.rn,
and then to assess the effects on soil,
plants) and water) of using urineas a
fertiliser.
Before anyone asks, what about
th~ other component? We can report

that Dr Phil Polglase of CSIRO
Forestry and Forest Products has been
helping boost the growth of radiata
pine plantations south.of§ydl19Y' by
the judicioustrastol;..driven flPplication
of biosolids--describedas~~thick
muddy solids derived from·wastewater
treatment}}.

r.m

PAs (:onnect at conference

Ian started with CSrRO Animal
Health in Parkvi1le as a technical
assistant in the media preparation
laboratory, producing vaccines far the
successful eradication campaigriagainst
contagious bovine pleuropneumonia.
'~Things have

certainlychanged

since I first joined CSIRO. I re~lember
when young technicians wouldn't
dream of addressing senior staff by
theil' first names. And when my wife
Jumth and I became engaged, we were
told that we couldn't work at the same
Division}" he said.
After six: months lan joined the
parasitology research program1,under
Norman Anderson. The team was
researching gastro-intestinal parasites of
sheep and cattle in the regions of
southern Australia.
In 1975 lan and fan,ily loft
Melbourne for an. onsite field trial in
Victoria's Western Disl.:rict, where ran
undertook both the animal husbandry
and laboratory work for the
parasitology project,
Since 1983, lan has been with

CSIRO's MHL--before the world
class facility was even opened.
His first role was to establish and
manage AAHVs large animal facility.

joinIng lan McTaggart (left) at hIs farewell was
former Chief ofAAHL. Dr Bill Snowdon.

1an undertook a two-year
secondment to the Human Resources
Branch in Canberra on a project to
coordinate training and development
activities on a regional basis. He then
returned to the Division where be
joined the Commlmication Group.
'~I didn't have much time to settle
into the Group, as the Hendrahorse
virus story hit within a couple ofweeks
of joining in 1993. Then in 1994 the
rabbitcalicivirus disease (RCD) project
was up and running along quite
nicely... until October 1995 when the
virus escaped from Wardang Island and
kept us all very busy for the next 12-18
months," Ian said.
lan plans to play golf, and see more

ofAustralia. S!!l1

Molecular scientists lend a hand
PIS I(Cit~9.0l1gh and :pet:eiffoYlleof
CSIR()NI9leclllarScience have been
doing a bit of 'OUtr~~C~' science,
The}'ha~e been assisti l1 g ~tudents
atSwinburn~University with·tl~eir.:16

week projects.'These. projects, which
investigate a particular aspect of
biotechnology, are an essential part of
the work requirements for their

diploma.
One,student is lookillg at the lIse
ofmethods that employ polymerase
chain reaction,· protein expre~sioll and
electrophoresis ofDNA.
."We're helping tile students to
investigate the protein VAMP I) which
has been researched byCSIRO
Molecular Science at Parkvillet said

Dr Gough.
"The protein is partly responsible
for allowing glucose to be transported
and absorbed by insulin-sensitive. cells

Or Kelth Gough (second right) and Dr Peter
Hoyne (centre) of CSIRO Molecular Science
discuss biotechnology projects with Swinburne
Urilversity students. Photo courtesy Swinburne
University ofTechnoiogy.

in the body."
'~It is important for CSIRO
scientists to shed their white coats and
get out among the community to let
them know what we are doing, and to
help foster a love of science in
students," r:!m

Alien invaders: stars and
crabs are coming
Thirty million seasta.rs have invaded
At the conference dinner (from left to right) Valerie Blackley, Margaret Redford. Jane Lowther.
Mary Slggers, E1eanor Oyston and Beverlle Johnstone. Photo: Bronwen Healy,

Tasmania's Derwent Estuary. Green
crabs are on the march,
Both these pests-the Northern
Pacific Seastar and the European Green
Crab---are believed to have hitched
rides to Australia in the ballast water of
ships. Both are voracious pre.dators of
shellfish, and are a serious threat to
Australia's marine farmers and
aquaculturists.
Tasmanian marine farmers have
joined scientists in a program to trap
and monitor tile two pests, says Mr
Dick Martin of CSIRO Marine
Research,
"Involving the farmers is c!itical.
It won't just provide the scientis~ with
information, but it will play a vital fO.le
in raising awareness of the seastars and
the crabs in tile industry, "
According to rodent expert Ms

Job sharing, working from home,
training, multi.-skilling, secondments
and flexibility were issues raised at the
CSIRO Personal Assistants' National
Conference held late last year in
Melbourne,
The conference focused on the PAs
role in assisting scientists, senior
managers and decision makers carry out
their work, and learning more about
the way CS1RO is run.
CS1RO's Chairman) Mr Charles
AlIen, opened the conference and was
followed ~y a number of prominent
keynot~ speakers. The Chief Executive,
Dr Malcolm McIntosh, waS unable to
attend due to overseas commitments,
but sent a comprehensive "state of the
nation" address to each participant.
The conference enabled PAs to get
to know their colleagues and improve
their personal effectiveness. A PA email
network has been established for gcoup
discussion or requests for assistance,
Several Divisions are now running
regular lunchtime meetings for PAs and
intend to hold Jocal workshops during
the year.
"PAs have a lot to contribute to
the organisation and their networking is

vital in the day to day running of
CSIRO", says the Chairman's PA,
Pauline Macca, who was delighted to
attend the conference.
Dr McIntosh agrees: "Netwo.rking
is what the conference is all about. In
an organisation like CSIRO, we all rely
on each other to create a team tllat can
do much more d1an we could ever
achieve behaving as just a group of
individuals. The communicators,
lawyers and commercial managers have
such CSIRO-wide networks and I
hope that PAs will do the same.}}
Anotl1er attendee, Carolyn
Szczepaniak, PA to the Chief at
Wildlife & Ecology, believes tile
Conference accomplished its aim of
improving intern-al commwlication and
has contributed to a freer exchange· of,
and access to, information within her
work environment.
The whole conference engendered
a spirit of friendly cooperation and
pride in belonging to CSIRO.
Delegates and their supervisors have
reported their enthusiasm for
continuing with conferences regularly
in the future-and this has the Chief
Executive's full support.. Bm
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Test your encyclopaedic knowledge of science! Brought
to you by CSIRO's Double Helix Science Club*, there's no
prize for this quiz except a warm, fuzzy feeling genef:lted by getting all the
right answers, but there is a prize for donating questions (see below).

Questions
1. What ArneLican scientist/author created the three universal rules of robot
bdl3.viour?
2. When was Dan-vin's theory of evolution first published?
3. Who carried out the first successful vaccination two hundred years ago?
4. In which year was Australian Nobd Prize winner Frank Macf.'U'lane Burnet born?
5. Why did he win the Nobcl Prize for Physiology or Medicine?
'0961 U! 31l!'Jp3W AO .cflo10!SMtd .Joj:JZ!.ld ]3IWN 3'11- p3Avqr
Ott14 3Cjl puv r3'!f~j tta SlU3Ul3!'f3{fX3 fm/It 133.1.103 13tt.mfl P3i1.0.IQ.J1JtIlVP:lW .tm'cI .Ia

'Wl U! ..m·1J1 mM rlpoq 1-tl3.wffip 3f/1- t#04 su-vlllO .10 311SS!j. 0) p3;V.l310:/. flt-l!3q OjU! p3J/:J,1.lj
<Iq PllltJ:J 3ftsSJ1. flttPllpo./i!~4!tmtIWt! S~1l1'Jof 36J.L ·~:JV:J..l 01 j.ou U,lV~J V/'10dt 1-! r,n-up J'I0.£
::Iq1-;7.1.1 S1Jj:Joj 11 OJ p:mtpO.lj.U! iU3dt I:poq .l3fPOUV WO.t] 311-SWJ.t :J.vqJ pUtJ (ILt'Jl1VQ Ut!1O Sl!
J3qtltt/UltJ.t puv ;}S!U1l0XI.l 01 ftLt1J31 ;J1lS!!1 flU!3ttPO.ti!-l+!U1"lttf1ltJ I1tlfifoJ3d3P 1VfJ1 P3j')!PfUi!
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Double HelixClub quiz question competition
The competition is still open for people "vqo havedle questions rather than the
answers.. Ifyoll can think of some tricky,'yet solvable, quiz questions, send
theiJ1to SirnonTorok atSimon.Torok@hdix.csiro.au tor a chance to win a $10
Double Helix merchandise voucher·and the.honour ofhaving their questions in
the Double Helix quizzes running in The Age,' The .Ca,~be1Ta Times, The Helix,
and CoRe.scarch~
~To join CSrn,.O's DOl.1bleHcli:x:::Sdenci£QI1,1b call

(02) 6276 6643, emaiI: edueation-p~ogr:unsO!lhelb: .....Iro.au
or see http://www.C$Iro.an/helb: on the WWW. l3!lll
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Farewell Dicl<
and Mike
CSIRO Tropical Agriculture recently
bade farewell to Dc Mike Foale and
Dr Dick Date.
Dr Date leaves CSIRO after more
than thirty years of service. He retired
from Tropical·Agriculture's Root
Nodule Bacteria crew to travel around
Australia. His extraordinary research
career has led him from the palace gates
of Ethiopia to the Yangtse River and
the Great Wall of China,
Dick and his wife now plan to see
much more of Australia l which includes
travelling up to Northern Australia to
see the IGmberleys.
Like many of the recent departures
from Tropical Agriculture (TAg), Dr
Mike FoaIe will continue to pursue
further research activity and maintain
his associations with the Division.
Dr Foale has made many
important contributions since joining
CSIRO in 1969, one of these being his
key part in facilitating the gap between
resource modelling technology and the
people it was designed to bcnefitfarmers.· rami

A jolly good fellow

We've got off to a great Ne.w Year with
plenty of humour for the Caption
Compe.tition.
Marijuana was by far the most
popular theme. These two came from
Greg Doran of Manuf.'1ctlU"ing Science

and Technology: "Colin Tann harvests
leaf and head for world's biggest joine'
and "eoHu Tann of CSIRO
Entomology determines the effects of
marijuana as possible pesticide. Insects
taking part in the trial claimed they
'couId really munch some pizza' ana
were 'really hangin' to go catch some
waves', but no longer exhibited the
urge to devour crops. CSIRO
entomologists arc now working days,
nights and weekends to determine safe
human exposure levels for the
revolutionary pesticide".
Zoe PhiIJips a student in Canberra
sent: "I'm sure they said that the
harder I sucked the higher I'd get».

Bill Winter of Tropical Agriculture
offered: "Just a few more plants and
I'll have the biggest joint in the
universe!"
Bernard Doubc from Land and
Water sent: "and it was from this
simple device that the Hoovermatic
finally evolved".
Patrick Rohan of Mathematical
and Information Sciences wrote: «How
do I get the bugs to let go of the
leaves? ... Well, I ... er . , . well, ..
urn ... I just suck them off ....
)J

Two cnt.ries were received from
Wardck Glynn of Molecular Science:
"Two for research, one for mc, two for
researdl, one for me.. " or "Flat on my
back? No worries-built in chair
mate!"
Exploration and Mining's Patricia
Arguello de Avila sent: On control of
feral cats and foxes: "Here ... kitty,
kitty, kitty ...".
Philip On of Land and Water
sent: "Colin Tann road tests the
world's largest bang".
And finally this from) oIm
Morrissey at Information Technology
services: "Another ten minutes and
I'll have enough for a lovel)r aphid
soup for Xmas dilUler".
And the winner is-Ian HaYl1es
of Food Science Australia for: "Cripes!
I'll never find the bang in all this
grassl",Ianwinsa book called "Let
your Creativity Bloom".
Now back to saving Colin Tann's
reputation. Colinwas actually using a
noisy petrol driven ('D-Vac'l to
suction sample cotton insect pests at
the Australian Cotton Research
Institute, Narrabri.
Our latest pie is from Mana Knox,
of Energy TecImology. Best caption
wins a stylish Double Helix Cap.
Send captions and pies to
CoResearch Caption Competition,
PO Box 225, Dickson, ACT 2602, or
cmail Karen.Robinson@cc.csrro.au.·..·.mmI

Dr Brian Spies of CSIRO Exploration
and Mining and Direc tor of the CRC
for Australian Mineral Exploration
Teclmologics was elected as a Fellow of
the Australiati Academy of
Teclmological Sciences and
Engineering at·their annual meeting
in Fremantle on 23 November, 1998.
His citation reads"... for major
contribution to geophysics for resource
exploration and non-destructive
pipeline testing and to managing
collaborative tesearclC' . . 1E!iJ

The Australian Ark
The Australian Ark-A history of

domesticated. animals in Australia by
Dr Ian Parsonsoll, is a new book from
CSIRO Publishing. It begins with the
dom.estic:animals that came with the
first white settlement in 1788, and
exploresthefoll1!.9ations of our wool
al1d~ef~~~u,sU'ies,>examiningtile role
of early lea~~.rs likePhillip, King,
Macarth~ . . :tt1d~ligh.
The book.considers the successful
illtrc>dpctio~9ft:llehor~c, Australia's
first live unit1:lal<;exportland goes on to
explore the~'c:>le?ftheaccljmatisation
societies)thedev~l()p~.entof the
veterinarYl'ror~ss~onan?the.control
and eradicatiol'l pf.someofthe major
exotic and llltroduc(:.d.ciiscases of sheep
and cattle.
Dr Parsonson was formerly
Assistant Chief of tlle Australian .Animal
Health Laboratory at Geelong, after a
long career in veterinary practice arid
research. The Australian Ark costs
$59.95. [3!lll

Energy honours
Congratulations to Dr David Rand who.
was elected a Fellow of the Australian
Academy ofTechnologic:al Sciences and
Engineering at its Annu'J.l General
MeetingjJl Pertll in 1998. I3m1

Give blood
CSIRO Millerll..1s recently hosted an
Aust.l'aIian'Red Cross Blood Service
mobile ullit ,at Clayton. Forly donors
fi'om,across the Clayton site banded
togecller to support the Blood Service.
CSIRO Minerals will continue to
host a mobile unit in 1999 and is
looking for more donors. It aims to
increase its donor number £i'om 40
to 60, which will assist in making it
viable for the Blood Service to continue
servicing CSIRO on site. More from
Berme Washington at
Bernard.Washington@mlnerals.csiro.au
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Operations club
The CSlaO Operations. Research Club is a special interest
group for scientists working in such :ueas as scheduling,
production planning, operations, logistics and rostering.
Matllematicians from CSIRO Mathematical and
Information Sciences (CMIS) initiated the Club.
Dr Mohan Krislmamoorthy of CMIS's Operations
Research group Md Club organiser says, ('We have often
felt in our group that our research and client service would
benefit from the input of others working in operations
research elsewhere in CSIRO and, likewise,
we could share some of our expertise. The beauty of
CSIRO is that it is large enough to support such
interactions."
The aim is to form a network of staff undertaking
operations research to share ideas, recent advances and
practical know-how. Proposed activities include e~mail
discussion groups, meetings, workshops atld newsletters.
The first meeting is proposed fOl' 8 and 9 July 1999 on
Queensland's Gold Coast immediately after the national
conference of the Australian Society for Operations
Research (ASOR).
Operations research is a discipline that helps decision
makers in sectors including integrated manufactured
products, mineral processing and metal production,
exploration and mining, food processing, built
environment and services. It uses methodologies such as
simulation, optimisation, mathematical· programming and
heuristic search.
Any CSIRO researchers with an interest in
operations research are welcome to join. More information
Dl'Mohall Krishnamoorthy, (03) 9545 8042 or e-mail
Mohan.Krishnamoorthy@cmis.csiro.au t'm

Travelling scholar

Osborne Medal

CSIRO Minerals' Dr Fiona Solomon
has been awarded the 1999 Travelling
Scholarship at the Environmental
Awards presented by the Australian
Minerals and Energy Environment
Foundation (AMEEF).
The scholarship, which is awarded
mIDually, will enable Fiona to travel
overseas to investigate a project
entitled '(Communities in partnershjp:
an investigation of international
strategies for stakeholder involvement
in the minerals industry." At the
cOItlpletion of the scholarshipJ:llona
will make recommendations to
AMEEFfor('best practice)jin
industry~comm?i1itypartnerships in
Australia.

em

Young Aussie star
Astronomer Dr Bryan Gaensler is the
1999 Young Australian of the Year.
Dr Gaensler used CSIRO's
Australia Telescope for his recent PhD
thesis on how the debris of exploding
stars expand fnto space.
He made a startling fmd that
exploded stars in our Galaxy act as
'cosmic compasses', lining up with the
Galaxy's magnetic field.
The Young Australian of the Year
Awards recognise outstanding young
achievers within the cornmwlity. emJ

Bright Spares
Explore Australia's scientific heritage
at http://www.asap.ummelb.edu.au
jbsparcsj
Bright Spares has information on
over 2,500 Australian scientists from
the 18th century to the present. E3!I.iJ

US Award
Dr Stuart Godfrey, an oceanographer,
with CSIRO Marine Research is the
1999 winner of the prestigious
Sverdrup Gold Medal, awarded by the
AmeIican Meteorological Society. Dr
Godfrcy Won the award for advancing
the understanding of climate variations
such as Et Nino. t3m1

Dr Finlay MacRitchie, an ex~CSlRO
scientist, has been awarded the highest
honour in the USA at the annual
meeting of the American Association
of Cereal Chemists. Dr MacRitchie
was awarded the prestigious Thomas
Burr Osborne medal for research in
cereal chemistry.
Dr MacRitcllie was a research
scientist with CSIRO for 30 years
llntil his retirement twelve months ago.
He is currently a Professor in the
Department of Grain Science and
Indusu'Y at Kansas State University. ~
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It's show time!

didn'tbudge
by jane Kahler, CNA
Science can expect $3953 million from
the Government's 1999-2000 Budget
handed down in MaYl around the same
level in real terms as last year's.
Of that, CSIRO will get $597.54
million, ·which while it looks like a
significant increase on last year's
Budget, works out around the same.
The apparent increase reflects
accowlting adjusffilcnts made as the
Government shifts from cash
accounting to its first accrual Budget.
Although the outcome may at first
glance seem disappointing, the
Organisation has sailed through the
annual Budget storm relatively
unscathed.
First CSIRO is in the final year of
its funding triennium} which means dlat
its budget was agreed at the time of the
1996-97 Budget and it was unlikely
that any startling increases could be
expected.
Second the $20 million per annum
over three years given to CSIRO by the
Government in its 1996 Budget} but
required to be paid back from asset
sales and efficiency gains in that
triennium} h,lS been permanently
restored to the Organisation's bottom
line without repayments.
Third CSIRO wiU receive full
compensation for the 1 per cent
efficiency dividend tllat would
otherwise be levied on its research
funding-around 70 per cent of tbe
Organisation's total appropriation.
"We knew tllat tIus was going to
be a tight Budget," said CSIRO Chief
Executive Dr Malcolm McIntosh.
"For CSIRO to ask for an increase
this year would have been swimming
against the tide. Given Budgetary

constraints} the outcome for CSIRO is
rational and reasonable. "
Medical science on the other
hand, looked to be a winner with
fimcling for the N'ltional Healtll and
Medical Research Council (NH&MRC)
boosted by 8 per cent to $173 million.
"Unfortunately CSIRO scientists
won't get any of this because we're not
eligible for NH&MRC money)" said
Dr McIntosh. "Not unless we work
with someone that is.?IOther health
R&Dwill beboostedby21.3percent
shilrcd among HNI AIDS research
($12 million), the Australian Institute
of Health and Welfare ($8 million),
medical research infrastrll(Jl1r~($~O
million),and a Na~ollal Institut~ of
Clinical S\:lidies yettobe established,
but with. a budgetallocation of $20
million over. thr.eeyears.
Bioteciln?1tJgyalso looked. to be a
favourite with the Government
promising $17.6 million over two years
for its Biotechnology Strategy, which
will set up an office of biotechnology,
Biotechnology Australia, and.,an Office
of the Gene Technology Regulator.
But these three initiatives. will
provide a regulatory andedm:a,tional
role only and will not conduct
biotechnology research.
"CSIRO will be involved in tllese
initiatives," said Dl' McIntosh.
\~CSIRO has very stringent
guidelines for its biotechnology
research, but we believe there should
bc an information program for the
community run by independent people
of stature that the community feels it
can trust.
"There has to be an authority in
place for biotechnology so the
~~ -----~-------

community is confident that it's not
being sold products that are unsafe, or
that unsafe things are being allowed
into the environment."
As for science generally, there were
no big winners this year.
Funding for tar!~et<,a IOtglLler
education R&D, which imJucles
Australian Research Coun,::Jl,de(;re"sed

Defence Science
TechnoJogy Organisation's
drop by 2.3 per cent, while other
research agencies like the Australian
Institute of Marine Science and the
Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation will receive
slight increases.
A big loser is the National Space
Program, witll its entire budget of$1.5
million gone. Joining it in the losing
stakes is thc Australian Geological
Survey Organisation (AGSO) with
about 20 pcr cent slashed from its
funding. AGSO expects it wiUlase up
to 100 staff as a result of the cuts.
Some good news occurs on the
business side of things with initiatives
like the Government's R&D Start
program boosted by 23 per cent and
the Industry Research and
Development tax concession scheme
by arOl.U1d 10 per cent.

sa
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From National Science Week in Australia to Germany's Hannover Fair, CSIRO has been busy out
and about showing Australia and the world the technology and expertIse It has on offer.The
photograph above shows CSIRO's latest exhibit atTheAmilZingWorld of Science held in
Canberra as part ofThe Australian Science Festival In May. More on pages 4 and 5.
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'Flu drug shows it's not to be sneezed at
by Jane Kahler, CNA
Initial setbacks to the regulatory
approval and sale of the 'fin drug
Relenza™ on world markets are fading
fast with a go~ahead for the drug in
tlle Emopcan Union announlied in
June.
The news led to a jump in the
share price of Biota Holdings Pty Ltd,
the Austmlian company that funded
tlle research by CSIRO, Monash
University and Australian National
Urnversity scientists, to $6.10.
Earlier this year Diota's share;
price plummeted fi:om $9.40 toa low
of$3.00 when the US Food 1l11d
Drug Administration (FDA)

committee recommended against
approval of sale ofRelenza™ by a vote
of 13 to four.
This was despite the fact that 15
days earlier Relenza™ had received
regulatory approval from the Australian Drug Evaluation Committee
(ADEC) for salc in Australia.
It had also received approval for
sale in Sweden, wluch acted as the
Reference Member State for the
European Union.
ADEC's green lightfor the
A-ustralia.n~developedd(ug.was a
feather in tlle j.:ap of the scientists and
commercial partners who brought it

to market after 20 years of reseurch
and development.
International pharmaceutical
company Glaxo-Wel1come has been
busy commercialising the drug and
conducting clirrical trials around the
world, and Relenza1"101 is now approved
for sale in 16 countries.
While Rclcnza™ (Zanamivh-) is
not a cure for the 'flu, it prevents the
virus from replicating.
Studies in Australiu and Europe
showed it eased synlptoms of the 'fiu
with patients reporting they felt better
two and a half days soonerthantllose
taking a placebo.

Results from these studies led to
the Australian go-ahead, and shortly
afterwards approval for sale in Swedcn
by its Medical Products Agency.
But the FDA Committee based its
decision on l'csults of a US study, the
largest conducted so far.
Unlike the Australian and
European trials, the US study showcd
that people who took the drug felt
better in five days, compared to six
days for those that took u,plac;ebo.
The FDA'sAnti-Vira( Drugs
Advisory Committce s:lid it was not
concerned about the safety of the

drug, but questioned whedler it was
effective enough.
But Glaxo-WcUcome remains
confidcnt about the future of
Rclenza™ in thc US.
"Glaxo continues to work closely
with the FDA to address the issues
they raised," said the company's
Industry and l\lblic Affuirs Manager
Ms Piona Palmer. "Things are moving
full steam ahead on RelenzaTM."
In April) Glaxo advised that the
US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) had cxtended its regulatory
review ofRelenza™.l':1m1
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AAI-IL.hasi(ey-r()le in
Malay-sian virus fight
Australian scientists arc playing a key
role in the international effort to stop
the: deadly Malaysian Nipah virus,
which has killed scores of people and
thousands of pigs.
CSIRO Animal Health's Dr Peter
Daniels and Dr John White have just
returned from Malaysia, where they
joined a team from the Atlanta-based
Ccnters for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), in investigating
and controlling the outbreak.
Dr Peter Daniels is a veterinarian
and project leader of CSIRO Animal
Health's Diagnosis and Epidemiology
section. Hc has been working with the
Malaysian Dc~artmcnt of Veterinary
Services in conducting animal post
mortems, and collecting blood samples
from pigs and other animals for testing
at the Ausu"wan Animal Health
Laboratory (AAHL) in Geelong.
"Through testing at AAHL we
have conftrmed that humans, pigs,
dogs) cats, horses, goats and bats have
been infected by the Nipah virus. This
information is critical in assisting the
Malaysian veterinary services to
successfully contain the virus and
prevent further deaths.
"Wc are also undertaking
transmission experiments with pigs to
determine how they may be passing
the virus to other pigs"andto people,
The unique biocontailIDlcnt facilities at
AAHL make it one of the few places in

the world where testing and research
of this sort can be safely carried out.

"While collecting samples in
affected areas in Malaysia, we wore
special breathing hoods to help
minimise any risk of infection.
"The Malaysian vets have now
been equipped with similar apparatus
and trained in its usc, and strict
protocols developed to ensure their
safety while working on potentially
infected farms.
"The most important part of the
work has been to apply this early
knowledge of the disease and how it is
spread) to develop control measures.
We assisted the Malaysian Veterinary
Services Department in designing a
national surveillance and eradication
program. for the disease in livestock,
based on the detection and culling of
infected pigs ," DrDaniels said.
Dr Jolm White is a CSIRO
Animal Health research scientist with
experience in developing diagnostic
tests for viral diseases. He worked with
staff from the Veterinary Research
Institute (VlU), in Ipoh, Malaysia to
develop a blood test to show if pigs
have been exposed to the virus.
uThe test is now being used in
Malaysia to SCl'een at least 30)000 pig
blood samples from more than 1,000
pig farms 11ationwide,as part of the
controlstratcgyfor th~, Nipahvirus.
Pigsar~ mso beingraI1~01l1ly~ampled
at Malaysian abbatoirs to ensure that
potentially diseased animals are not
being submitted for human
consumption," Dr White said.

From left, foreground. Mr Hume Field, QDP1,and Dr Peter Daniels, CSIROAAHLThe scientists
are pictured necropsying a pig suspected to be infected with the Nipah virus, at the Malaysian

vtllage of Sepang. Photo MHL

Dr White will soon return to
Malaysia to assist the staff at VRI to
develop screening tests for other
animals known to be susceptible to the
Nipah virus.
At May 12, 100 people had died
in Malaysia from encephalitis

1994, and has killed two people and
sixteen horses.
Mr Hume Field, a wildlife expert
from the Queensland Dcparbnent of
Primmy Indnstly (QDPI), also worked
in Malaysia, collecting animal
for testing to determine the natural
~host' of the virus.

(inflammation of the brain), from a
total of 257 human cases. Some deaths

Both viruses belong to the
'megamyxovirus' genus. Hendra virus

The Austmlian effort is coordinated
by Australia's Chief Veterinary Officer,
Dr Gardner Murray, through the
National Office of Animal and Plant
Health in Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries-Australia (NOAPH-AFFA),
and the Australian Quarantine and

was first identified in Queensland in

Inspection Service (AQIS). B\lll

were due to Japanese encephalitis, but
most appear to have been caused by

the Nipah virus,~(new' paramyxovir~1S
that is closely related to Hendra virus.

New Chief

Scientist>getshis.own reaction Scientist
CSIRO scientist Dr Andy Liepa has had
a chemical reaction named after him.
Dr Liepa now joins people like
Michael FaraduYl Alcssandro Volta,
Edwin Hubblc and Hans Geiger who
have been immortalised by having
processes or devices namedaftcr them.
He joins a very select group of
Australian organic chemists who have
achieved this honour.
The process, now called "Liep:l
phenanthrcnes synthesis", makes it
quicker .tnd easier to reproduce certain
naturally occmring chemicals, such as
those used in antibiotics, in a laboratory.
Dr Liepa developed the process

while he was a postdoctoral fellow in. the
US during the early 70's. He went on to
further demonstrate its use while he was
a research fellow at the Australian

National University in the mid-70's and
latcr at CSIRO Molecular Science.
According to Dr Liepa the process
involves a breakthrough in controlling
the behaviour of a carbon compound
known as an aromatic ring.
l'Aromatic rings play a very
important role in organic chemistry <1.5
they form the building blocks of many
complex substances," Dr Liepa said.
The most basic of these is the
benzene ring, which consists of six atoms

Dr Andy Uepa joins the ranks of people like Faraday,Volta, Hubble and Geiger.
Pboto CS1RO Molecular Science.

of carbon in a flat hexagonal shape that
have a hydrogen atom attadlcd to each
one. The bonds between the carbon
atoms arc very strongl which makes the
structure very stable., yet aromatic rings
are '"ble to react with other chemicals.
Aromatic rings have a wide range of
industrial uses in making dyes, drugs and
plastics and many other chemicals.
Dr Liepa said that while procedures
have "been developed for many kinds of
chemical rcactiom, medlods to form
direct links between aromatic rings such
as benzene have been few and inefficient.
I'! found a chemic:tl that was able to
overcome this. Tlus chemical h...d a
strong affilUty with electrons, and was
able to remove one from the ring.
This meant wc were able to form a
highly reactive chemical intermediate,"
Dr Liepa said.
<IThis could then be used to carry
out chemical syntheses difficult to achieve
by conventional chemical methods."
This procedure bas subsequend}'
been applied by Dr Liepa as well as
overseas researchers ns onC of the key
methods used to synthesise a number of
natural products.
Dr Liepa said although so f,'1r mainly
used for research, his process was recently
a ke~' method used in the US to produce
the. antibiotic Vancomycin. Vancomycin
has become the treatment of last resort
against antibiotic-resi5tant strains of
golden staph (Stapbylococcus ntt1'cm)
which have emerged as a widespread and
potentially leth:tl threat during
hospitalisation. a.;m
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CSIH..O welcomes
the appointment of
Dc Robin Batterham
as Chief Scientist of
the Commonwealth
ofAllsrralia.
Dr Batterham's
experience in both
public and private
sectors will be extn~mcly valuable to
the Governmcnt and its agencies)" said
Dr Malcolm McIntosh, CSIRO Chief
Executive.
(IWe look forward to a strong and
productive relationship with Dr
Battcl'hal11, who has already worked
with CSIRO as Chief of the Division
of M.inerals and Process Engineering.
(IDc Battcrham's predecessor, Dr
Jolm Stocker, has made a valuable
connibution, particularly in Ius work
with the Primc Minister's Science
Engineering and Innovation Cowlcil,"
Dr McIntosh said. I:'3m1

i-OCEsannounced
CSIRO Chief Executive Dr Malcolm McIntosh has announced the appointment of
Dr Paul Wcllings and Dr Ron Sandland to the position of Deputy Chief Executive.
Dr Wellings will replace Dr John Radcliffc, andDr Sandland will replace
Dc Bob Frater. Dr McIntosh said the handovCIs will occur mid-year at mutuall~r
convenient times. L'3m1
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is

Media favour-ability
even higber"!i l1 1<998
j

by Rosie Schmedding, CNA
Media coverage of CSIRO and its
science in 1998 was even more
favourable than in 1997, leading media
analyst CARMA International Pty Ltd
has found.

stories about CSIRO. Individual
articles generated through one of
CSIRO National Awareness' programs
achieved ratings as high as 85. These
were "Landscape Visionaries', which
was a colour feature article in 17JC
Bulletin, March 24 1998; "An
Australian·made Hybdd Electric Car
by the Year 2000") Motoring Autumn
1998 and "Bush Tucker Dreaming'"
The Bulletin, July 7, 1998.
"Overwhelmingly apparent in the
majorily of CSIRO coverage was
recognition that CSIRO research has
valuable implications and applications
for industry and the environment....."
the report said.
CSIRO senior.forest research
scientist) Dr Miko IGrschbaulTI 1 and
Chief of CSIRO Marine Research Dr
Nan Bray, were quoted in 21 articles
each.
Also prominent were CSIRO
Land and Water ChiefDr Graham
Harrls, and principal research scientist
atCSJRO Plant IndnsuYl Dr Greg
C()llsta~le)cOIumcnting fuvourably for
CSIROon 19 .occasions each.
The.· .. oth~~f)category included

CARMA-or Computer Aided
R.esearch and Media Analysis-looked
at 4,117 newspaper articles about
CSIRO published in 1998, and
concluded that 87 per cent were
favourable, 12 per cent neutral and
only 1 per cent unfavourable.
CARMA found that articles about
CSIRO had an average favourability
rating of 61.9 on their 0 - 100 point
scale, up from 60.2 the previous year60 is regarded as the level of
favourabHity typically obtained by

sponsorship.
The CARMA study showed that
the highest volume of newspaper

repOl-ts-750-was obtained by the
Biodiversity sector, followed by Land
and ·Water at 717.
Two sectors showed a significant
increase in their coverage. Marine an
increase of 138 articles and tile Built
Environment Sector had an increase of
131 articles over the previous year.
The Petroleum, Mineral
Exploration and Mining Sector
followed by Chemicals and Plastics
obtained the most favourable coverage.
The issues most commonly
reported in the press about CSIRO
were education and training, soils, staff,

gene technology, wool and property.
Favourable messages dramatically
outweighed un£wourable messages, the
report found.
The leading favourable message
embedded in the articles was "CSIRO
is a world class research organisation
vital to Ausu-alia's future".
Messages relating to CSIRO
providing economic benefits received
the most mentions followed by
environmental benefits. The leading
message relative to public expectations
of CSIRO was: "CSIRO delivers a
sustainable environment, particularly

through introduction of alternative
energy sources."
CSIRO's leading media
spokespeople in 1998 were CSIRO
marine biologist Mr Barry Bruce)
followed by CSIRO Forestry and
Forest Products ChiefDr Glen Kile)
Chief Executive Dr Malcolm McIntosh
and CSIRO and Australian Geodynanlics
eRe scientist) Dr Louis Moresi.
The report saysthatd.isc~ssionof
Rabbit Calicivirus in 1998 c;:ovcrage
was morc favourable than in 1997
coverage.. While there. still were
ullfuvourable stories the favourability

index improved fro 01 49 to 51. Other
unfavourable messages related. to staff
and property.
The study found that CSIRO
receivedW()s~c?reragein the
Queens4tn41Jres~followed bY,New
South' WaJes,ancifVic~ori.a''Phel~ading
CO~~!~.g;S,,()fCSIRO science~asJ:>Y TT1C
Ca~~b~rra,Timefl' follQ"'fdbyTheAg&,

The Australian and The Sydney
,." .

¥oNf,£:ng1:ler~14.<,,:>

avid Roget"fXpeF4nent~Tfsearch

M~dia~~w}~~,?~f).t:;rated by
~SIRO.ach~~xc::q,~~:aYSflge
favourability'9t~6,:ct:)Uwared:vjJ;h,~9
for autonomously:generated,llledia

~~hiap.~9$IROWeste~111\ustralia
scieIl9~t~_BrJvI~-l'garetRopcr,yYhq w~re

quoteclOfllq,gccasions each,·.em

IB~·Mclntosh

Farmers b ed
out by CSI o

Grin and beard it

l~e~aksat\NPC
by Kllren Robinson, CNA

C<The way to compete internationally is
to have a technological edge over your
international competitors and then, of
course, be able to explain it with good
marketing", said Dr Malcolm
McIntosh, Chief Executive, CSIRO, in
a speech to the National Press Club on
16 JUlle.
Invited guests attended the lunch
to hear the Chief Executive talk about
"Money :fi:om Ideas".
"Science isn't simply about
satisfYing scientists OInd achieving
knowledge for its own sak.e,,' said Dr
McIntosh. But rather that science and
technology «arc major economic
drivers" that can contribute to the
growth of an economy.
"That's where the money comes
in," said Dr McIntosh.
,cCSIRO feels that science and
technology underpins the futme quality
of life in Australia) both in money and
non-money terms," he said.
Drawing on CSIRO's recent
achievements in science a'nd
technology, Dr McIntosh illustrated a
number of areas of research that had
both economic and community
benefits.
Examples included areas such as
astronomy, with the possibility of
participating in the "next generation of
radio telescopes", the wool industry
and dle new <Optim' wool fibre, ultra
clean coal, Exclgram technology, for
developing anti·counterfeiting devices
for use on any sccuriLy instrument, and
the world's first truly novel influenza
drug, Relenza TM.
Dr McIntosh raised the question
as to C<wlllch sectors might be the most
profitable, and which will be the most
importaIlt for Australia~" Answering it
himself,he said c<almostevery sector".

by Fionat1yers, ClW
The end result from a CSIRO Land
and Water irrigation experiment is
helping furmers hundreds of
kilometres from the site.
Trucldoads of hay left the
FILTER site at Grillith NSW, bouad
for farmers affected by brishfires near
Crookwelllast swnmer.
CSIRO Land and Water officer in
charge Mr John Blaclcwell said the
idea to send the hay produced at
FILTER came from onc of his fellow
researchers. "Dr Warren Muirhead
suggested that it would be great to be
able to give the hay to dle fanners at
Crookwell,l' Mc Blackwell said.
"The Griffith City Council, who
own the FILTER site and the hay,
gave tlle idea the thumbs up and since
then, things progressed quiddy."
Fanners were not even required
to cart the hay, with coordination
between the Griffidl and Crookwell
Rotary Clubs ensuring dle transport of
the feed source.

I
I[

The Annals of Improbable Research invited org,nl,,,ion"o ",~ml"gro"p f"O'.o of 'h"ir
bearded men for Its special 'Bearded Men Issue' in September.
"Given the scenery around Entomology, we didn't think wecouldpassup a challenge like
thad" said Ualson Officer Ms Julie Carter. "So all Ento bearded men were Jnvlted to appear to be
captured for posterIty.And everyone else was Invited to watch the beardsassemble!" Bm]

Mr Blackwell said CSIRO Land
and Water was. always trying to
improve. agriculture tbxough its
research work, but that this was an
additional way of helping out.
'~Given our regional locatioll) this
laboratory works closely ·with farmers
every day to increase their efficiency
and sllstainability. This is what the
FILTER project and sequential
biological concentration is about1 in
trying to find a way to re·use drainage
water for a productive outcome.
"We think it is just great that wc
are able to help even more farmers by
giving the hay grown on the FILTER
site to those producers who lost stock
and feed in the fires at Crookwell.))
About 300 bales of the hay, which
is a mixture of oaten and grass hay,
was sent and a further cut of hay from
tile FILTER site was transported in
autumn. [3!Ii]

Double Helix

goes totaUywild

CSIRO Education Programs and
National Awarene5s have linked with
TotallyWild, the long-running, lllgh·
rating na~onOll children's TV program,
~odevote its whole Tuesday program
to scien~e.
I
Totally Wild screens weekdays on
! Network Ten at 4pm. Its viewers are
I upper primary and lower secondm.y
. students and their families.
The Tuesday show includes a
good smattering of CSIRO work and

I
I

the activities.ofCSIRO's Double
Helix Science Club.
The cooperative production will
also provide film footage for CSIRO
National Awareness' Australia
Advances series.
The program reaches over
260,000 young people and their
families.. Ratirigs for the Tuesday
pwgram have increased since it started
featuring science. E3'l!11

Dr McIntosh's speech can be found
at http://www.csiro.aujnews/specches/
npc.hunl I3mJ
J
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CSIRO out and <abo.ut in

on Hanl

National Science Week
National Science Week is Australia's
aIlllual nation~wide celebration of
science. Hundreds of schools,
universities, societies, businesses,
industry bodies and individuals
participate to take science out of dle
laboratories and into the streets,
beaches, auditorimn5, sport fields and
shopping malls.
This year National Science Week
was held from May 1 - 9 and was
supported by major science
programming Oll ABC TV and Radio,
plus events in cities and towns in every

state

an~

territory.

CSIRO's National Science Week

entomology.
In Canberra CSIRO went on
show as part of The Australian Science

contribution took many forms like the

Festival. Its exhibit at ACTEW's

launch of The New Wave for radio, and
a website by CSIRO Mathematical and
Information Sciences called "Count me
in", which featured mathematical topics

Amazing World of Science at the
National Convention Centre, featured
five ofCS1RO's "greatest hits"-the
nanomachine, the flu drug,

Beetles prove popular at CSIRO's Greatest Show on Earth exhibit in Canberra.
Photo Bronwen Healy.

a global search to find sources of
natural plant dyes.
In Brisbane, CSIRO Tropical

immunocontraccption of pest animals,
x-ray tedmology) and magnesium
metal. There were -also some hits of
the past on film-radar, dung beetles

Agriculture and CSIRO Land and

and explosions on the Sun-made by
the former CS1RO Film Unit and dug

Water were involved in a BI05 radio
promotion covering quality of meat)
seafood, dairy products and watcr.

out of The National Film md Sound
Archivcs.

In South Australia CSIRO went
to the Investigator CenlTc in Adelaide
and showed off its research in nickel

Public lecmres were held like
CSIRO Wildlife .nd Ecnlogy's Dr

Switching onto CSIRO's X-ray technology, this young vIsitor seems captured by the exposure.
Photo Bronwen Healy.
~

~

Steve Morton's on our lizard country

and gold, medical imaging, the ARIES

and CSIRO Foresu'y and Forest
Products' John Ward's on ICScience

satellitc, sustainable energy, forests and
urban water systems.
In Victoria there was the Great

and Art in the Microscopic World".
Open Days were held at CSIRO
l~ilinal Producti?l1 in Sydl1eyal1d at
CSIRO Davics Laboratory in
Townsville.
CSIRO's Double Helix Science
Club and The Royal Australian
Chemical Insti tute launched the
National World of Colonr Project-

~

~

Australian Science Show and CSIRO
had exhibits fro111 its work in dle
environment, manufacturing,
information technology, agriculture
and minerals and energy. Visitors could
talk to sdentistsand engage in
interactive displays.
~~~

Great National Australian

Science Festival Week
by Nick Goldie, CNA
It takes an expert to tease the threads
apart and distinguish between National
Science Week, the Australian Science
Festival, ScienceNOW!, Fresh Science,
the Great Australian Science Show, and
a slew of launches, seminars, unsung
heroes, and 'media events'.
Some of the darling buds of
May-week in Melbourne:
The 1999 Australian Science
Communicators 'Unsung Hero of
Science' is Dr David Jenkins, who
k.nows morc about dingoes and wild
dogs than you would want to discover,
especially as he specialises in hydatids.
These nasty creatures are spread

by Rosie Schmedding, CNA

like probability, mathematical
misconceptions) puzzles and maths in
everyday life,
CSIRO Energy Technology set up
a chat room with scientists on line to
answer questions about life, the
universe and everything.
ABC Classic FM's Margarct
Throsby interviewed entomologist Dr
Ebbe Nielsen who chose a program of
music for his one-hour slot and talked
of the joys and importance of

far and wide, in dog-poo, arid form
cysts inside the bodies of their alternate
hosts such as kangaroos, wallabies, or
humans. The cysts get very big and
very painful. Dr Jenkins said thnt he
was present at the removal of a cyst
from the liver of a burly furmer that
containcd fifty litres (I) of fluid.
If public health funding dries up,
and thc public health infrastructure is
allowed to crumble, dlC result is
catastrophe. Ms Lauric Garrett, author
of The Coming Plague and science
writer for NCJPsday (USA), told an
appalled audience about rampant drug

Ms jane Gazzo (right) guest presenter onThe NewWwetalks to>'astroflofJ1(~rMsTracyGetts at
its launch In Melbourne during National Science Week. Photo Nick Goldle.

abuse and RN/ AlDS, out~of-control
prostitution, a tuberculosis epidemic,
and simple starvation in the countries
of dlC one~ti.tne Soviet Union.
Sdencc.NOVV!, the new annual
forum for science, offered si"-itecn
young scientists telling the public
about their work. At the ScienceNOW!
dinncr, a select audience heard dle
same sL'xtec1l, described as I<bright
sparks 1' , invited to desclibe tlleir
doctoral thesis in simple language,
while holding a lighted sparkler.
MerciJess judging marked down
hesitation, deviation, and the great
sin~sdentific jargon.
More young scientists took to the
stage as Ms Jane Gazzo, formerly of
ARC TripleJ, launched Thc New Wave,
a special Science Week edition of
CSIRO's monthly radio program The
Sci Files. The adults in the aucllcnce
maynot have recogllised her, but Jane
was cheered and hugged by mobs of
schoolldds, all in the name of science.
Melbourne was a microcosm,
Jeff's Shed (or The Melbourne
Exhibition Cenu'e) a paradigm. Stalls
and shows, swirling crowds of all ages,
serious seminars and frivolous fun ...
another Science Week gone. G.m1
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CSIRO's exhibit at the world's biggest
industry and innovation fair in
Hannover in April, once again was a
big success, according to Deputy Chief
Executive Dr Bob Frater.
Dr Frater led the delegation of 22
Australian technologies to the
European show following 50lid success
at last yeaes event. He predicted that
exhibiting at Hannover this year could
generate exports worth '~more than a
billion dollars" for Australia over the
next five years.
"The barriers to Australian
exports are not in our teclUlology,
which is unassailably world class," says
Dr Frater. I'The barriers are in our
attitudes, our export infi..a structure,
and in the way business, Government
and R&D groups often fail to
communicate with one another."
The whole point of regular
attendance at Hannover, Dr Frater
maintains, is to overcome these
problems.
"Hallliover is attended by
300,000 people, who come to see
7,500 compan.ies and organisations
show off their wares. It is the premier
international industry and innovation
event, and we must be there if we arc
to learn to take ourselves seriously. If
we do that, odlcrs will do the same.
Increasingly, they do."
Ovcr 2,000 people visited the
stand during the six days of the show,
including four German ministers, both
Federal and State. The Australian team
logged some 600 serious enquiries
from European and international
organisations. Each one of these will
be followed up.
Among concrete results achieved
by CSIRO at Harmover arc:
• Cl A$300,OOO t\Vo-year
collaboration deal with an Austrian
high-tcch company for flat panel LeD
development;
l--_

Where art metis science
by Rebecca Scott, CEP
Throughout May and June artists got
their chance to express their views on
the importance of scientific research in
our society.
meti.r-from the ancient Greek word
for cunning intelligence-is a unique
science art exhibition in the ACT.
It featured nine separate OClwes that
fused scientific with artistic brilliance
and imagination.
CSIRO is one of ten organisations
coordinating the project, including the
National Gallery ofAustralia,
Qucstacon) Mt Stromlo Observatory,
The Canberra School of Art at the
Australian National Unlvcrsity and the
Australian Network for Art and
Technology.
The project was initially
undertaken because there was a strong
belief that the two cultures havc a lot in
common.
Artists and scientists view dIe
world with curiosity and, in seeking
answers to their questions, use
observation, imagination, creativity,
communication and evaluation. A
scientist tries to represellt a concept,
experiments with an idea and tests the
validity of the creation. So does the
artist, and both lead to cUscovery, new
vision and illumination.
The exhibition works were diverse.
Some artists made use of cutting edge
science such as seismic profiles,
underwater explosions, pulsars and even

Jill Peck's Undercurrent was on show at the Australian
Geological Survey Organisation. Undercurrent uses an
upturned loogbo:lt In stone 3nd staInless steel as a
metaphor for scientlfic explor.atJao.

tissue culture to present science to
audiences with n new way to view the
world.
Scientists at CSIRO Wildlife and
Ecology shared their bird knowledge
with Swedish artist, Hemik HalGmsson
who documented, filmed and recorded
local birdlife.
Acclaimed artist Paula Dawson
exhibited du'cc of her largest and
earliest holographic works across three
venues. Ms Dawson started her career
as a holographer with a residency at
CSIRO Telecommunications and
Industrial Physics in tlle 1970s.
11'i.etis was sponsored by the ACT
Government Cultural Council, the
Department of Industry Science and
Resource,s through its S&T Awareness
Program, CSIRO, Oricu and Ericsson.

Contact Rebeccfl. Scott at GSIRO
EducatHm Programs on (02) 6276 6639
01' see http://WllJ1P.ui1·o.au/metis (3mJ

.uilds
over success
• the test installation of high efficiency electric motors at a
major German manufacturing house, with potential for many
more; and
• identification of a huge potential market for thin fJ.1m
measuring technology in the European steel and pdnting

indusuies.
CSIRO's closed captioning and editing software drew keen
interest fioIn business people in India and the Middle East.
Ceramic Fuel Cells Limited (CFCL)- which has commercialised
CSIRO fuel cell technology-fielded a steady stream of enquiries
from German city managers looking for 'green' energy options.
And Australian environmentally friendly paint and adhesives
technologies drew the attention of European component
manufacturers in the construction and automotive industries.
"These successes are gratifYing and important, but their real
significance is as part of an on-going process," Dr Frater says.
"People are gradually becoming aware of our capabilities. For our
part, wc are growing more aware of dle potential market for our
technologies-sometimes in areas we had never even considered. Tl
This cross-fertilisation, Dr Frater believes, is one of the key
benefits of exhibiting at a huge, non-specialist industry £'lir such as
Hannover.
""We had no idea, for examplc) that our thin film measurement
technology could be used in the printing industry," he says. "But it
looks like solving a perennial problem in that industty, with big
rewards for llS."
Similarly, Farley Cutting Systems, which uses CSIRO's
Intcrnet-based remote monitoring and maintenance software to
support steel processing plants overseas) discovered that the
technology has applications in the design and manufacture of
theatrical sets for major productions.
Water purification company Orica, which uses technology
originally developed by CSIRO, generated tmexpected interest £"om a
manufucturer of dishwashers, a field in which it h,'lS nevt;r befure been
involved. CSIRO's FastFlo industrial simulation software has found a
new market in the finance industry> where it is used as a toot for
pricing optiOlls.
""All of these technologies have been on display at Hannover,
and we have discovered that we are in a bigger business than we
thought we were," said Dr Frater.
"What we need now is help in exploiting dlis knowledge and
turning it into hard export dollars for Australia. We need the
Government arid the wider private sector ro get behind us, to
build on our successes, We need enthusiastic representation by
our trade bodies and industry groups.
"We need to have a vision of ourselves as a successful high
technology exporter,'1 said Dr Frnter. IIIn Europe> a lot of people
already see us that way." [ §

Taiwan ties boosted/in Taipei
by Warrwick Glynn, eMS
CSIRO went to Taiwan in April to
exhibit at OzTech 99, a showcase of
Australian technologies and part of
Australian Technology Week.
The central space at the Taipei
International Convention Centre
displayed some of CSIRO's hottest
tedmologies like face recognition
software, the nutritional supplement
Nucolox, and polymer banknotes,
soon to be adopted by Taiwan.
Australian .Minister for Industry>
Science nnd R.esoul"ces, Senator Nick
Minchin and Taiwan's Dr Shih Chin~
Tay, President of Taiwan's CSIRO
equivalent) ITlU (Industrial
Technology Research Institute)
launched Australian Technology Week}
which was organised by the Australian
Commerce and Industry Office to
present Ausu'alia as a place of
innovative technology.
At a formal dinner to mark the
opening of OzTech 99, SeDntor
Minchin witnessed tile signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding by
CSIRO Deputy Chief Executive Dr
Chris Mallett and Dr Shih Chin-Tay}
which will pave the way for future
collaboration between the two
organisations.
CSIRO Molecular Science Chief,
Dr Albert Man, signed an agreement
berween the Division and ITRI's
Union Chemical Laboratories, which

will boost collaborative research into
collagen based biomaterials that can be
used in knee reconstruction surgery.
Other programs running
alongside tile teclmology. exhibition
were the Australian Technology
Marketplace and the Research
Collabomtion Symposium.

Dr Mallett and other CSIRO
personnel chaired and presented
sessions on Australian investment
opportunities) current teclmologies
and future directions in research.
Nobel Laureates Professor Peter

Doherty and Taiwan's Dr Lee YuanTseh, who .is also President of
Academia Sinica, met with CSIRO
staff to discuss the various
technologies and research capabilities
on display. Taiwan}s Vice Premier,
Dr Lieu Chao-Shuan) also visited the
exhibition.
Australian Technology Week
received widespread coverage in the
Taiwanese National press and on
radio. An afternoon program of mdio
ICRT was broadcast live from the
exhibition. Em]

Minister for Industry. Science and Resources, Senator Nick Mlnchin (left) witnessesDeputy Chief
Executive, Dr Chrls Mallett (right) and Taiwan Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI)
President, Dr Shih Chln~Tay sign an MOU between CS1RO and lTRI. Pltoto Ta~Yan leong.
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CoReseardJ

Desert ·defentter
Mr Graham Griffin loves the Australian
desert. In fact he can't get enough of
it, and at CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology
in Alicc Springs, works tirelessly to
understand it more and ensure its
protection.
CoRcsearch: How did you get to be
in Mice Springs?
I grew up in Melbourne and
studied geology at RMIT-it was th~
only work I thought I could do that
would get me out of Melbourne. I
always had a burning passion to be in
the bush.
I started in exploration geology,
working in the most far-flung corners
of Ausu'alia, There I got a wide
exposure to desert environments and
to many of the problems associated
with our use of them. The
consequence was that I wanted to
know about the living desert
environment morc than anythi.ng else.
I got a job as a park ranger in
Fiuke Gorge National Park and was
there for a couple of years.
I kept pestering tl,e CSIRO
people in AUce Springs for information
about plants al1d wimals <Uld I think I
wore them down.
One day Max Ross (tl,e DIe of
the Alice lab) asked me ifl would
come and work for CSIRO in Alice. I
said 'let me thln1, about it'.
Two weeks later, when I went
Into town, Max had arranged
everything, including my resignation
from the park) and we moved to Aliee!
I started as a technician working
for Max and progressed through the
ranks. I undertook post~graduate
studies in ecology and eventually
moved to Research Scientist then
Senior Research Scientist.
CoReseareh: What do you do?
My work focuses 011 the ecology
and functioning of arid lands. I have
undertaken major projects on the role
of fire in desert ecosystems.
It might seem odd to be using fire
in deserts, but onc of the unusual
features of our deserts is the high
cover of spinifex phnts. They can
support a huge biomass, burn even
when they are bright green, and
dominate the infertile soils that are so
characteristic of our Australian
environmcnt.
I have come to bc very fond of
spinifex and its central roIe in shaping
the character and biota of our dcsert
and mountain ecosystems. Spinifcx: and
I have at least one thing in common
-we both love desert places.
The project I have just fmished
was on the add mountain ecosysrerns

CSIRO keys

into Iran

Mr Graham Griffin wants to knowaboutAustralfa's living desert environment more than
anything else. He also hns something In common withspinifex and likes to watch vegetables
grow. Photo Sarnh Dunlop

in Central Australia. We built a massive
database of environmental infor-mation
into a Geographic Information System,
along with systems for modelling the
distribution of plants and animals in
the ffiotmtains, and processes for
measuring and monitoring change in
the environments using satellite
imagery.
The fieldwork for my part in this
project was the pleasure of
backpacking 1,500 .kilometres, with a
small computer, across all of the
mountains, recording environmental
and plant features.
CoResearcb: What's so good about
living in Allce Spdngs?
While I reside in Alice, J don)t
think I really live there. I live in
Ccntxa.l Australia, in the environment
that surrounds AIice. That said) Alice is
a great placein,vhich to reside. It's a
modest sized town with a great array
of facilities) largely because it caters for
a huge tOilllst population.
It's great to be able to live in and
be a real part of the environment I
study and work in. I feel it gives me a
depth and understanding I couldnlt
have if I were here fora short time or
just visited occasionally.

CoRcsearch: What's the most
important thing to you about

your world
BciIIgjn and being part of tJle
environment I study. Living and
breathing it. It's not just a job, ies a
life of being here, knowing it, and
being it. Working with other people
who enjoy it is also important.
CoRcsearch: How would you
describe the desert you spend so
much time in?
In a few words r d describe the
prope.r deserts as wild, vast, rich,
dynamic, compl(::x. It's probably alien
and hostile to most people, but I find
it familiar, comfortable and friendly.
CoRcscarch: Ifairiest work momend
Some of my colleagues would tell
you that all my moments are hairy! My
scariest moment was during my
fieldwork in the mountains.
I was high on a plateau, on tJle
western end of the ldiniki Range,
trying to find a way down into a
narrow gully to sample the plants
along tilC creek. The gully was
completely enclosed by cliffs) 50 or 60
metres high.
I· kept walking along the edge to
find a way down) but with no success.

AbsoIute lySe ientriffi e!
Thanks to the support of a munber of
sponsors, the successful Helix
magazine now has a younger sibling~
Scientriffic.
Sdentriffic is a 36-page, fullcolom magazine th<lt will appear every
two months. The cost of subscription
is $19.95 per alillUm and dle first issue
is available now.
CSIRO Ednciltion Programs
Manager .Mr Ross Kingslund said
"vVe're pleased to be able to extend
our encouragement of young scientists
to a new group of students. em
particularly pleased that we're also able
to offer a Teachers Guide with each

I stood on the edge of the clifflooldng
into the gully below when· suddenly
the Earth moved in a not very
mysterious way.
I fell or jumped) and somehow
CSIRO was a key player at the 7th
managed to land on a bit of the cliff
Australia~ Iran Joint Ministcrial
that wasn't tumbling into the gully.
Commission (JMC) meeting held in
Several tonnes of the cliff hit the
Tehran in early March.
JMCs are bilateral trade meetings
rockygu~y floor with a colossal
led by senior government ministers, and
.explosion that sent me metres
can include government departments
badcwal'ds and brought down lots of
and agencies us well as private finns,
od1er smaller rocks.
universities and other organisations.
I was fairly shaken, but dle gully I
The discussions move from trade
was about to sample was devastated! I
to new investments, and mechanisms
eventually found a way down and
for exchange of expertise, which is
couple of kilometres further
whcre opportunities for CSlRO begin
down tl,e golly.
to open up.
CoResearch: Favourite work project?
CSIRO International Group
The project I'm working 011 now.
coordinated CSIRO's submission from
Trying to find· a way to assess and
Land and Water, Minerals, Energy
monitor biodivcrsity across the whole
Technology, Animal Health, and
of the range1ands. Trying to accurately
Exploration and Mining.
describe what the biodiversity is, where
FoUL' CSIRO staff accompanied the
it is and how it changes over three
delegation led by Minister for Trade Mr
quarterS of the continent.
Tim Fisher. They were Exploration and
CoResearch: 'How do you wlwind
Mining's DI' Cliff MaDett, Minerals' Dl'
after a long, hard day in the
Abn ManZOOli and Dr Davirl
Sutherland
and Energy Technology's
Ontbacl<l
Dr Abou Saghafi.
les not hard. Find somewhere to
Discussions at JMCs arc organised
camp. Light a fire, cook some dinner,
around committees and CSIRO had
eat it, and faIlasleep. Usually the end
strong representation in the Mining,
of the day is· near dark and the physical
Energy and Industry Committee) which
exhaustion level is high. Scraping
played a part in CSIRO being
together that last bit of energy to make
specifically mentioned in a draft
some dilmer is sometimes hard. No
agreement on cooperation in research,
need to find a way to relax, it's finding
education and training in mining,
the energy to stay awake long enough
energy and industrial development.
to eat and brush my teeth of course.
Other key developments included
Aftcrwork-,-I enjoy a lot of
good prospects for sales of CSIROls
bushwalkirigand exploring mountain
QEM*SEM, and links via BHP to
cQuntry in Central Australia with my
smelter technology for the copper
wife; running after workj some sport. I
industry in the Sarcheshmeh region.
like watching vegetables grow.
SIROSMELT is already included in a
CoResearch: If t1lere were one tlung
new expansion there.
Areas where CSIRO expertise also
you'd like to achieve ill your life,
had good prospects were bioleaching,
what would it be?
CFD for thickeners, flotation chemistry
I'd really like to know and
and ore characterisation.
appred<lte more of the desert
Tbe National Iranian Steel Company
environments tu a stage where I have a
discussed aspects of coal e.xploration,
broader knowledge about their
mining and processing \vith CSIRO. An
evolution, biota, values and conservation.
exhibition planned for October is the next
The Australian arid environment is
opportunity for CSIRO to raise its profJe
onc of tile few large unmo(ljfied areas
on the plallet. I'd like to think we
could know it well enough to not
damage it or turn it into sOlllcdling
that can be found anYwhere else on the
in February, CSIRO Minerals lost one
planet.
I of its longest-serving.
It will t;Jkc a lot more interest
Abn joined CSIRO Applied
£i'om Australians to appreciate its
Mineralogy (now CSIRO Minerals) in
richness and va6ety. I'd like to sec
1963 as a Teclmical Assistant working in
more of that interest soon. If I can
the Secondary Industries Laboratory,
eneow-age tl,at interest hy talking about
<lssisting in "mineral research including
it as much as em able then P 111 happy
analysis and sample preparation".
He retired 36 years later WitJl
witJl that.13mI
such a wealth of knowledge tJlat he
could be approached to contribute to
<llmost any project.
r
Alan's work and that of his coresearchers, has significantly improved
our understanding of mineral
Mr BatTY Hirst, a Communicator at
formation and extraction processes.
the former CSIRO Wool Technology)
AJan's research included tJle
retired recently after 35 years at the
difficult synthesis of a range of
Division widlluore than 10 of those
suJphides l tcllnri.des, yttrium~njobiwll
in communication.
compounds and phosphates, some
Ml' l-Iirst says he'll be out golfing,
phases being produced for the first
playing in his jazz band The
time. Later Alan worked on iron ore,
gold analysis and extraction from
Grovelanders, renovating his place and
refractory ores, mineral sands and the
entertaining his dogs. He also plans to
extractive metallurgy of platinum
take his wife Carol on a cruise to the
minerals.
Whitsundays. We think this sounds
He will be very busy in his
very nice and would like to go too.
'retirement' with his property near
All the best Barry from all of us at
, Margarct River and a major boatCoResearclJ! t:!l1
: building project in his backyard. r:.ma

issue of Scientriffic to support its usc
in schools. We're producing this Guide
in conjunction WitJl the Australian
Science Teachers Association,
C'With the Teachers Guide and a
special offer of bulk subsctiptions for
the remainder of 1999 available for as
Iow as $8 each, we are trying to make
Scientriffic attractive to teachers and a
useful addition to the curriculum."
Young Australian of the Year,
<lstronomer Brian Gaynsler launched
Scientriffic at the Canberra Deep Space
Communication Complex at
Tidbinbilla near Canberr<l during
National Science Week in May.

Scientriffic sponsors are CSIRO,
Australian Greenhouse Office l
ANSTO) S&T Awareness Program
(DISK)) Natural Hetitage Trustl
Bureau ofMeteorology, Dow Coming
Australia, National·Chemistry Quizz,
and dle Royal Australian Chemical
Institute (ACT Branch). l3!lll
More information at"

ll'ww.c.riro.att/seientriffic.
If you JIIould like a copy oftbe .fi1'st issue
ofScient-riffle to send to a local school or
to show others who may be interested in
s1tbscribill:ffJ contact Biauca NogradYJ
'I' (02) 62766017 or
bianca.l1ogrady@lJelix.csiro.au.
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Research ,Roundup
CSIRO research in the news compiled by Nick Goldie, CNA

Fishes that tipple
in the deep

The lizard's tail:
a scientific story

The famous 'living fosslP Coelacanth
was discovered on a fishmonger's slab

in East Mrica. Not so ancient, but
almost as surprising, was the rediscovery of the 'missing' giant roughy
or giant sawbelly (HopJostethlu gigas).

Sirosmelt flash:
getting better
and better

"Good news about a species that
hasil't been seen in a long time/' says
Dr Peter Last of CSIRO Marine
Research. "The very fish that
Dannevig described in 1914."
Dr Last is co-author of the new

Australian Seafood Handbook, and he
was in Port Adelaide photographing
and recording commercial species
being ofUoaded by Great Australian
Bight trawlers, when the giant roughy
was rediscovered.
Harald Dannevig was
Commonwealth Director of Fisheries,
and in 1914 was actively investigating
fisheries off the south coast of
Australia. In that year, he and twenty
others on Australia's first fisheries
research vessel, the 335 ton steamer
Endeavour, lost their lives in a gale
while returning from Macquarie

Island.

em

Mr Arthur Pickering retired from
CSIRO early this year after a
continuous period of service of 47
years, 7 months and 11 days.
He joined CSIRO on June 18,

1951 and retired on 29 Jannary 1999
after serving in five DivisionsRadiophysics, Physics, National
Standards Laboratory, Applied Physics
and Telecommunications and
Industrial Physics (TIP)-and worked
under nine different Chiefs,
commencing with 'Taffy' Bowen at
R.'lcliophysics and ending with Dermis

Cooper of TIP.

Pity the old~time powder monkey,
placing explosives by luck or intuition.
Now, it can all be done by computer.
Using high-speed cameras and
super-powerful computers, a team led

Australian mining and mineral
processing know-how is earning the
Lizards drop their tails to save
themselves. Now, they are dropping
their tails for the good of the species.
"I collect the squirming tail-tip, freeze
it in liquid nitrogen, and take it back
to the lab for genetic analysis," says Dr

Don DriscoU of CSIRO Wildlife and
Ecology.
The mil-tip collection is yielding
important information about renmant
habitats in the wheat and sheep
producing areas of New South Wales,
and will help farmers and land
managers who are concerned about
declining biodiversity.
"You can't expect to clear 90
per cent of the landscape and not have

nation as much foreign income as the

Prior to retirement he had the
distinction of being the longest serving
officer still on active service in CSIRO.
Arthur joined CSIRO in an era
when appointees could still be
described as "Natural Born British
Subjects" and salaries were paid in
pounds, shillings. and pence. He
commenced as an apprentice fitter and
turner in the Division of Radiophysics,
then located at Sydney University.
On completing his apprenticeship
he secured a position jn the mechanical
workshop of the Division of Physics
also at Sydney University at that time.
He progressed through the ranks of
the workshop staff to become shop
supervisor and in the mid '80s joined
the laboratory technical staff as a
Senior Technical Officer, providing
mechanical and design support to the
Engineering Metrology group in the
Division of Applied Physics,
For over ten years, Arthur put his
heart and soul into the development of
the UMIS 2000. This instrument was
designed for an in-house research
project aiming to improve the wear
characteristics of machine tools by
depositing ultra hard thin layers of
material on the surface of the tool.

by Dr Youzhi Wei of CSIRO

products of the mines themselves.
SIROSMELT is described as"a

Exploration and Mining has produced
a dramatic 3D ultra-slow motion video
of exploding rock, and shockwaves
moving at 5,000 metres a second.
"The tedmology can save
Australia millions of dollars a day,
because blasting is onc of the most
important activities in modern
mining)" says Dr Wei. ~'Thecost of a
poorly designed blast can be very

modern versatile bath smelting
process', and is being used around the
world. A recent improvement to the
process has won the 1999 Clunies
Ross National Science and Teclmology
Award for Dr Frank Jorgensen of

CSIRO Minerals and his teanl.
Dr Jorgensen has been working
on the flash smelting process for thirty

high."

years, with the medal being awarded

Trials in Kalgoorlie's famous
-"super pit" enabled the researchers to
model real life explosions. ml1

for improved design for flash ihmace
burners. miJ

There's an intruder
in the house!

If you are a thrips (which is both
singular and plural, likc sheep) in the
arid centre of Australia l you may have
problems 'with hungry ants.
Thrips are small plant-sucking
insects that have evolved some startling
ways of defending their homes)
according to Dr Lawrence Mound,
Research Fellow with CSIRO
Entomology.
Dactylothrips priseus has no
compunction about farting in the face
of an invading ant, when it pokes its
head into the theips' home. And the
ant recoils like ~ shot.
"It's extremely pungent," says Dr
MOlmd. "It took two tinnies to wash
away the taste! It must contain some
extraordinary chemicals that might be
really useful as insect repellents or in
other ways.l' t3!iI

IChrt of the Archives

Arthur calls it a day

Mr Anhur Pkkering leaves CSIRO after 47
years service. Arthur's enthusiasm and
contribution to the Organisation and the
people he worked with is greatly appreciated.

Have a good blast!

species drop Ollt of the system'" says
Dr Driscoll. "The trick now is to
manage and enhance what is left, so
tllat species have the best cl1ance of
surviving, while maintaining
agricultural production." I3!m

This letter from the 1920 archives of
!vIy idea is to surround the body,
The instrument) which Illeasures
head, feet cte with a vacuum enclosed
! aURO's predecessor, the Institute of
in a double casing.
the hardness of tius thin coveringl came
Science and Industry, demonstrates the
The way to do this is to construct a
to the attention of users external to
long-standing interest Australians have
single garment ~uit of clothes on the
CSIRO through conference
in the application of science and
principle of the thermos flask,
presentations and word ofmqutil
technology to everyday situations.
consisting of two layers of air proof
recommendations and outside sales
There are no records however to show
silk, one layer being separated from
commenced. To date, over $2 million
that this interesting idea actually came
the other by a vacuum two or so
in revenue has been generated through
inches wide.
to fruition.
sales to custqmers in Australia, Japan,
In order to keep the separate layers of
Europe and the US. Manufacturing
silk apart it would be necessary to
Dear Sir
rights to the: ins trument have now been
mount each of them on a netWork of
Seeing ti1at the rropicalclimate of
licensed to a company in the ACT.
some kind of wire netting suitably
Northern Australia especially of the
braced from one network to the other.
For nearly ten years Arthur was a
Northern Tenitory is too hot for
I am
member of Divisional Industrial
white men to work out of doors
Yours Truly N.F.H.
Participation Committees) where he
during part of each day during
provided a strong message toPivisional
summer, wouLd It not be a good idea
Source: CSIRO Archives Series 1 File
management on issues such as the need
68/208 Fart I-Compiled by
to mvent • SUIt of clothes to keep out
for maintaining support servicesRodney Teakle-CSIRO Archivist
~ the heat of the sun.
administrative as well as technical. He
never flagged in reminding senior
managers of the need to keep staff
informed of the ~good things' the
Division was doing, and of the need to
Test your encyclopaedic knowledge of science! Brought
coffilmmicate good newsfi·orn CSIRO
to you by CSIRO's Double Helix Science Club·, there's no :s C1E NC E·dTlfif,
to the loutside world'.
prize for this quiz l but there is a prize for donating questions (see below),
Nearly 200 friends and colleagues
Questions
as well as his wife June and sons Wayne
1. How many elements have X in their symbols?
and Greg attended Arthm's retirement
2. Beta radiation is made up of what particles?
fimction, an afternoon tea in the TIP
3. Where is the biggest known volcano in the universe?
cafetelia.We wish Arthur a long and
4. What's the conm1011 name of the explosive mixture of saltpetre, brimstone and
active retiremeht.charcoal?
Dr Ch,·is W.£riJ, TIP. t3l!ll
, 5. The brain weighs about 2 per cent of an adult body's weight. What
--------1
percentage of the body's- food supply and oxygen does it use?

I
I
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PA's share their day
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Double Helix Club quiz question competition
If YOl,l canthink of some tricky, yet solvable, quiz questions, send them to Simon
Torok atSim.on.Torok@helix.csiro.au. The best questions will win a $10 Double
Helixn1erchandisev(}~cheral1dthe,honour

of having their questions published in

~~~Ji~~.':c~)Iix'!nizzesrUringin171& Age, Tbe C."b,,",. Times, The Heli."
'To join CS1R9's Douj,leHelixSdence Club ealI (02) 6276 6643,
cmail: educatlon~progralns@belix.c.siro.au
CSIRO Chief Execut:ive·Dr Malcolm Mclmosh joined,GSIROPAs at.<alunch atthe c;anberra Park Royal onApril21-CSIRO Secretaries Day., Pictured
with Dr Mdntosh are (from left to right) Ms Penny Smyth. MSl]elen Peak, Ms Christine Cameran and Ms Catherln~ Merrll1eld.
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or see http://www.csu·o.au/helixoll. the WWW.
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CSIRO around the nation
o caption, my caption!

Forestry awarded
The Forest Technology Program has
received onc of the inaugural Business
Higher Education Round Table
Awards. The Forest Technology
Program is a joint venture of CSIRO
Forestry and Forest Products,
University of Melbourne, AND
Department of Forestry and the
Australian Logging Council. It aims to
improve the commercial viability of
forest operations while reducing their
environmental impact and increasing
their community acceptance. [3U1

CSIR O-Pnrt of the

Last issues' pie (above) drew a great
response fi:om rcaders and we wish wc
could publish them all, but we ran Qut
of room.
From Greg Doran at CSIRO
Manufacturing, Science and
Technology: "Itzy-bitzy Mada swam
near the DutfaU spout, Someone
flushed the dunny and knocked Maria
out. In came the tide at the end of the
day, So Itzy-bitzy Maria lies dead on
the sand today". And "Scientists at
CSIRO tcSt environmentally friendly
bike rack."
Stevc Milroy from CSIRO's
Cotton Research Unit: «It's quite a
simple game really. Each tcam flies
across at the same altitude and pushcs
the lawyer out of the plane. Then wc
measure the distance from the lawyer's
navel, here, to the stake, there. The
team that gets closest wins." Glen
Higgs at Food Science Australia
offered: "Leave him mate, Greenpeace
are on the way!"
Stcve McEvoy, CSIRO Energy
Technology suggested: "New Research
Initiative: . CSIRO Scientists-arc.. they
mere primates, or a highly evolved
relative of the Starfish?!'
JOIlll Morrissey from CSIRO
Information Technology Services sent:
"No, no check for a pulse on his neck
nothis ...."
Sandra Partridge at CSIRO Plant
Industry: "Now you've learnt to train
people you can move on to dogs. >1
From Nicholas COl'bet at CSIRO's
Tropical Beef Centre: "I'm afraid CPR
is useJcss...rigor mortis has set in".
Bill Winter at CSIRO Tropical
Agriculture offered: "I told you what
would happen if you don't swim
between the flags!" Lyn Pulford of
Education Programs sent: "Wouldn't
yon know

it~

From Graham Pearce at CSIRO's
Wildlife and Ecology came: «Trust old
helium legs to do it between the
flags!"
David Brewer, Marine Science
offercd~ "It looks too late for that one
mate. The intertidal around here can
be a dangerous place to doze off."
Rowland Cobbold at Food
Science Australia sent: "The CSIRO
Amateur Theatre's production of
"Saving Private Ryan" cancelled due
to poor audience interest." And
"CSIRO Marine·Rcsearch Unit
puzzled by epidemic of Rolf Bards
strandings."
And the winner is... Steve Milwy
from CSIRO's Cotton Research Unit:
"CSIRO scientists from the Division
of Energy Technology explore the
potential for harnessing tidal power as
a means of personal locomotion. The
flag indicates the position of the
volunteer pl'iorto yesterday's high
tide."
Stcve wins a Double Helix cap.
Next issue's photoofMolccular
Science Comnl1midtpf.I?:oug Gale in

Hannovcr,_~~~-t~enbY~1i~_Shief
Albert Mau,'and arrived. on ·our desk
via a fairly tortuous route. Send
captions and pies to CoRe.rcarch
Caption Competition, PO Box 225
Dicksoll, ACT 2602 oremail
Karen.Robinson@cc.csiro.au. Bm]

Equatio11- is a new book about the
history of the CSIRO Officers
Association and CSIRO Technical
Historian, Ms Sally Wilde,
wrote the history, which is a tribute to
the many honorary officials and
members that contributed during the
fifty-five years both Associations existed
before amalgamating in 1992.
Ms Barbara McGann
pjodsec@iaccess.com.au (03)
92062288). Members $8.00 inducling
postage, or $14.95 for institutions and
others.~

Golden year
CSIRO Wildlife and Eeology is 50 this
year. As part of its celebrations, the
Divisionlaunched Of beamy rich and
rare) a book that looks at the
development of the Division's science.
the personalities behLnd the
achievements and the growth in our
understanding ofAustralian ecology
over the past 50 years. Bm]

Ecology award
Drs Denis SatUlders and Richard
Hobbs fi·om CSIRO Wildlife and
Ecology have received an International
Association for Landscape Ecology
Distinguished Scholarship Award. The
award recognises exceptional
contributions to the developmcnt of
landscape ecology as a science and a
practice. i3m

CSIRO Enquides produce seven
Student Information Packs. Landcare,
Pollution/Waste Management, Plant
Biotechnology, The Greenhouse Effect,
Food Science, Animal/Pharmaceutical
Biotechnology, and Energy: Renewable
and Non-Renewable arc packed with
information, references, ideas, activities
and pictures to develop a young mind's
interest in and enjoyment of science
and teclmology.
The packs are $10 each. (Postage
an.d handling charge applies). CSIRO
Enquiries 1300 363 400 or http://
vAyw;csiro.au/cnquilies/educ.htrn.

r:mn

Induction video wins

beach inspected"

CSIRO's induction video, CSIRO An
Introducticm won a Silver Award in the
'COlporatc-Under $15,000'·category
of the 1998 Australian Video
Producers' ,Association national aW<\rds.
The 14 minute video aims to give new
staff a corporate overview and
complement the induction material
provided by Divisions. It came about

CSIRO Entomology suggested:
«(Strewth matc, I can smdl that burly
from the other end of the beach."

Union on line

www.vicnet.au/-csiro. union/

beach, who should come along but the

respiration," while Stephen Pratt at

1999 QCAT awards
CSIRO Exploration and Min~ng's Mr
Nan Scatt and CSIRO Minerals' Dr
Jolm Clout each received one of two
1999 QCAT Awards.
The awards are presented annually
to QCAT (Queensland Centre for
Advanced Technologies) staff, whose
work is outstanding or uniquc, and
whose commitment to QCAT's
objectives and staff is beyond the
"normal eaU of duty" .
Dr Clout received tIlls year's
Work Achievement award for his
scientific contribution to the
processing of iron ores, which
generates substantial industry funding
and support for CSIRO and QCAT.
Mr Scott received tIle award for
Staff Service for his contribution to the
continuing success of QCAT. Mr
Scott's work has included Treasurer of
tIle QLD Benevolent Fund, CSIRO
Exploration and Mining's staff opinion
poll coordinator, member of the Site
Management Committee, and actively
encouraging the environmental
management and community
awareness activides for QCAT and
QCAT Stage 2. l3!lil

launched its new website~

Student packs

deflating his blow up friend on the

first-the ballet method of artificial

Look younger for less
The Molecular Science (Sydney) social
club has negotiated a 30 per cent
discount off the normal market price
of all g (beta) Alistinc skin care
products for CSIRO staff and their
families. The products were developed
based on CSIRO research. Fax Fiona
or Leah (02) 9490 5005.l3!lil

The CSIRO Section of the CPSU has

Just when he was

Imants Licpa at CSIRO Energy
Technology sent: {(Another CSIRO

through collaboration between Mr Jos
van del' Veldc, Project Coordinator,
Le<ldership, Career and Team
Devdopment in Canberra, Mr Nick
Pitsas, Executive Producer, CSIRO
Publishing, and the contracted
director, Mr Eddie Moses.
Copies of the video from your
personnel department, or preview the
tape at http://www.csiro.au/serviccs/
induction/video.htm. m:iJ
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The site has information about current
union activity, entitlements arising
from the Enterprise Agreement,
grievance and appeal procedures,
family friendly material, who to
contact, and much more.

l3:ll1

New wool
CSIRO Wool Technoiogy has
uncletgone a name change to CSIRO
Textile and Fibre Tcdmology.

B'm

Manins awarded
Dr Peter Manins from GSIRO
Atmospheric)\csearch has been ele(;tcd
to the Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering for
"Management innovation and
outstanding application of science to
practical problems in air quality
assessment and planning". lam]

Winds of Change
by Paul Holper, DAR

CSIRO Atmospheric Research recen tly
published Willds ofChallge: Fifty years

ofachievements i11- the CSIRO Division
of Atmospheric Rescnrch to celebrate 50
years of science.
The Division began operations in
the late 19405 in a small garage and an
ex~army hut in Highett, at the site
occupied today by CSIRO Building,
Construction and Engineering.
In the early days scientists
established programs to learn more
about Australia's weather, to improve
forecasts and to help f.'lfmers.
Researchers in the 1950s studied sea
breezes and other weather systems.
During the following decades
Divisional scientists launched balloons
to probe thc atmosphere, they
measured how much solar energy
penet.rates the atmosphere, and
organised world-famous experiments in
Mount Gambier, Hay and Rutherglcn.
In the 1970s, as concerns grew about
global pollution) CSIRO and the
Bureau of Meteorology built the Cape
Gdm Baseline Air Pollution Station in
north-western Tasmallla to monitor
the composition of air.
Throughout the 19905) scientists
have probed the greenhouse effect, air
pollution, ozone depletion and El
Nifio using analytical and remote
sensing tools and computer-based
models.
The book is available from
CSIRO Publishing (03) 9662 7500. l3!lil

G'day mite
A world·first CD based product on
mites takes these important, tiny
organisms beyond the realm of the
expert to the rest of us.
The CD-ROM An Interactive
Glossary of Oribatid Mites and An
Interactive Key to Orjbatid Mites of
Australia will allow all mite researchers,
soil or forest ecologists, tedullcians,
educators, and student non-specialists
to identify over 380 species in 130
genera and 80 families from Australia,"
said CSIRO Entomology's Dr Ebbe
Nielsen.
The keys nUl on CSIRO's
DELTA software, tIle research
necessary to collate the information
was supported by a grant from the
Australian Biological Resources Study
(ABRS)and the CD and manual is
published by CSIRO .Publlshing.
Ph: (03) 9662 7500.!3ml
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Aussiewool
for football
champions
BY1",ne_Kahler,c:I\iA
THE WORLD'S biggest and richest
football club, Manchester United,
will put on jerseys made from a fabric developed by CSIRO and The
Woolmark Company.
The signing of a tt'i-party deal
belween The Woolmark Company,
Manchester United and sportswear giant
UMBRO International heralds a welcome boost to the Australian wool

industry.
Under
the
deal,
UMBRO
International will design and manufacture a range of innovative products

incorporating the revolutionary fabric
SpOltwool™.
The European champions will wear
jerseys made using Sportwool™

technology from the beginning of the 2002
season.
But the real sales will come from the
siring of replica products, also made
using SpOltwool™ and sold around the
world, in the huge markets in Singapore,
Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Thailand
and China.
CSIRO
Textile
and
Fibre
Technology's Dr BatTy Holcombe said:
"Sportwoo[TM is a double-faced fabric
with the inside layer made of very fine
merino wool and the outside layer made
of polyester, although other fabrics can
be used.
"It wicks moisture away fmm a wearer's skin more efficiently than any other
fabric and, unlike other sportswear fabrics, manages the humidity next to the
wearer's skin, keeping athletes dry as
well as comfortable in all conditions,"
Dr Holcombe said
The potential for this fabric has surprised its developers. "This deal launcheS Sportwool™ further inlo the international sporting arena while raising the
profile of Australian wool and
Australian technology," he said.
That's good news for the Australian
wool industry which, in recent times,
has felt the sting of the Asian economic
crisis, the Australian Government's
freeze on Wool International stockpile
sales, and is expecting a dip in global
wool production to an all-time low next
year.
The Woolmark Company's Director,
Operations, Mr David Canners said the
deal would increase the demand for
wool as well as change its image.
"Manchester United has around 18
million supporters globally and now
makes over one million jerseys and
around five million other replica garments a year.

"Under the deal, SpO1twool™ will be
incorporated into the majority of these
garments.
"By breaking down traditional barriers to wool, the deal will reposition wool
in the market to get it back into sport and
leisure wear and into the youth market."
Mr Canners said the Manchester
United deal is just the tip of the iceberg
for Sportwool™.
The Woolmark Company continues to
promote Sportwool™ on the international market with its most recent venture at the International Trade Fair for
Sports Equipment and Apparel in
Munich. "All the big names were there,"
Mr Canners said. "Their reaction to
Sportwoo}TM was very positive and we
have a whole lot of leads set up from
there."
Sportwool™ has gone from product
innovation to commercial production in
the past 12 months and it will take at
least another 12 months before it's available on shelves to the public, according
to Mr Canners.
Manchesler United Football Club is
v<llued at around $1.8 billion and has
more than 200 branches of its
Supporters' Club around the world.
The original fabric developed for elite
athletes is called Sportwool ProTM. The
new Sportwool™ is an expansion of the
original product to encompass a wider
range of sporting and leisurewear
products.

Sporting chance: CSIRO scientist
on the Sportwool™ team Or lan
Blanchonette inspects a jersey
made from Sportwool™.
Photo; Tony Kerrigan, Geelong
Advertiser

Making a point: Or OongYang Wu heads a group that has found a solution to mountains of tyres. Photo; (c) The Australlan

Technology breakthrough
puts new spin on old tyres
BL~en A~clerson._QlC:E__

A BREAKTHROUGH by Australian
scientists has produced a solution for the
world's mountains of waste truck and
car tyres.
More than 700 million new car and
truck tyres are manufactured every year
and there is not much use for them when
they are replaced. Most are buried or
bumed.
Chief
of
CSIRO
Building,
Construction and Engineering Mr LmTy
Little said: "We have a fantastic technology that can tum old rubber tyres into a
range of useful plastic and rubber composites that are suitable for many engineering applications throughout the rubber and plastics industry."
Abollt 70 per cent of the estimated 11
million tyres discarded a year in
Australia are still being dumped, used as
landfill, or slockpiled.
Tyres can now be recycled and used in
shoe soles, automoti ve components,
building products, coatings and sealants
and containers for hazardous waste.
"Our patented sllIface-treatment technology means we can offer the world a
solution to its tyre mountain," Mr Little
said.
The technology has already been
proven through the development of lUbbel' Acrylonitrile-Butadielle-Styrene
composites for EcoRecycle Victoria.
The composite uses 50 per cent
crumbed lllbber to replace plastic, offering an economic alternative to Poly
Vinyl Chloride plastics.

"These applications represent a huge
global market for the new composite
products that could potentially consume
all the rubber available from tyre disposal in a way that is energy-efficient and
environmentally clean," Mr Little said.
Despite environmental concerns,
incineration of scrap tyre rubber as a fuel
source is the most widely used disposal
method.
One example is burning tyres to fire
cement kilns.
Although burning a kilogram of tyre
rubber generates about 28,600 British
Thermal Units (BTU') of energy, it
requires much higher energy, about
21,000 BTUs, to produce a kilogram of
raw rubber.
The use of crumb mbber in new products could offer considerable energy savings since most conunOl1 tyre-recycling
methods require less than 2,200 BTUs to
process about a kilogram of scrap tyres
into clean cmmb rubber.
Perfecting the technology took six
years' work by a team of eight scientists,
now led by CSIRO's Dr Dong Yang Wu.
Dr Wu said: "We recognised that rub~
bel' has many excellent mechanical properties in comparison to other materials.
These include impact resistance, flexibility, abrasion resistance, and resistance
to degradation, properties that point to
crumbed rubber, produced from discarded tyres, having the potential to be a
great engineering material.
"A major obstacle in the past has been
the limited amount of cmmbed rubber
that can be mixed with virgin COlll"

pounds, espedally in car tyres, for
example," she said. "Usually simple
mixing produces a product with poor
mechanical performance only fit for
unsophisticated products like railroadcrossing pads, impact-absorbing mats,
and garbage bins.
"The scientific challenge was to discover how to chemically modify the surface of crumb-rubber molecules to transfonn it into a reactive ingredient to
eftectively grab hold of and combine
with rubber or polymers (plastics).
"We developed a simple way to build
a molecular bridge using a suitable coupling molecule to make crumbed rubber
successfully combine with other materials, which leads to significantly
enhanced mechanical performance of
the composites.
"In this way," she said, "the surfacetreated nlbber crumb may be used in a
broad range of high~value applications.
"The actual process and surface treatments used are protected by an international patent with other patents pending," Dr Wu said.
Examples of applications are unlimited. They include shoe soles, automotive
components, tyres, non-pneumatic tyres,
wheels, building products such as roofing materials, insulating materials, and
window gaskets, coatings and sealants,
containers for hazardous waste, industrial products such as enclosures and conveyor belts.
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Open day lllarks Gene-technology rules
close to formulation
•
annIversary
T
of Clunies Ross
Ilr~t Wilso-,,_~n..'!_~v,,-l"I.!!"~~s. CA~

Changing face: CSIRO Molecular
Science's Dr San Thang reflects
on electronic journals.

Photo: Mark Fel-gus

Electronic
journals
provide
an answer
CSIRO staff are finding scientific jour-

nals are more numerous and faster to
access than ever before.
In August, the CSIRO Library

A SERIES of open days were held at
CSIRO Animal Production in early
May to celebrate the centenary of the
birth of Sir ran Clunies Ross,
It was the first time the division has
staged an open day since 1976, and the
event involved the entire division,
including Ian Clunies Ross Laboratory
staff at CSlRO Animal Production in

Sydney.
The series, held at the Prospect, NSW,
site, highlighted the division's research
during visits by local high schools, a
business forum Ilnd a public open day.
Representative staff from
the
Armidale and Perth Laboratories made
special trips to Prospect, and brought
displays from these labs with them.
Hands-on displays in four exhibition
areas demonstrated research in fields
such as molecular biology, parasite control, feeding technology, genetics and
wool.

Vaccines to control methane production, earthworms, wool strength and
aquaculture were other highlights. And
live lambs, transgenic sheep, pigs and
yabbies backed up the interactive labora-

tory displays.
The first day for high~school students
was designed to help fine~tune the dis-

plays.
A few quick changes and additions
were then made in time for the second
day when a large group of guests attended the business forum opened by Chief
Executive Dr Mulcolm McIntosh.
Successful commercial technologies
produced by the division were highlight~
ed and followed up by short presentations on future research~and~develop~
ment opportunities.
On Saturday doors were opened to the
public, and about 2,300 people visited.
Aner four months of planning, committee meetings and furious activity,
staff and visitors were united in their
view that the division should open its
doors more often.

Network launched the Electronic
Journal Collection, giving staff across
the country nn instant link to more than

1,200 titles from Elsevier, one of the
world's leading publishers of scientific
journals. This move triples the number
of EIsevier titles previouslY available in
paper form.

The Chief of CSIRO Land and Water,
Dr Graham Han"is, said: "Wc have been
concemed by the decreasing Humber of

research journals available in CSIRO
and Australian libraries, but it has been
too costly to increase subscriptions. An
electronic solution was the perfect
nnswer.
"For a reasonable cost, we have been
able to vastly increase our holdings and
access for our researchers and scientists."
Chief Executive Dr Malcolm
McIntosh is also delighted by the initia~
tive. "I commend the CSIRO Library
Network for this innovative approach.
We are the first site in Australia to adopt
this technology, and we join prestigious
overseas users such as the Los Alamos
National Laboratories," he said.
However, he stressed this was only
the beginning. "While the collection
represents all scientific disciplines, it is
important to further expand our hold~
ings to include other publishers and an
electronic-delivery system allows us to
do just that."
CSIRO will negotiate to acquire journals from other prominent scientific
pUblishers and the electronic versions
will eventually replace their printed
equivalents.
Users are finding the collection is
quick and easy to use. All joul11als are
loaded on il CSIRO web server, meaning instant access from work, home and
even when travelling. The text of articles will be integrated with indexing
tools such as the Web of Science, and
dnta is fully archived locally. A fiveyear back file will be available.
It is simple to find an article that
interests you, according to Jonathan
Potter, the General Manager of IT
Services. "The system uses intuitive and
efficient search engines that allow you
to search by keywords or topics. You
can even create saved searches so yOll
can be alerted to updates," he said.
All journals in the collection are
available as pdf files. which means they
look like their printed counterparts.
But the main bonus has been the
breadth of information that is available
so quickly. One user said: "It's wonderful to have so many topics available,
and I particularly like not having to wait
for a circulated journal to turn up on my
desk,"
So see your local library if you aren't
already an authorised user or if you
would like more information on how to
use the collection. You can access the
service at: https:llejournal.csiro.au

Welcoming committee: staff stand by for thousands of visitors.

New 'flu
drug
gets FDA
approval
The US Food and Drug Administration
approved the Australian-made 'flu drug,
Relenza™, in July for treating some
cases of the' Ou.
The d111g is being marketed by Glaxo
Wel1come and is inhaled through the
mouth with a plastic device the company calls a Diskhaler.
Australian company Biota Holdings
Pty Ltd funded the research and devel-

Portraits of
leading lights
A COLLECTION of pOltraits of CSIRO
leading light. Dr Ian Clunies Ross, is
part of an exhibition at. the National
Portrait Gallery at Old Parliament
I-louse in Canberra.
Dr Ian Clunies Ross was Executive

Officer of CSIR, CSIRO's predecessor,
from 1946 to 1949 and Chainnan of
CSIRO from 1949 to 1959,
The exhibition, A Broader Vision:
Frank MacFarlane Burnet. Jean
Macnamara. Ian Clunies Ross, runs
from September 2 to October 24. and
celebrates the centenary of the births of
its three subjects.

HERE has been a lot happening in
the past few months, and the next
few wiIl prove to be just as interesting for the Organisation.
As will now be evident, news reports
of my joining the Department of
Defence as its Secretary have been
greatly exaggerated. but until I was clear
on the situation, it was difficult to
lnfonn staff what was happening. What
was clear was that I had no intention of
leaving CSIRO. I have a five-year contract that I will do my best to fulfil.
I am extremely proud to be a part of

CSIRO and enjuy the job immensely,
Because of my background, however, I
would have been prepared to be seconded to defence for a short, fixed period.
nnd I would still be prepared 10 advise
occasion-ally.
Gene technology is possibly the
biggest issue affecting CSIRO and, in
the past few months. it has been coming
to a head. There are three aspects of
gene technology that CSIRO is involved
in. The first is, obviously, doing it. The
second is following up the complete or
holistic effect of possible risks, for
which we have provided extra money to
Wildlife and Ecology, and, third, is to be
an objective advisor to Government on
this issne.
CSIRO has recently come into question in some media as to how it can perform the function of objective advisor
generally, not just in gene technology,
because of its links with industry and
the requirement that it brings in 30 per
cent of its budget from such sources.
That is fair comment and one we will
have to watch carefully.
We will have to make sure that our
research is carefully segregated and we
do not get into the position of a group
that is doing work for a company and
also leading in advising on that work.
The potential risks of gene technology need proper exmnjnation la oversee
and control the work, and CSIRO has
been a most vigorous proponent of a
proper statutory body.
Australia needs to have a set of rules
about what can and can't be done coming from a statutory body, like the
Advisory
Genetic
Manipulation

Committee, but with the full body of the
law behind it.
And it is coming. It will be in the
health portfolio where the focus will
naturally be on public health and safety.
We then need to make sure CSIRO
always obeys these laws. If wc have a
rogue scientist somewhere in CSIRO, he
or she won't last five seconds. It's just
not on.
CSIRO has also set up a Gene
Technology Committee comprised of
chiefs from the divisions involved in
gene technology. It's led by Professor

Richard

Head

of CSIRO

Health

Sciences nnd Nutrition, and is working
for a holistic approach to CSIRO's
gene-technology research.
For instance, if a plant has been
genetically modified, we need to know
the ramifications of that modification,
not just on the plant, but on soil biota, on
other plants, the birds and insects and
the like in the environment where the
modified plant might be grown. The

CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology project I
mentioned earlier came out of this commiuee.

So I think CSIRO can keep its good
reputation in all aspects of its research.
The fact that some of our work is for big
multinationuls is a fact of life, but I don't
think it captures liS.
CS1RO makes very careful arrilngement~ to ensure the benefits or products
of its research go out directly to
Australian producers or manufacturers.
Wc have no intenlion of doing deals that
would leave CSIRO or Australia disndvantaged because then CSIRO would be
fa.iling in its duty.
And there are other events ahead for

CSIRO.
We are now in the next stage of our
enterprise bargaining and the agreement
will still be one between unions and

CSIRO, on behalf of the work force, but
I think it's incumbent on us to get a
much wider representation than union
officials give.
There are a lot of people in CSIRO,
who are mostly the silent majority, but
they still have views and they're still
members of CSIRO just as much as anybody else is. So we're quite keen to
make sure we get a diverse group.
We want representatives from aB the
way across the Organisation so everybody feels as though they have a say in
the process. And it looks as though
we're getting a good group.
The Ralph Review of tax, being dis"
cussed in Cabinet at the time of writing,
could change aJTangements like capital
gains tax, which could massively
impmve the rate of inflow of overseas
capital, including venture capital into
Australia. It means doing deals with
overseas organisations, but it does mean
there would be a lot more venture capital for projects, like spin-offs.
ater this year and possibly spilling
over into next year, the Government
will hold an Innovation Summit. I think
there will be a huge opportunity on the
back of this to get a number of serious
policy issues in place that we have wanted for a long time, including develop~
ment funds nod more money for science
generally.
The University Green Paper is out
and when it's final, as a white paper. it's
hoped it will result in the same sort of
growth for other areas of science that we
saw for medical science in the last
Budget.
The
Chief
Scientj~t,
Robin
Batterham, is reviewing the country's
science base to see if Australia has lost
track of basic research. I think CSIRO
has slightly. but because we never have
had more than 30 per cent external earnings, if we have llllowed too much of
our appropriation to be captured into
applied research it's our own fault. Most
divisions have balanced well the applied
and basic research, but some need to be
much more robust about not letting the
appropriation dollar be captured by
external earnings. If we do that CSIRO's
strategic base should be in good shape.

L

opment of Relenza™ by CSIRO,
Monash University and Australian
National University scientists.
RelenzaTH is the first dmg approved
for treatment of the 'flu since
Rimantadine in 1993.
Glaxo WelIcome phms to seek FDA
approval to use the medication for 'flu
prevention by the end of the year.
An FDA advisory committee hnd
voted against RelenzaTH in February,
and said the drug was not effective
enough.
Relenza™ is expected to be on pharmacy shelves by autumn in the US. It is
already marketed in AustraBa and New
Zealand, Dnd in all 15 European Union
countries and Switzerland.

Research facility's a gas
Cultural exchange: biological and
biodiversity informatics were on
the agenda when a European
Union delegation visited CSIRO
Entomology. The group visited

after a meeting of the Joint
Science and Technology Co~opera.
tion Committee between
Australia and the EU in February.
J Tuckwell, left, Mr Nicholas
Newman and Professor Jorma
Routti were briefed on CSIRO's
Biolink software by CSIRO scientists Or Steve Shattuck and Mr
lan Reld (seated) while Director
of the Australian National Insect
Collection Dr Ebbe Nielsen 1001<$
on,
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THE

QUEENSLAND

Centre

for

Advanced Technologies hosted the opening of the $2.7 million advanced-gasification research facility on July 14.
The research facility is a joint
Cooperative Research Centre (eRC) for

Black Coal Utilisation and CSIRO projects. Advanced-power-generating facilities provide major gains in efficiencies,
which means substantial cuts in the
nmount of greenhouse gas emissions
from coal~power generation.
As advanced. power-generating systems are being demonstrated in Europe.
Japan and the US, it is important tlUlt
Australinn coal producers know how our
coals will perform in these new-genera-

tion power stations. The facility will provide Australian coal producers and their
customers with this perfonnance data.
The gasifier was officially opened by
the Queensland Minister for Mines and
Energy, TOIlY McGrady, and Department
of Industry, Science and Resources representative Mr Tim Mackey. CSIRO
Energy Technology Chief Dr John
Wright and Group Manager Dr Drrvid
Harris then led the guests on a tour of the
facility.
Mr Barris said: "It was a great day and
I think it did CSIRO a lot of good. It was
especially good to see staff from other
divisions working together as a team to
make the day a success,"

-
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Plan to get edge on millennium
ByJane

K~!er, CNA

CSIRO is in the final stages of for-

mulating its latest triennium plan,
which

promises

to

see

the

Organisation reinvent itself.
Dc Andrew Pik, the Manager of
CSIRO's Strategic Planning and
Evaluation, said the Organisation's 2000
to 2003 plan is shaping up to make it a
sharper, more investment-focussed one
as it enters the next millennium.
In the making for a year, the plan has
involved Divisions, Sector Advisory
Committees (SACs) and the CSIRO
Executive.
The final stage of the plan is expected
to be complete in November.
Under the new plan CSIRO will operate as a Sector Investment Portfolio, with

levels of investment determined by performance and demand,
Reduced investment will be felt by
divisions in the Meat, Dairy and
Aquaculture Sector of $2 million over
three years, as well as in the Forestry,
Wood and Paper Industries of $4 million,
over the same period,
Other Sectors to have reduced investment are Bllilt Environment - by $ 1.5
million over three years - and, possibly,
Biodiversity by $4.86 million over the
same time.
Dr Pik said: <'The decision on
Biodiversity will be reviewed in
November,"
Sectors to receive increased funding
include Marine, up by $3 million,
Mineral Exploration and Mining, lip by
$4.1 million for the Glass Earth Project,
Mineral
Processing
and
Metal

Production tip by $3.6 million for its bioprocessi ng research,
Radio Astronomy will receive an extra
$1.5 million for its work on the Square
Kilometre Array.
"These decisions were made an a zerobased analys.is." Dr Pik said,
"We had to elCamine with our SACs
what we were doing, what we've
achieved and what was the outlook for
each of the Sectors,
"We found that the. Organisation had
came a long way since its 1996 restructure to strengthen its customer focus and
achieving outcomes, that is we were seeing more of our work adopted by indus-

try.
"But it also revealed areas where our
investments were not making a sufficient
impact to justify their current level."
He stressed, however, that strategic

research will still be very much a part of
CSIRO's work although, according to the
plan, it will also be influenced by
demand.
According to Dr Pik, initial analysis
for the plan was. completed at a
Divisional level with relevant SACs
before being taken to the CSIRO
Executive for further
examination,
"As P31t of that process we challenged
our current and prospective customers to
find out how prepared they were to coinvest with us, and based on their
response, we had to make decisions that
may have led to reduced investment in
some Sectors,
''The hardest part of the plan and for
all the Divisions involved is the possibility of job losses lInd there have been
some in those Sectors affected by cuts,"
But Dr Pik says the new plan provides

Divisions and Sectors opportunities to
redirect themselves and says many
already are.
"The whole textile, clothing and
footwear industry is in restructure, as is
the Meat, Dairy and Aquaculture Sector.
"CSIRO is trying to help these industry Sectors by changing the focus of its
research to help reposition and re-establish these industries."
Dr Pik said external reactions to the
plan have been very positive becol1se
CSIRO is talking in terms of investment.
"People are sitting up and taking
notice because CSIRO is reinventing
itself in the way it does its business and
works with customers," .
IntemalIy Dr Pik says there are mixed
reactions with some feeling "planning
fatigue" and others seeing e;.r;citing
opportunities ahead.

Outstanding
.
pIoneers
gather
in the ACT

Scientist
goes back
to school
ByJ,,~ Kahler,~I\l~ _ _.

By Ja~Kahler,~CNA__ _

YEAR 10 Students at Geeloug's
Newcomb Secondary College are getting the low-down on careers in science
under a new Victorian Government initiative to increase the profile of science
in schools,
CSIRO Animal Health's Dr David
Boyle was one of the scientists who
took part in a science forum at the
school, as part of a Scientists in
Schools' Project.
Dr Boyle became involved in the
forum through his connections with the
school. His two children attend the
school and he is on the council.
"The school successfully applied for
funding from the Victorian Government
to run the Scientists in Schools' program, which aimed to show Year 10 students that science and engineering are
good career choices with more opportunities than most people expect," he said,
To demonstrate his point, Dr Boyle
showed the students slides of CSIRO
scientists at work.
"Rather than me tell them, I ran a
slide show of scientists from an over the
Organisation, and asked them to tell me
what science was being done in each of
the slides,
"I wanted (0 get away from the stereotype of the scientist in a white lab coat
tucked away from lhe world in a laboratory, so I had slides of people doing
things like tagging tuna, scuba diving or
sampling soil.
"I also talked to the students about
how science is revolutionising the way
we live, especially in some biological
and computer sciences and how this
would create new jobs,
"The interaction was great and the
kids responded positively," he said.
Backing his claim about opportunities
in science were representatives from
Geelong Rndiology Clinic and locally
based paint company Rohm & Hilas.

MORE than two dozen of Australia's
most outstanding scientists gathered in
Canberra in early September to attend a
forum nutrkjng The International Year
of Older Persons.
The scientists, all women, were aged
between 74 and 91, and the two-day
forum was to acknowledge the contribution they and others like them had made
to Australia.
Among them, the diversity of expertise included geology, physics, entomology, plant pathology, pharmacology,
marine science, chemistry, botany, biochemistry, agricultural science, pollution technology, environmental science,
nutrition and scientific illustration.
Four of the women, Mrs Valerie May
lanes, Mrs Nancye Kent Perry,
EmeIitus Professor Nancy Millis and Dr
Patricia Mather had worked at CSIRO
and, like their colleagues, battled the
hurdles of being mavericks in what was
then a very male-dominated profession,
Some of the obstacles they faced were
less pay than their mule colleagues, and
a marriage bar [hat, until the late 1960s
when it was lifted, prevented married
women working for CSIRO or holding
any position in the public service.
Dr Mather (nee Kott) worked at

Territorial visit
A DINNER party in a creek bed was a
highlight of a recent visit to the
Northem TelTitory by CSIRO's Board
and Deputy Chief Executives (DCEs),
The group visited the Centre for Arid
Zone Research at Alice Springs and the
Tropical Ecosystems Research Centre in
Darwin.
They attended scientific presentations, went on a field trip to the West
Mncdonnells where they ate dinner in a
creek bed, and visited Kakadu National
Park. All reported that the trip was
wOlthwhile and were impressed with the
research they were able to see and hear
about.

On display: the Ragless collection has found a new home.

Photos: CSIRO Wildlife & Ecology

Australian eggs head
for the one basket
By Jane Ka'!!.er, CN.I''----

_

A COLLECTION of Australian birds'
eggs regarded as one of best in the country has been handed over to the expelt
care of the Australian National Wildlife
Cnllectiou (AN WC) at CSIRO Wildlife
and Ecology in Canberra,
The pr~ce1ess collection was donated
by amateur collector Mr Gordon
Ragless, who spent more than 50 years
gathering eggs from all over Australia,
particularly in South Australia where he
lives.
His interest in egg collecting stm1ed
after World War II during which Mr
Ragless spent long hours indoors working as a radio operator, He craved an
outdoor hobby to compensate, he said.
With no formal training in science,
Mr Ragless, who is now 90, collected
almost 5,000 clutches from around 90
per cent of Australia's bird species, He
also collected an invaluable amount of
data on the behaviour and ecology of the
species whose eggs he collected.
ANWC Curator Dr Richard Schodde
said: ''The entire collection, eggs and
data, is one of the most comprehensive
collections of Australian birds' eggs
around.
"The collection provides a record of
the eggs of Australian birds for the
national heritage and, because Gordon
focussed on partiCUlar species, there is

now a wealth of information on those
species that hasn't been gathered
before."
One of Mr Ragless' favourite species
was the wedge-tailed eagle, which he
spent 30 years studying.
We now know, thanks to Mr Ragless,
that different eagles may use the same
nest for laying eggs in different years,
and that eagles in their middle years lay
eggs that hatch healthier young than
younger or older birds,
"Information like this has tremendous
implications for the eagle's conservation," Dr Schodde said.
Mr Ragless found out about the
ANWC through its extensive networking activities with ornithological groups
around the country.
"Gordon had known about the
ANWC for around 30 years and it was
his intention to donate his collection to
it because he wanted the collection to
form the basis for a national collection
of Australian birds' eggs," Dr Schodde
said.
"But he also had a personal goal to
put together a comprehensive egg collection of as many species as possible
with reliably sourced infonnation,
"Gordon only stopped collecting last
year and he was still out collecting in the
bush when he was 88."
Dr Schodde and his team spent two-
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and-a-half months working around the
clock to transporr the eggs from
Adelaide and fully mount and label
them in their custom-built cabinets at

ANWC.
"We didn't Jose a single clutch on the
trip back to Canberra," he said,
TIle eggs, like other collections held
at the ANWC, will be stored under optimal conditions in perpetuity, and will be
used in research us a baseline source of
data for detenuining the characteristics
of the eggs of Australian birds, and the
evolutionary relationships of Australian
bird species and their breeding biology.
This will have spin-offs for conservation needs, according to Dr Schodde.
The Ragless donation enhances the
reputation of the ANWC and is the first
step in building what he calls icon collections,
"An icon collection is one of outstanding national value," Dr Schodde
explained,
"There are still a number of such collections held privately around the country, Honouring a collection with icon
status will, we hope, encourage those
other collections to be lodged in the
public domain, in institutions like the
ANWC.
Mr Ragless' son, John, will continue
his father's work under the guidance of
theANWC.

CSIRO Fisheries from 1948 to 1949,
before going to Bdtain for two years on
an overseas studentship. She came back
to CSIRO lwd left three years later when
she married,
Mrs Jones worked for CSIR during
the war, establishing an industry in
Australia for producing agar. Japan had
produced 95 per cent of the world's agar
supply, which dried up because of the
advent of WWII. Mrs Jones left CSIR
after the war because she was rnruTied,
Mrs Perry's stint as an entoIllologlst
at CSIRO lasted 10 months because she
was manied. Her last paid job was in
1957.
But none of these women let this stop
them from succeeding in their chosen
fields. Dr Mather is regarded as a world
authority on Ascidiacea, sea squilts, and
became Curator of Higher Invertebrates
at Queensland Museum until 1990 when
she retired, She still works at the
Museum as an Honorary Associate.
The forum was organised by
AustraHan science and technology historians Dr Ann Moyal and Dr Rumaine
Rutnam, with funding from the Science
and Technology Awareness Program of
the Department of Industry Science and
Resources. Science minister Senator
Nick Minchin attended part of the forum
and described the women as inspirational role models for young Australian
women scientists of the future.
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Politicians and the
ideas economy
Michelle Grattall, political corresfJondentfrom the Sydney Morning Herald, was
one of three speakers at a National Science Briefing titled Jobs For The Future:
Where Will They Come From? on September 23. Here are the points she made:
,,!want today, in taking up the
theme of the ideas economy, to
ask a question that seems to me
often
overlooked. If we are to further
modernise and diversify our economic
system, what about our political one?
"Everyone keeps talking about m1croeconomic reform, and wc've done a lot
of it over the last 20 years. But what
about some political reform?

"Is the political system, broadly
defined, in the sort of shape it needs to be
to help generate the ideas economy we
say we want in the 21st Century?
"I am talking here beyond U1e constitutional change represented by the
republic referendum, although I think it
would be absurd if - as seems quite likelyon present polling - Australia on the
eve of the millennium reaffirmed its
attachment to the Queen.
"Rather, I am talking about whether
our adversarial, conflict-dominated system needs some rethinking by its patiicipants. We are perhaps seeing a taste of
this in the recent deals between the
Government and
the Am;tralian
Democrats.
I'We end this century with Australians
probably as disillusioned with politicians
as at any period during the past lOO
years.
"Thanks to modem media technology,
the public these days get the full upfrontand-personal view of politics and politicians.
"And they don't like what they see.
Too often the grabs on nightly TV are of
politicians shouting at each other, in displays of rhetoric over substance.
"Out in the loungerooms of the
nations, this comes across as an assault
and an insult.
"Who in the community would tolerate such behaviour fi'om their next door
neighbour?
"Too frequently, also, the publicity is
about politicians breaking some promise
or other. We've never had such managed,
manipulated, image-driven politics. In
much of it fonu has become dominant,
and the public are rebelling against what
they see as something phoney.
"Cynical politicians and political parties have increased - in spades - the cynicism of the electorate.
"As we enter the new millennium I
think people are attracted to a more consensus style, and a less-artificial brand of
politics in which control has become the
catchcry.
"The sort of politics that will encourage the ideas-based economy is not the
sort that's simply driven by the latest
public opinion polls or that insists on a
bureaucracy whose catchcry is 'Yes minister' .
"Politics has got such a dirty name that
it will inevitably fail to attract top-quality people, just when the country needs
them most.
"And, anyway, why would the best
people bother when, unless they are
frontbenchers, MPs are treated by their
parties as overgrown adolescents, best
seen but only heard sprouting the narrowest party line, and regarded by the
media as not worth reporting unless they
kick over the traces.
"Listen to the Government backbench
Dorothy Dixers to ministers at question
time and cringe. How could men and
women who have got themselves into
Parliament be willing to mouth such
platitudinous questions that have been
handed to them by the Executive?
"At least in the past the Dorothy
Dixers were only a proportion of the

questions asked by Government MHRs,
not all the questions. And the political
masters are making life so difficult for
the bureaucrats that quality people will
increasingly use a public service career
as simply a stepping stone to somewhere
else.
"Let me dwell for a moment on this
issue of the bureaucracy. I think the
country's futme is being seriously illserved by the progressive emasculation
of the federal public service. Indeed, this
is one of the big untold stories of
Canberra.
"The upper levels of the public service
are both thin and disillusioned because
this government and its Labor predecessor decided it was more comfortable to
have bureaucratic advisers who not only
didn't bite but didn't bark too loudly
either.
"Much more comfOltable to surround
yourself with those who reflect your own
predispositions rather than, on occasion,
telling you what you don't want to hear.
"The problem of this is the danger paradoxically in this age of information
excess - that a government can nalTOW
band the advice coming to it, and so its
capacity to generate quality ideas.
"Innovative ideas don't just come
from your mates. The wider the circle of
advice the more chance of sound policy.
"Before I finish let me add a few
words on the role of the media in the
ideas
economy.
"The media inevitably will be attracted to the coverage of personalities, political tactics and conflict. And it would be
a dull coverage without aU this.
ut the media will not only be failing in their duties but will, I
believe, lose further credibility - and
they're abollt as distrusted as the politicians - if they do not play their part in
promoting serious policy debate. TIus
means stimulating and encouraging the
exploration of issues. It means bringing
through the ranks specialist reporters and
writers who are as expert in tJleir subjects as their counterparts in industry and
government.
"It means, on occasions, contributing
to the positives rather than just relishing
the negali ves. There is a real risk of the
upmarket media durnbing down just
when the public wants, and the country
needs, them to go in the other direction.
"Now I am very aware that I haven't
outlined to you any specifics for what the
future ideas~based Australian economy
would look like.
"What I am saying is that we won't be
able to develop such an economy without the right institutions and processes
for doing so. And these include a political system that has more community
respect than now, which can attract
rather than repel some of the best and the
blightest, and then make sure they have
an opportunity to contribute strongly
rather than simply being herded and
penned by an army of political minders.
"They include a public service that has
an ethos of giving independent innovative advice and Ule calibre of people who
can do so.
"And, finally, they include a media
which can intelligently reflect and contribute to the debate about where the
society is going, and should be going."
Other speakers at tltis briefing were
CSJRO Acting Chief Executive Dr Colia
Adam and VentureBClllk Led Chief
Executive Officer Ms Lindley Edwards.
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Survey high
of gender
By Brad C-'0-cllccis'----

_

CSIRO's women scientists equal, if
not exceed, the scientific achievement
of their male colleagues, but are much
less likely to be formally recognised

for their achievements and are poorly
represented in senior management.
These findings are from a 1998 study of
gender balance in CSIRO by Dc Sandra
Eady, a geneticist with Animal Production.
Dr Eady found 34 per cent of PhD sciel1ce graduates, and 30 per cent of CSIRO
postdoctoral fellows are women, but
women hold only 10 per cent of the
research-scientist and 5 per cent of the
research-management positions.
"In part these figures may reflect the
available pool of women in the past, but
even now we are seeing a far smaller proportion of women post-does progress to
research-scientist positions, especially
indefinite appointments," she said.
"Women continue to be discriminated
against when it comes to tenure of employment. 'lWice as many female scientists, 25
per cent, are employed on a tenn basis
compared to 12 per cent of men."
Yet the proportion of women promoted,
using performance-based evaluation and
the speed at which women are promoted,
shows a high level of achievement among
women scientists. "In the functional are~
of research scientist/engineer men and
women are promoted at a similar rate and
have a similar dwell time at the maximum
CSOF step," Dr Eady's study finds.
"In the research projects area 46 per cent
more women than men are promoted and
their average dwell time is 22 per cent
shorter than that for men. TIus is despite
the fact that both women scientists and
support staff spend less hours at work than
men."
Women show a willingness to undertake
more senior-management roles in CSIRO
if given the opportunity.
However, CSIRO is losing many of its
best women as they opt for different

avel"oBe
a~e
careers just at the stage of being able to
signifi-cantly contribute to senior management.
At levels of CSOF5 and above there is
higher turnover in female staff. At some
CSOF levels it is twice that observed with
male counterparts.
Of those people who have completed the
Leadership Development Program, 82 per
cent of men still work for CSIRO, but only
25 per cent of women.
In June 1997 CSIRO employed just over
6,700 people, of which 33.2 per cent were

egOlY were CSIRO. http://www.csiro.au.
Questacon, http://www.qucstacon.edu.au/.
nnd
the
ABC's
The
Lab,
http://www.abc.net.au/science! The winner, announced on August 31, was
The Lab.

ver~

9ocd..

women. But when the figures are studi(
more closely, 83 per cent of those wome
work in research-support roles sllch :
adnunistration, general and technical ser
ices and research projects.
Here are some of the comments pro
fered in the 1998 st,ffpoll:
"There still seems to be an old-boy
network in the upper levels. People need
be promoted/employed on their merits, n
on who they know."
"Can't see it happening with curre
generation of management ... newest mll'

No p;
By Brad Collis

CSIRO web site reaches the finals
CSIRO's web site was one of three finalists in the science-and-technology category of the 1999 Australian Financial
ReviewlTelstra Australian Internet
Awards.
Finalists from 36 nonunations in the c.lt-

1tte.. WOMen

New direction: Wolf Herrman, from CSIRO Animal Production, turned a
surgery into a world-class facility.
Photo: Brad Collls
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Like many researchers working in agl
culture, Wolf Henmann suddenly fom
himself having to justify his existence
1983 as CSIRO's focus was redirected
pulling Australian manufacturing fro
the rusl hclt,
Wolf was working at Prospect l
ruminant physiology and was also
charge of the small operating theat
where surgical procedures were canil
out onlivestoclt.
He was told, in a nutshell, to find
way to use the facility commercially al
cover at least part of the cost of t
employment.
Many scientists caught by the chun
in focus from primary to seconda
industry, plus a new commercial emph
sis, found themselves painfully redu
dant, but Wolf was determined not to
one of them.
He had an operating theatre.
Wolf contacted the Westme:
Hospital near Sydney and invited the
to use his facility if they needed to I
any animal modelling for testing III
surgical techniques or for training sr
geous on new equipment.
The result 16 years latcr
Sirosurgel'y, onc of Australia's nl(
sought.-after surgical training faciliti

and one that Ims played a

siguific~

CoResearch
5
-

lights issues
imbalance

we have
1gement position has been referred to as a
he' before job even advertised. Mentlllity
:00 entrenched."
"Change· the culture of CSIRO from
~very-man-for~himself competitiveness to

Jromoting and rewarding co-operation and
eamwork when delivering worthwhile
~oals:'

And from the opposite perspective:
''There are fewer women because they
;hoose to interrupt their careers by having
ads. Their choice."
"I don't believe that in senior positions

•

•

In IS

within CSIRO that women can do the job
as well us a man because women are too
emotional and not hard enough."
"It does not concern me in the least. In
fact, CSIRO is probably belter off without
them."
Perhaps such comments partially
explained why women are also reporting
an increase in sexual harassment in
CSIRO, although often more subtly disguised than 10 years ago.
Regardless of why there are fewer
women in science, Dr Eady argues that half
of the potential talent for science excellence, effective management and leadership lies within the female population, and
she has penned a number of notes for the
Chief Executive, They include:
" On average the women we have are
very good
• Women want to progress through the
flill path of career oppOltunities in CSIRO
• There is clear under-representation of
women in CSIRO, especially in senior
positions
• Women have lower job security and
report a higher level of gender discrimination and sexual harassment than men
" Proportionately more good women
than mell opt to leave CSIRO
4' There is a strong business case for
improving the representation of women in
the organisation
Her recommendations include:
• Provide clear and positive statements
from the Chief Executive and Executive
that the under-representation of women is
recognised as an impOltant issue and action
will be taken to address the imbalance
• Increase awareness of fnmily-friendly
initiatives that are available within CSIRO
such as salary averaging and nanny service
• Provide appropriate training for
women on how to communicate and work
effectively in a male-dominated culture.
For instance, send a pilot group of women
to the Potential, PerfOl1nance and Progress
Program, a professional-development pro-

too ~
emo~•• L~)

o

gram specifically for women, being
offered by the University of Adelaide
• Remove gender bias in employment
status, the number of women holding term
appointments, for research scientists/engineers and research-projects' staff
• Implement mandatory exit interviews
for all staff, including post-doctoral fellows, so reasons for. leaving can be identified and change implemented if wlliTanted
• Provide resources for women scientists
and managers, especially those working in
isolation from other women, to meet and
establish informal support networks and
identify role models, Establish a mentoring
program for women scientists or young
scientists in generaL
Dr Eady undertook the study during her
18-month secondment to head office as
Dr
Malcolm
executive-officer
to
McIntosh.
"At the time I took up the position a staff
survey had just been done in which a number of workplace-eC}u<llity issues were
raised. I asked Malcolm if I could examine
this more closely and he agreed," she said.
Staff can find full details of the study on
the staff services
web site at
http://www.csiro.au/s erv i cest
signifdocs/wis/womemnscience.html
*Brad CoWs is a Melboume-based writer

who has been commissioned to write the
history of CS/RO.

all gain for Wolf

role in the development and implemen~
tation of new surgical procedures, and
the training of Australian doctors in new
fields, such as Japaroscopy or keyhole
mrgery.
A private company, Telectronics has
used it in the development of cardiac
pacemakers and the Australian army
also uses the facility, now a fully
equipped surgery with three operating
rooms, to train paramedics in basic field
mrgery.
The patients are mainly pigs, which
have a similar anatomy to humans, and,
consistent with today's animal ethics
ami welfare considel'3tions, arc cared
for under a strict pre~ and post-operative protocol, almost matching that of
human hospitals.
Part of the reason for this standard of
rare is Wolf's own work.
He was one of the first scientists to
measure the amount of pain that animals Iil{c sheep feel when subjected to
experiments.
Wolf was able to demonstrate an animaPs endocrine response to tissue trau~
ma, which led to a code of ethics among
most animal researchers that requires
the use of analgesics for any procedure
likely to cause pain.
He said: "It was one of my objectives
when I left the bench to run the surge..y

,

It was one of my

objectives
to
improve
animal
welfare by developing
an adequate analgesic
protocol. I was able
to demonstrate that
there is postoperative pain.

,

••• to improve animal welfare by devel~
aping an adequate analgesic protocol. I
was able to demonstrate that there is
Ilost-operative pain as signalled by the
elevation of hormones and behaviour
changes that indicate stress,"
Some of the facility's biggest successes
have been in obstetrics. It was used to
develop a method for studying blood
flow to the placenta in human pregnancy, using non~invasivc Doppler ultra~
sound techniques.
This study of uterine and umbilical
circulation was crucial in finding ways
to avoid oxygen deprivation by a foetus,
which is onc of the main causes of brain

damage, congenital deformities and pre~
natal deaths.
Blood flow to the foetus is often compromised in humans by the mother
smoking, drinking alcohol or having a
significant nutrition deficiency.
The blood flow to the foetus was rnon~
itored by ultrasound in a pregnant
sllcep.
Doctors' observations led to the disv
covery of a simple remedy for impaired
blood flow, aspirin.
With a pig model, doctors from the
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
at Westmead, New South Wales, were
also able to develop a laparoscopic tech~
nique to correct vesico~ureteraIreflux, a
common problem among children with
recurrent urinary-tract infections.
Conventional treatment requires
major surgery, considerable post-operative discomfort and a lengthy stay in
hospital.
The facility is today recognised in
Australia and overseas as a modern
h'aining and research facility for medical, veterinary and industrial research
and development.
But it has strict rules prohibiting the
use of primates or companion animals,
and enforces high and constantly monitored bioethical standards.
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OBITUARY
John Robert Philip,AO, FRS, FM 1927-1999

Science Inourns
loss of great
art connector
D

R JOHN Phi lip, physicist, mathematician
and
poet,
was
Australia's most distinguished
environmental physicist.
His innovative work on the movement
of water, energy, solutes and gases in the
natural environment won him an intel11a~
tional reputation.
John was born in Ballarat, Victoria,
and educated at Maldon State School,
Scotch College and the University of
Melbourne.
. It was at Scotch that his precocious
mteUect became apparent Although his
favourite subjects were maths and science, he also excelled in fhe humanities.
He wrote poetry and kept abreast of
modern literature.
Through his artist friend Frances
Long, who later became his wife, he met
the Boyd family while still at school and
began a passionate involvement in art
and architect lire,
Incredibly, he matriculated at the age
of 13. The university would not accept
him until he was 16 so he completed two
further years of leaving-certificate honours.
He graduated as a bachelor of engineering at 19, the youngest engineering
student to do so, having spent four years
in residence at Queens College.
In 1946, the annual salary of a newly
graduated engineer was £330, and John
was considered too young to be earning
that sort of money, He was·· rescued by
his university and employed as a graduate assistant in agriculture engineering,
at a salary of £300, with 110 mention of
his age,
The scientific community was quick to
deploy the astonishing talents of this tyro
and John was co-opted by the CSIR, the
precursor to the CS IRa, and dispatched
to its research station at Gdffith, NSW, to
solve complex problems involving
hydraulics in furrow irrigation. Il was
then that he became fascinated with the
processes in which substances moved
through soil and the lltm.osphere, and
environmental concerns became the
focus of his academic life,
John's next appointment was to the
Queensland Water Commission, based in
Brisbane. His friends tended to be artists
rather than scientists. He alljed himself
to the wrhers centred around the literary
magazine, Barjai, and these friendships
lasted aU his life, They included poet and
editor Barrett Reid, expatriate poet Peter
Porter, artist Charles Blackman and
writer Barbara Blackrnan.
A poet, librarian and member of the
Bmjai group, Vlda Horn remembers John
as "possessing a maturing at age 20 most
of us lacked. It was as if his life was precisely laid out and he was in charge. I
know of no other poet who could transmute the language of science to that of
poetry with such simplicity and elegance,"
In 1953, the CSIRO contracted John to
run its irrigation-research station at
Deniliquin, NSW. He had married
Prances, but so severe was the postwar
housing shortage that the couple inilially
lived in a tent on the banks of the Edward
River.
During John's six years at Deniliquin,
he wrote a series of papers that resulted
in a sea change in the understnnding of
ways unsaturated water and heat flow in
porous media. As a result of these findings he was awarded a DSc(Physics)
from Melboume University.
On a practical level, John's work was
so radical it was to take 40 years before
his research renched fruition.
Sir Otto Frankel, who headed the
CSIRO, was disconcerted by a certain
brashness in the personality of young
JOhn, Elnd be was uneasy with his mathematical and physical approach to environmental problems. John's staunch supporlers included Professor Pat Moran

John Robert Philllp
and John J aeger at the Australian
National University School of Earth
Sciences, and these august gentlemen
persuaded Sir Otto to give John the freedom of his creative instincts. Frankel's
forebenrance was justified by John's pioneering work on a synergy of mathematics and physical insights,
John's reward was his appointment as
head of the Division of Environmental
Mechanics, which became a world centre
for studies of energy and mass transfer in
the hiosphere. He held this post for 20
years,
In 1975, the Whitlam government
established a royal commission into government administration and preliminary
submissions indicated considerable dissatisfaction within science departments
of the pUblic service. John chaired a taskforce that delivered its findings the day
the government was dismissed. He and
his team argued for cmiosity rather trum
market-led research and called for the
abolition of the Department of Science,
~hn formally retired in 1992, btU contmued to collaborate with his peers
around the world. He was on one such
trip to Amsterdam when he was killed by
a speeding car near the central railway
station.
During his professional life, John published 300 or so papers and recei ved an
incredible 4,500 citations, He was an
abrasive man and - justly - opinionated.
He was chflfming, boyish and generous
to a fault There was a playful, Einsteill~
like quality about him. Colleagues found
working with him enthralling and terrifying. He nurtured his friends and loved his
wife.
John's poetry is represented in
?nthologies edited by Judith ~right and
m Charles Oshome's UK-puhhshed The
Oxford Book Of AustrnHan Verse. He
was a fellow of the Australian Academy
of Science and the Royal Society of
London, and was the first non-American
recipient of the Robert E Horton Medal,
the highest award for hydrology hy the
American Geophysical Union,
Dr PhiJip was a rare creature of two
cultures. Yet it is interesting to note in his
poem, Theorems and Metaphors, his suggestion of the ascendancy of art over science. "Theorems enlarge but metaphors
connect," he wrote, John himself was a
great connecter.
He is survived by his wife Prances
(Faye); his children, Candida, Peregrine
and Julian; and four grandchildren.Dr
Philip's funeral was held on Friday, July
9,
at
Franklinford
Cemetery,
Franklinford,
Victoria,
A
Commemorative Gathering was held on
Sunday July 18 at the Australian
Academy of Science in CanbelTa.
- PHILLlP JONES
:I< Philip lones is a Melbourne-bclsed
writer
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Blow-by-blow account
MILD-MANNERED Mike Carter
would be the last person to blow his
own tmmpet, but CoResearch spies
have alerted us that he is CSIRO's
only scientific glass-blower.
Tucked away in the Lindfield laboratories of Telecommunications and
Industrial Physics works this man
whose operation is as smooth as glass.

Q. What is scientitk glass blowing?
A. Scientific glass-blowing really

took off in the 19th Century, especially
in Germany where many experiments
were done to discover new glasses,
mainly for optical instruments. The new
glasses were strong. withstood heating
and were resist<:Ult to acids and alkalis.
The crn"Hest piece of glass bearing a date
is in the Ashmoleun museum, Oxford,

and is dated 1551 to 1527 BC. In early
times it was mainly used for jewellery.
Glass-blowing started in Persia around
500 BC. The Persians made bowls. jars.
windows, mosaic pavements and glasscovered walls.
Glass manufacture expanded greatly
during the Roman Empire era and again
in Venice around the 12th and 13th
Centuries.

Q. How did you get into scientific
glass blowing?

A. Myoid Dad always said, "Get
yourself a trade, son." I finally realisl.',d
he may be right when I was 18. So a
friend and myself decided to learn a
trade. My friend heard about scientific
glass-blowing and we thought tbat
sounded like fun. so that's what we did.
On finishing my apprenticeship I decided to sec thc world and arrived in

Anstralia in 1973. I joined CSIRO in
1989.
Q. How rare is glass-blowing these
days?
A. Scientific glasR-blowing is rare in
Australia, but there are some large scientific glass-blowing companies in
America and Europe. There is an
Australian scientific glass-blowers soci-

ety with around 30 members, and I
would estimate there to be 50 to 60
glass-blowers in the country.
Q, Wltnt arc the best things about

Southern
hemisphere
summit

glass?
A. The best thing nbuul glass is its
versatility. It has been utilised from its
first use for jewellery and ornaments to
optic fihres, laser tubes and lenses. It
also has good insulating properties for
heat and electricity. On top of this, it
will not rot or rust, it is pure, will not
contaminate and it is beautiful to look
at.

SOME of this hemisphere's leaders of
industrial research organisations met
rec-ently for the first time.

Dr Colin Adam, DCE. said: "Many
llsef1l1 contacts and linkages were estab-

lished during the summit.

Q. What are the sorts of projects

you get asked to do?

"They are likely to lead to futme
collaboration in areas of common interest such as minerals' technology, building materials for the South American
countries, timber and other industrial
standards within all these countries."

A. My work is varied ns I work for six
divisions of CSIRO. I deal with distillation equipment, high-vacuum systems,
quartz reactors, dewars for cryogenic
work, in fact, anythlng the scientist may
ask for.

Q. What is the oddest project you
have had to do?
A. 1 had to make tubes used for chicken sexing. When chickens first hatch an
internal inspection is lhe ouly way to
detennjne what sex they are. A device
with a specially shaped glass tube is
used. It WRS guite a difficult job. as the
tube was small and the tolerances, if you
will pardon the expression. were tight.

Q. What piece are you most proud
of?
A. A piece I did for the division of
food technology called a Likens and
Nikkerson apparatus, is the piece I
remember. It required so many glassblowing skills in the one job. and it was
so unforgiving.
If every stage was not peIfect it would
crack. I found this out by finishing up
two days' work in the bin. I have now
made five of these apparatus, and I still
have a private celebration when it is finished and in one piece.

Dr Adam was the CSIRO's repreHot pursuit: Mike Carter warms to his task of glass~blowjng
Q. "Vlmt are some glass blowing
hazards'!
A. The hazards of glass-blowing,
come from the gases I use, natural gas
ilnd hydrogen. Obviously there is a risk
of burns and cuts. Also, when asked to
do repairs I have to check that nothing
toxic 0]' explosive has been in the apparatus. If it has then it is not advisable to
heat or blow into the equipment until it
has been thoroughly cleaned.
Q. Do you only do scientific glass
blowing? "'·hat non-scientific pieces
have you made?
A. All scientific glass~blowers fancy
them selves as artists. I do some for my
own pleasure and some have been
requested by friends and family. The latter are usually such things as glass kangaroos for overseas visitors.
I can't wait for the Olympics, and all

When art meets science

On show; Ron Hiltoll, left, BemadetteWaugh and ShirleyWinstanley put some art into UbraryWeel<..

TWO DOZEN budding Picassos and
Warhols from CSIRO ullveiled their
works of art recently.
Western Australian Laboratories
Librarian Bemadette Waugh and her
team organised the CSIRO WA Art and
Science Exhibition for Library Week in

May.
More than 50 pieces were exhibited by
22 staff members. It was an eclectic
selection. Shirley Winstanley's Pop Art

painting of an old Studebaker's grill and
headlights had an aggressive feeling in
contrast to Trish Lambel1's intricately
woven American tribal dance belt, which
was draped across Mike Thornber's rustic timber chair.
Bernadctte said: "We were delighted
with the response to the idea, both from
the artists and their colleagues.
"We are proud of the fact that we can
showcase such a spectrum of artistic ta!-

Photo: Bill Van Aken

ent, quite different from the scientific talent normally demonstrated through seminars and workshops here."
The aftemoon exhibition opening, on
the Floreat Mezzanine Floor, was accompanied by catalogues. wine and cheese.
an enthusiastic hum of conversation and
the gentle clink of glasses. The launch of
a CD by internationally recognised musicians, Steve and Rosalind Barnes, added
ambience.
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those tourists wanting glass kangaroos
at $12 each. I did once make a model
Harley Davidson for a friend's birthday.
Q, How do you like to speud your
time when away from the office?
A. I play tennis two or three times a
week, only social not competition, so
Pat Rafter has nothing to fear. Scuba
diving is my main weekend activity.
And following Arsenal football dub in
the English soccer is my main armchair
activity.

Q. What is your favourite food?
A. Unfortunately, for my waist, I like
most food. But I am particularly partial
to Thai food.

sentative ut the Inaugural Summit of the
Southern
Hemisphere
Industrial
Technology Organisations (ITGs) in
Montevideo, Uruguay.
Or Adam sUld: "It was a very productive meeting, especially the discllssions with other heads of ITOs, on a personal basis and comparing experience
on management issues."
The event, from July 29 to 30,
involved leaders ti·om seven countries
representing organisations such as
Argentina's INTI, Paraguay's INTN
and SOllth Africa's CSIR.
Topics discussed included management~ future co~operation between
ITOa; the role of ITO:;, including interaction between the scientific community and the private sector: and issues facing all Sout-hem Hemisphere countries.
The summit was organised by the
President of Laboratorio Technologico
del Uruguay, Rng Ruperto Long.

- TA·VAN LEONG, CILO
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The question is women
think it's easier for the next people com~
ing in."

DR RAGBIR Bhathal teaches a

course in extraterrestrial intelligence at the University of Western
Sydney, Macarthur.
He enjoys asking students with religious beliefs uncomfortable questions
about the place of Man in a variously
inhabited universe. "Were there mUltiple
crucifixions? One for each planet?" for
instance.
He is also the author/editor of
Profiles: Australian Women Scientists, a
compilation of interviews with 16
prominent Australians, published this
year as parl of an oral history series by

the National Library of Australia.
Are woman scientists different to
women (or men) in science? Is truth
inalienable and universal, or does secret
women '8 business underlie the work of
researchers who happen to be female?
If you ask scientific questions differendy, you may end up with quite u different set of answers.
Dr Bhathal emphasises that he sees no
difference in innate ability between men
and women scientists, and he quotes
Mary 0' Kane approvingly when she
demolishes the myth of female co-operativeness compared to male competitiveness.
Why are there more women in his
book in the medical and biological sciences?
That, he says, is a result of social conditioning, and especially the lack of a
good grounding in maths, which precludes a career in the physical sciences.
Not surprisingly, many of Dr
BhathaI's subjects have a CSIRO connection, past or present. For instance

Survey gives
CoResearch
thumbs up
MOST CSJRO staff enjoy reading
CoResearch and would like to continue
receiving it, according to a recent study

conducted

by

CSIRO

National

Awareness.
The telephone survey of 94 out of
100 randomly selected staff revealed
that most thought the newspaper provided them with information they wanted
to know about the Organisation.
Staff reacted strongly to the suggestion that CoResearch be produced electronically. About 78 per cent said they
would not read it more if it was on the
www. Those who wanted it on the www
either worked in isolated locations that
never saw hard copies or thought it
would be a Hseful archival source,
More than 75 per cent of respondents said Uley would like to continue
receiving regular issues, but that distribution was an issue. Some said they had
never seen a copy or hadn't received one
in years. While the mix. of stories was
generally regarded as balanced, some
staff said the publication tended to focus
on some divisions over others, and on
more "spectaCUlar" research or staff.
Editor Ms Jane Kahler said the survey results will be used to help give staff
more of what they want in the news~
paper.

Fishy stories

plant biochemist Jan Anderson, marine
scientist Shirley Jeffrey, quantitative
geneticist Mary Rose, and plant biologist Adrienne Clarke feature.
While reading Protiles I was struck
by odd sidelights. such as Dc Bhathal's
notion that women have been involved
in science in Australia for thousands of
years.
"The whole of the nineteenUl century
was concerned with gathering and collecting the flora and fauna of Australia.
Long before Sir Joseph Banks or Daniel
Solander, if you go back 40,000 years,
the first scientists would have been
Aboriginal women, who were doing the
same thing, collecting and classifying."
And again arid again, as interviewer,
Dr Bhathal returns to the question, "Are
things changing?"
Cheryl Praeger answers: "As soon as
there's a greater number of women
[working in science] there'll be a wider
variety of what's classed as nOlmal, normal in the way you do science, normal
in the way you teach it and leam it, and
I think that's very much to be wished
for. I see myself and numbers of other
women in these flreas as path makers,
and, once the path has been made, I

specialist

Dr

Rnssell

Newnham, of Energy Technology. has
won the Winter Classic for the fourth
time.
This two-day event, also known
as
the
Australian
MultiSport
Championship, involves cross-country
skiing, running, cycling and white-water
paddling. The race consists of an 18km
cross-country ski down Mt Hotham to

Our yellow-brick road
NOT a CSIRO book, but full of CSIRO
scientists. Peter Spinks was science
writer for The Age, and before that the
BBC, The Observer, and The Guardian,
until he retired recently to write books.
Wizards of Oz is fin enthusiastic look at
present-day research and researchers in
Australia.
Peter's book is divided into 10 chapters, the southern stargazers, the biotech
Bolsheviks, the rainbow warriors, and
so on. He has a weakness for alliteration
and snappy sub-headers like "The
Distant Dazzler", "Dwmf Discovery",
and "Reincamating the Carnation".
The message is loud and clear. We
Australians do it very well indeed.
In this connection, it's interesting to
refld Iulian Cribb's recent piece in The
WaLkley magazine, the jounlulists' trade
paper, which accuses editors of creating
a black hole in the reporting of
Australian science; find the recent survey
that suggested that Australians would, in
fact, rather read abollt science than sport.
Anyone with an interest in science
will find Wjz.ards of Oz a stimulating
read, and Peter sees science as far more
than merely research in isolation.
Wizards of Oz is published as part of
the Frontiers of Science series by Allen
and Unwin.

Molecules to mayhem
ByWarrick Glynn, Cl:1S
DR DARREN Cundy,

_

compound normally isolated from a
species of shark. This material, marketed
as Isolutrol, is a powerful regulator of the
human sebaceous gland and has a large
market in anti-acne formulations and
cosmetics.
1997 Darren became project leader
for the Contracted Research Group. In
this role the client base has grown to
include a large number of organisations
such as NuFarm Limited, the Australian
Membrane Biotecbnology Research
Institute, Procter & Gamble in Britain
and Dupont Specially Chemicals in the

of CSIRO

Molecular Science, has been selected to
take over the position of Executive
Officer in Dr Malcolm McIntosh's
office.
This role has been held by Dr Sandra
Eady for the past 18 months. Dr Cundy
will assist Dr McIntosh with the co-ordination and preparation of briefs on current issues, liaising on his behalf with
senior CSIRO managers and government
organisations, and managing the flow of
correspondence through the office of the
Chief Executive.
Darren completed an honours degree
in Science at the University of
Queensland, majoring in organic chemistry with biochemistry as a secondary

In

US.

field. He began his PhD studies in 1989,

Dr Darren Cundy Photo:Wendy Easton

focussing his research on the synthesis of
new nucleosides as potential anti-viral
agents against HIV. In the second year of
his PhD he was accepted as a participant
in the British-Australian Vocational
Exchange program, which provided the
opportunity to work within a research
team at the Blitish facilities of CibaGeigy.
After completing his PhD he was
accepted as a post-doctoral fellow at the
University of Florida, under the direction
of Professor Alan Katritzky, one of the
world's premier heterocycIic chemists.

The diversity of the group's research
interests also facilitated his work with
the Warheads Division of the US Army.
In 1994 Darren was offered a postdoctoral fellowship at CSIRO Division
of Chemicals and Polymers in
Melbourne. He began his CSIRO career
within the joint-v~nture company
Dunlena, and used his skills to design
and synthesise agrichernicals. A year
later he became involved in a project that
developed a cornmerciaUy viable synthetic process for the production of a

Energised good sport
BATTERY

EVERY angler should have one, along
with eve,y cook, every shopper, and
everyone who eats out. And pmbably
eve,y pet owner as well.
It's a hmulsome book. Marille
Research graphic designer Antonia
Hodgmcm has done the divi.. . ion plvud.
The Australian Seafood Handbook will
be quite at home Oil my bookshelves with
some up-market bird books and a tome
on native trees.
That's all imJ,Ued criticism. I'm not,
as a cook, going to risk getting oil and
batter over my copy, 1/01; as afisherman,
am I going to drop it into my fishing bag
for a day on the rive1; It's a quibble, but
tMs slightly defeats the plllpose of the
handbook, which not only has excellent
colour photographs of bright-eyed freshly caught fish, but equally useful photos
offillets of the samejish.
Never again need you accept a slab of
ling as Cllt alleged fillet of barramundi.
At a more technical level, the protein fingerprints given for each species will provide an important fool for fislling
authorities and the fishing indu.stry to
regulate the marketing offish, and eliminate the practice of substitution of one
species for another;
TIle handbook should also become the
standard for fishy names, and end any
argument about the difference between a
sole and aflounder, and all those various
/nul/eIs, perches, and cods.
1 !ookforwarclto an affordable spiralbotlnd wCjferproof edition and, in the
meantime, warmly recommend the

A!tstralian Seafood Handbook 10 your
altention"
There's a panel of expert writers, with
editors GtlS Years!ey, Peter LaSl and Bob
Want, allfrom CSIRO Marine Research,
which published the handbook. Funding
came from the Fisheries Research clIld
Del'elopment CorpOJ"atioH,

the snow line, an 18km orienteering
cross~country run, a 50km cycle to the
Mitta Mitta River and then a 15k.m
white-water paddle. On the second day,
there's another 15km white-water paddle, a 15km cross-country mountain run
and a 23km mountain-bike ride.
Russell has won this event four
times, and still manages to be a project
leader in the Novel Battery group.

Darren believes his ex.perience in
working directly with a wide variety of
extemal organisations, ranging in size
from small to multi-national enterprises,
both on a business level as well as a scientific one, has provided a useful insight
into the interactions between CSIRO and
its clients.
He sees this position, which will run
for two years, as a great opportunity to
develop his career in new directions.
"I'm looking fOlward to obtaining a
real understanding of how CSIRO functions and being involved in its on-going
evolution," he said.
Dr Annabelle Duncan, the Chief of
Molecular Science, said: "Darren's effervescent personality, his competence and
his common sense have been greatly
appreciated in the division."

Rodney
Tealde

Museum,
CSIRO
share a
history
T

HE NATIONAL Museum of
Australia is planned to open to
the public in 2001.
One of its curator's is preparing an
exJlibition on the history of food and
approached me for some assistance on
CSIRO's efforts in tbat field.
This l'Cminded me of our association with the museum over the past
rew years. CSIRO Wildme and
Ecology helped the museum, for
instance, with a collection of equipment connected with the carly myxo·
matosis research and CSIRO
Archives helped with SOllle exhibits
for a related travelling exhibition.
But CSIRO's involvement with an
Aush'alian national museum goes
back even further.
In 1928 Cabinet decided that it
needed to consider the issue of a
national museum. And whom did it
turn to? None othcr than to us, then
known as the Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSlR).
Cabinet specifically turned to the
then head of CSlR, Sir David Rivell.
Sir David headed a committee that
considered the issue of a national
museum.
The submissions and the commit~
tee's report show there has been a
huge change in ideas in the past 70
years about the role of museums.
For example, they saw a close connection with science and recommended the site be near research instituM
tions and that CSIR be represented
on the museum's board.
ut one submission stilI resonates
today. The Aush'alian National
Research Council wrote:
uMuch of the material illustrating
t'eatures of plant and animal Hfe in the
Commonwealth and its territories is
of a vanishing nature. Specimens of
great scieutific value, which could
have been readily obtained when the
Commonwealth was founded, are
almost unobtainable today."
The currcnt museum dates from a
resurgence of interest in 1\ national
museum in the 1970s.
After a stop-start history, the museum's public galleries arc being built a
kilometre away from our Black
Mountain Laboratories.
Sir David would be pleased since it
is close to where his committee rec M
ommended the museum buildings be
built," at the foot of Black Mountain,
overlooking SuHivan's Creek and the
University site and lying south-west of
the CSIR Reserve".

B

Changing conditions for leading researcher
DR BARRlE Pittock from CSIRO
Atmospheric Research has retired after
more than 30 years with the organisation.
Dr Pittock's first scientific activities
nfter joining the division in 1965
involved assessments of stratospheric
ozone and examination of the likely
environmental effects of nuclear wm'.
Then, long before it became a public
issue, Dr Pittock began to investigate the
possibility that rising atmospheric levels
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of Cl1rbOl\ dioxide might change global
climate. He established the division's climate-impact group in the 19808, which
has performed detailed investigations of
the likely impact of climate change on
Australian states and tenitories, and on
countries in South-East Asia and the
Pacific.
Dr Pittock's scientific contributions
were recognised earlier this year when he
received a Public Service Medal in the

Queen's Birthday honours list for "outstanding public service through his leadership and visionary approach to identifying, researching and communicating a
range of global climate science issues".
Dr Pittock has been a major contrib~
ut01' to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. He has accepted a fellowship and will continue to contribute
to the panel.

CSIRO around the nation
my caption
Pimples on kangaroos' bums were
a common response to last issue's'
photo (right) of Doug Gale and
his 'roQ.
Simon Torok from Education
Programs: That's a funny looking
creature you've got there. ICYes,"
replied the kangaroo, "It started
out as a pimple on my. bum','·.
Ron Johnson from Materials
Science and Technology: W
Albert entered the room he
noticed Doug sitting at the table.
"Where did you get that!" he
asked. Quick as a flash the kangaroo replied, "It started off as a
pimple on my bum".
Uoyd Graham from
Molecular Science: I reckon I'm the unluckiest 'roo in history.
One morning there was this pimple on my bum, and things just
deteriorated from there.
Pat Rohan from Materials Science and Technology: CSIRO's
achievements in the field of genetic engineering will provide huge
potential benefits for our economy. In this particular instance three
different and distinctly Australian species have been combined into
one life form. The use of this instantly recognisable tourism symbol
in international' advertising will attract millions to -our nation."
Kylie Smith from MolecUlar Science: Gee, Skip, that is the
worst case of haemorrhoids I've ever seen.
Dirk Richards from Plant Industry: Okay, so dats one drink for
me, and .., dah ... one for Skippy and ... hie ... one for Joey.
Greg Doran from Manufacturing Science and Technology:
How Doug Gale handled those long and 10
nights at Hannover.
HeatherVile' from Mat
rmation Sciences:
Would you like to try my ,
ewl
Maggie Goodwin from
mu
ns & Industrial
Physics: Doug shows the Germans a preview of the hats the
Australian Olympic team will be wearing.
David Lamb from the Australian Automotive Technology
Centre (two entries): New approach to marketing CSIRO in
Europe;
One more glash of thish European cordial and the local industry will
be falling over themselves to do collaborative research with ush.
Lawry McArthy
ience: The manager wants
to check If you gu
uch to drink. Now, first, does
hat?
anyone see anythi
Yeah sure. And I have a ferret up my nose too;
Ha. And the Cus
y thought he was stuffed.
Warricl' Glynn
olecular Science: This is NOT a
tumour.

Lynn Pulford from Education Programs: The Australian visitors
were fairly consp'i(uous.

And the winner is ...
Lawry McArthy from Molecular Science: And I said to my
wife, "I would like to have a kangaroo-skin hat, but she didn't have
the heart to skin it, so..:'
lawry wins a wooden giant swallowtail butterfiy model.
Our latest picture (below) is from Simon Torok, the Edito" of The
Helix.
Send captions and photos to CoResearch Caption
Competition, PO Bo 25, Dickson,ACT 2602, or email
Karen,Robins

Net lands spot for student
A FRENCH veterinarian university student used the Internet to Hne up work
experience with CSIRO, in Sydney.
AIix Martin used the Intcmct to track
down suitable Australian laboratories
for her training. She had positive replies
from the Veterinary Department at the
University of Melbourne, and from Pat
Wilson of CSIRO Animal Production's
communications group. Pat and Yvette
Beshara in Human Resources helped
organise a seven-week training period
for Alix who worked with five different
groups and followed their research.
Alix said: "The experience wns a total
success, thanks to the welcoming of all
the staff of CSIRO and their help in
assisting me to understand their
research. But not only the work, the
social1ife was reany pleasant and I want
to thank all for their nice attentions to
Ine."

Electronic tax relief
R&D TAX Concession applicants are
now able to submit their completed
forms over the Internet, thanks to a
Federal Government move. TIle lodge~
ment forms are available on the
Business Entry Point web site,
www.business.gov.au

Hot award
DR CHRIS Strauss has won the first
Royal Australian Chemical Institute
Green Chemistry Award for his work in
developing an nlternative to conventional heating. Dr Strauss, the Program
Manager of Applied Chcmjstry and
Polymer Science at CSIRO Molecular
Science, developed and patented technology for chemical reactions that uscs
microwaves.

the grant to travel to Europe and North
America to advance his knowledge in
the applications of surface chemistry in
metallurgical processing. The fellowship was presented by the Minister for
Science, Engineering and Technology,
Mm'k BilTell, at an Institute of Engineers
Luncheon.

Sweet reward
DR RUSSELL Mnchow has been
awarded the prestigious SRDC Sugar
IndllStry Research Award for 1999 for
his outstanding contribution to the
industry. His work is aimed at applying
fundamental knowledge on yield accumulation in sugarcane to develop optimal crop schedules to maximise the
profitability of the entire sugar industry.
Dr Muchow is a crop physiologist and
systems agronomist at CSIRO Tropical
AgricullUre, and Program Leader with
CRC SlIgar.

Full steam to retirement
DAVlD Allan has retired from CSIRO
Minerals after 33 yem"S of service.
He has a keen interest in model trains,
and in travelling 011 major railways of
the world, interests he plans to pursue in
retirement. Dave joined CSIRO at
Fisherman's Bend, and transfened to the
Clayton site in I 970 where he spent a lot
of time helping establish Minerals'
research proiects.

Healthy combination
THE ParkvilIe site of CSTRO Molecular
Science and CSIRO Human Nutrition
have merged to form a Division of
Health
Sciences and
Nutrition.
Professor Richard Head will lead the
division.

New head of the flock

Molecular chief

DR ROB Kelly, a scientist from
Agriculture Westel1l Australia, will start
work as the manager for research in SllStainable livestock production at CSIRO
Animal Production on October 11.
Dr Kelly has been involved in the
development and implementation of
sheep and wool research, and is responsible for the Wool Program of
Agriculture Westem Australia. He has a
wide range of experience, as a scientist
and research manager with AGWEST
for 16 years and as a research scientist
with New Zealand's Ministry of
~cuIture find Fisl}eries for to yea~

DR ANNABELLE Doncan has been
appointed the Chief of a modified
Division of Molecular Science comprising the Clayton and North Ryde sites of
Molecular Science.
Biologist Dr Duncan has been a
Program Leader of the Division of
Molecular Science for the past three
years, and the main scientific adviser to
the Department of Foreign Mfairs and
Trade for the past eight years. She has
served on three inspections with the
United Nations Special Commission on
Iraq, finally as Deputy Chief Inspector,
and was awarded the Public Service
Medal in 1996 for this work. Dr Albert
Mall, who has been acting Chief of
Molecular Science, has been made
CS1RO Fellow in recognition of his
exemplary contributions to polymer
chemistry.

Tropical tales
MORE than 30 scientists from around
the world converged on Darwin recently
for a workshop on global change and
terrestrial ecosystems.
The workshop, in mid-July, aimed to
develop collaborative research, identify
gaps in knowledge and produce publications on the potential impacts of global
change in land lIse, climate and atmospheric composition. A highlight of the
event, hosted by CSIRO Wildlife &
Ecology, was a first-hand view of
CSIRO and Tropical Savannas CRC
research down a 1,500km transect from
_
Darwin to Ali.~c:-:e,"S",pl,-,·in",g",s"-.

Prize researcher
STEVE Brown has won tIle Grimwade
Prize in IndustJial Chemistry for 1998
for his research into indoor air pollutants.
The award recognises scientific ability, originality, and importance to industrial chemistry of Victorian research
over the last five years. Mr Brown, of
CSIRO Building, Construction and
Engineering, has also been nominated to
join the International Academy of
Indoor Air Sciences, a restricted group
of 72 scientists from around the world
who influence and promote the science
of indoor ilir gUiltity internationally~

Wood-fired praise
A SYSTEM that turns low~value wood
into carbon products and energy has
won a British award. It is believed to be
unique in producing, rather than con~
suming, energy in making charcoal.
CSIROlEnecon won the Cremer and
Warner Award Editor's Choice in The
Chemical Engineer's Excellence in
Safety and Environment Awards 1999
for work done by CSIRO Forestry and
Forest Products' Dr Paul Fung.
The technology is licensed to Enecon
and produces charcoal, activated carbon
and energy from wood.

Regal atmosphere

$15,000 fellowship

QUEEN'S Birthday Honours were
given to two CSIRO Atmospheric
Research staff this year.
Dr Graeme Pearman received a
Member in the Order of Australia (AM)
for service to science and the community through promoting education on climate-change issues. Dr Barrie Pittock
received a Public Service medal for outstanding public service through his leadership and visionalY approach to identifying, researching and communicating a
range of climate science issues.

CSIRO Minerals' Dr Colin Nexhip was
presented with a $15,000 Victoria
Fellowship in May. Dr Nexhip will use

CSIRO Land and Wnter's Dr Jon OIley
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Recognition flows

and three colleagues won the ACT
1999-2000 BHP Lancer Resenrch
Award for their work on determining the
source of sediment and phosphorus to
Australia'5 inland dvers. The other winners were Dr Barry Stan' from
University of Canberra, Dr Robert
Wasson fwm CRES, and Dr Andrew
Murray from Risoe National Laboratory
in Denmark.

Study awards
FORNICATING wolves and breeding
eucalypt!; are some of the projects this
year's Chief Executive's Study Awards
will support.
Stephen Henry, Wildlife & Ecology,
will visit Canada to study bait-delivery
systems for fertility control of wolves.
Raymond Langenfelds, Atmospheric
Research, will visit Germany to explore
improved techniques for high-precision
measurement of atmospheric oxygen
and develop compatible calibration
strategies for trace-gas measurements.
Craig Macaulay, Marine Research,
will visit the US to review opportunities
in electronic news communicntion and
dissemination of marine-science news
from leading research facilities Woods
Hole amI Scripps.
Gal1'y Miller, Land & Water, will visit
Britain to gain experience in newly
developed water-quality instrumentation at Southampton University, and
with the instrument manufacturers.
Aaron
Neufeld,
Building,
Construction & Engineering, will visit
Gennany to study electrochemicaI illterface phenomena of polymer/metal interfaces.
Paul Pasic, Molecular Science, will
visit the US to broaden his skills ill synthesis and cbaracterisation of coatings,
and approaches in industrial R&D.
Edward Preston, Telecommunications
& Industrial Physics, will visit
Germany, Britain and Canada to Shldy
optical and hard-coating deposition
techniques.
Rm:sell Varley, Molecular Science,
will visit France to monitor cure and
phase separation of novel CSIRO
polyamides modified with epoxy resins.
Grant West, Marine Research, will
participate hl an archival tag geo-Iocation workshop and a fish telemetry conference in Britain.
Sal'ah Whitfeld, Forestry & Forest
Products, will attend a 12-day course in
South Africa on Specialist Eucalypt
Breeding Techniques and do a two-day
field tour of eucalypt-breeding activi~
ties.
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Season's greetings to all our readers.
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Recordhigh
profile for
•
•
organIsatIon
By Megan Bird
AUSTRALIA'S
awareness
of
CSIRO is at its highest recorded
level at 86 per cent, according to a
recent ACNielsen snrvey.
This represents a 1 per cent increase
over the last survey of its kind conducted two years ago.
And the Australian public's view of
CSIRO doing a very good job has
improved by 5 per cent.
Knowledge of CSIRO achievements,
however, remains uneven.
School children, women and people

aged over 55 have become slightly more
aware of CSIRO.
The survey summarised: "It is pleasing to note small improvements in
awareness for school children and
females in the tight of special efforts to
promote science and technology to
schools and to emphasise the role of
women in science,"
It recorded significant increases in
awareness of CSIRO in Sydney.
Adelaide and rural areas and decreases
in Brisbane and Tasmania.
The worst awareness rating was
recorded in Brisbane.
Residents there have become 8 per
cent less aware of CSIRO, according to
the survey. And there has been a 16 per
cent decline in awareness in Brisbane
since 1994.
A large increase, 8 per cent. in Internet
access to information about the organisation was recorded in 14-to-24 year
aIds, but in the 18-to-24 and 25-to-39
age groups overall awareness of CSIRO
dropped slightly.

The age group most aware of CSIRO
work in most sectors was the 40-to-54
age group.
And a general stamp of approval for
the quality of CSIRO research was
recorded.
The highest rating. up by 5 per cent to
40 per cent, was marked in 14-to-25 year
aIds in Sydney, NSW and the ACT.
Perth, Queensland and Tasmania.
Respondents, once again, most
wanted CSIRO research to improve the
environl11ent and health in Australia.
On the gene-technology front, perceptions of risks were greatest in Tasmania,
69 per cent, Western Australia, 62 per
cent, and Queensland, 54 per cent. The
greatest benefits were perceived in
Adelaide, 54 per cent, South Australia
and the Northe111 Territory, 51 per cent,
and Melbourne, 49 per cent.
More men thought there were benefits, while women overall thought risks
outweighed benefits.
Perceptions of risks involved dropped
slightly with greater educational levels,
and city people were more in favour of
gene technology and saw less lisks than
country-dweHers.
And while school children aged
between 14 and 17 were enthusiastic
about gene technology, tbis optimism
was reversed in the 18-to-24 year aIds.
The face to-face smvey of 1,019 people covered city and regional areas of
every Australian state and territory.
4

Marine Research in landmark win Wagga effluent-study
team collects the
Chairman's Medal
By Kath....~e Johnson, CM~_

CSIRO input has been critical in the
recent decision to stop Japan's experimental fishing program for southern
bluefin tuna.
The UN IntematioIlal Tribunal on the
Law of the Sea has granted Australia
provisional measures to stop Japan's
program in a landmark decision on the
management of internationally shared
fisheries. This is the first legal case of its
kind under the UN Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).
Central to the case wefe the efforts of
two
CSIRO scientists. Marine
Research's Dr Tom Polacheck and Ms
Ann Preece who prepared Australia's
scientific input against Japan's unilateral
decision to increase its catch of tuna by
as much us 30 to 40 per cent.
Dr Polacheck said: "CSIRO has been
studying the species for over 40 years.
We were asked to summarise our analysis of the status of the stock, llOd to give
the scientific reasons why Australia was
unwilling to support Japan's expedmental fishing program.
"[The decision) is a precedent for
international management of high-seas'

fisheries. It upholds the requirement for
precaution when exploiting living
mmine resource, and sends a strong
message to fishing nations on what they
can do unilaterally in the name of science.
Australia and New Zealand's case
maintained that the species was significantly overfished, below commonly
accepted thresholds for a biologically
safe population, and Japan's program
represented a failure to conserve, and to
cooperaLe in the conservation of the
stock.
Dr Polacheck went to Germany in
August for the case, led by the Federal
Attorney General's Department in collaboration with legal representatives
from New Zealand. The tribunal handed
down its decision in late August, grant~
ing the bulk of the provisional measures
sought by Australia and New Zealand.
The decision means nIl fish caught by
Japan under its experimental fishing
program must be included in its 5,065tonne quota. The temporary injunction,
however, only stops Japan from fishing
above its quota until a full legal case is
heard or an agreement is made outside
the court.

Big catch: CS!RO Marine Research scienti5ts. prepared crucial Input Into the first
International legal case of its kind.
Photo: CSlRO Marine Research

CONGRATULATIONS to the Wagga
Wagga Effluent Plantation Project
research team, winners of the 1999
CSIRO Chairman's Medal and $25,000.
The team of 18, led by Mr Brian
Myers, is from CSIRO Forestry and
Forest Products, CSIRO Land and Water
and the University of Melbourne.
The awards were presented by Sir
Robert May, AC, Chief Scientist. UK, at
a lunchtime ceremony in Parliament
HOllse, Canberra, on November 25.
Politicians present included science
minister Nick Minchin, education minister David Kernp and Democrats' science
spokeswoman Natasha Stott-Despoja.
Up to three Medals are awarded annually, with one External Medal.
Dr John Farrow and team from CSIRO
Minerals, CSIRO Building Construction
and Engineedng, and the AJ Parker eRe
for Hydrometallmgy were recognised for

the development of new thickener technology for mineral processing.
Dr Matt Ballard and team from
CSIRO Molecular Science, Orica
Austnllia Pty Lld and South Australian
Water received a Medal for the MIEX®
project for purifying water.
Dr Mark Bennun and team from
CSIRO Manufacturing Science and
Technology. CSlRO Mathematical and
Information
Sciences,
CSIRO
Telecommunications and Industrial
Physics. Proleome Systems Ltd and the
NSW Road Traffic Authority were
recognised for the development of the
RoadCrack system.
Professor lae Monaghan from
Monash University, Melbourne, was
awarded the External Medal for his work
on smoothed particle hydrodynamics.
• KAREN ROBINSON, CNA

Hybrid power ready for test
By Jane Kahler, CNA
A REVOLUTIONARY method of
producing energy without green-

house gas emissions is up and ready
to go at its test site at Sydney's
Lucas Heights.
The solar thermal/fossil energy-hybrid
power project is the brainchild of
CSIRO Energy Technology's Mr Hm
Edwards and his team. It combines solar
energy and fossil fuel in a system to produce hydrogen, which is then used in
new high-efficiency energy generators
like fuel cells to produce electricity.
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The system gives Australia the potential to become a world leader in the production of cleaner energy. Australia is an
energy-intensive economy and it has
large reserves of fossil fuels and of
renewable energy in the foml of solar
energy, according to Mr Edwards.

This technology takes a fossil fuel like
natural gas, which contains carbon, and
reacts it with water using solar energy to
produce carbon dioxide and hydrogen in
a concentrated form.
Unlike more traditional forms of
power generation where carbon dioxide,
a greenhouse gas., is released in low con-

,

"

centratiolls to the atmosphere, this new
technology allows separation of the carbon dioxide and disposal of it so tbat it
doesn't enter the atmosphere.
The system's IS-metre high solar dish
measures 12 metres in diameter and has
107 panels that are each one square
metre in size. The dish tracks the sun
from dawn until dusk, and at high noon
on a sunny day. according to Mr
Edwards, can pump almost 100 kilowatts into the CSIRO-designed receiver,
where the reaction happens.
The $4.8 million project received
funding under the Chief Executive's

Special Projects Scheme in December.
1997. Construction of the dish is the second stage of the project.
"The first stage was to show that the
concept was actually feasible. We did
that in a paper study during the fust six
months of the project," Mr Edwards
said.
The next stage is to build the pilotscale facility to produce the hydrogen
that will be used in a variety of neW
power-generating technologies.
The dish was constructed by
Melbourne compuny Solar Systems Ltd
to CSIRO's specifications.

,

An astute mentor to many

OBITUARY
Les Edye 1931-1999

Father of Stylos
MR LES Edye, the first OIC for the
Davies Laboratory in Townsville, died
on October 10, aged 68.
Les begnn with CSlRO in May 1955
as acting alC at Cooper Laboratory,
Laws, and left in October 1962 to take
up his appointment in Townsville. He
was appointed OIC of Tropical Pastures,
Davies Laboratory, in 1962 and
remained as Ole until 1976 when he
retumed to his research on pastures until
his retirement in April 1996.
During his employment with CSIRO
he became known as the "Father of
Stylos" and was responsible for the
release of a number of cultivars such as
Seca, Verano, and Amiga, and more
recently. a stylos for clay soils, Primar
and Unica. He was awarded the Sir Ian
McLennan Award in 1992 for his contribution to agricultural research.

Correction
It requires 121,000 British Thermal
Units of energy to produce a kilogram of
raw rubber, not 21,000, as reported ill
the last issue of CoResearch in a story
about a solution for the world's mountains of waste truck and car tyres,

"The CSlRO's decision to relocate its
energy division from Sydney to the new
Steel River industrial site also shows a
recognition of the expertise that exists
in this field in Newcastle."
- Editorial by The Newcastle
Herald, Septembel" 30, on the day the
remaining
1,500
Newcastle
Steelworks' employees finished wor1<.
after BlIP's 1997 decision to stop producing steel in Newcastle
"A shortage of skilled people, not a
lack of venture capital or technology, is
holding back innovation and business
growth in Australia, the head of the
CSIRO said last week."
- The Agc, October 4, paraphrasing
acting chief executive Dr Colin Adam
addressing an intcrnational confer
cuce in Melboul'ne on technology
transfer and innovation organised by
the Strategic Industry Research
Foundation

Clyde Garrow, OAM, 1922-1999

CLYDE Garrow was a mentor to many.
One of his most enduring legacies is
the way his personal charm, time and
effort influenced his colleagues.
He had the knack of seeing potential in
people, and encouraging them to realise
it. And in lots of small and subtle ways
he helped make things happen.
Clyde joined CSIRO at the age of l8
as a junior clerk in Head Office in 1940.
Apart from four wartime years in which
he served as a Lieutenant with the
RANVR, his subsequent career was
wholly devoted to CSIRO and its associated activities, and he retired in 1986.
Clyde was educated at Melbourne
High School and University. His qualifications at the latter were obtained parttime. and consisted of a diploma of public administration and a degree in commerce. He also acquired an associateship
of the Australian Society of Accountants.
His is an unusuai background for a
CSIRO luminary, but he found the scientific environment stimulating and mingled well within it.
In 1950 he was appointed Secretary of
the Wool Textile Research Laboratories,
which became the Division of Protein
Chemistry in 1958. He involved himself
in the research work of the division, in
addition to his administrative duties.
This included the search for new uses for
wool in medical (surgical masks, nursing
blankets) and industrial areas (tefloncoated shearing combs, air-conditioning
filters and car seat covers), and in woolprocessing techniques. He was awarded
a Masters of Agricultural Science by
Melbourne University in 1964 for
his development of a novel vacuum-

"In a bizarre twist the csm.o. the
same mob which developed miximatosis and rabbit calcicivirus, is now sponsoring the development of rabbit breeding in Australia."
- Inside Melbourne, October 10

pressing technique for baling wool. In
1964 he was seconded to the
International Wool Secretariat in London
for 18 months. Dming this time he visited a wide range of people in Europe and
the United States about wool applications (tobacco and fibre manufacturers,
acoustic engineers, sheep farmers).
He followed this visit with a threeyear posting as Scientific Attache at the
Australian Embassy in Washington,
from 1969 to 1972.
On his return to Australia in August
1972 he joined the Central Library, and a
year later was appointed Manager of the
then new Information Service.
Clyde built up the services and reputation of the Information Service to international standards, and his eff0l1s were
recognised by his appointment as
Chainnan of the Academy of Science's
National Committee nn Information, all
uncommon honour for one who is not a
Fellow of the Academy. Clyde was
awarded an Order of Austrnlia Medal in
1992, for services to the wool industry.
His wide range of extra-curricular
interests included being a member of the
Board of Management of the local hospital, an elder of his local church, a counsellor of the Royal Society of Victoria
and involvement with Community Aid
Abroad.
Clyde died from a brain tumour on
September 26 and is survived by his
wife, Jean, three daughters, two sons and
13 grandchildren.
• PETER G. BAINES, Chief
Research Scientist, CSIRO Atmospheric
Research,Aspendale

M

"Time after time we read of the marvellous scientific breakthroughs coming
out of the CSIRO only to see them go
overseas for lack of vision here:'
The Australian, October 2, letter
to the editor in rcsponse to an article
on the Snowy Mountains Scheme by
Peter Hudson from Lauderdale,
Tasmania
M

"What can Australia learn from this
fiasco? The most obvious lesson is that
all aspects of litis research - the design,
funding, supervision and publication of
results - must be conducted by organisations that are truly independent and
clearly separated from government. regulator and industry influences. So-called
anus-length is lIot good enough. We
need an organisation like the CSIRO
doing the key work."
8tewart Fist, The Australian,
November 16, in a story about ceIlM
phone litigation in the United States,
government and business handling.
M

..... interview with Christ [sic] Mallet"
- Sydney rndio station 2GB,
4.45pm, October 15, as recorded by
Rehame Monitoring

Electric car puts Australia behind the wheel
A $30 million hybrid electric car being
developed by CSIRO with the help of
about 80 Australian car-component companies will be 011 the road by May.
On-road testing of the car, the work of
CSIRO's
Australian
Automotive
Technology Centre, is about to begin.
The car will run on a combination of
petrol and electtic power.
Relatively low technology lead-acid
batteries will keep costs down, and make
the car more commercially viable.

Explosive work
DEFLATING exploding sheep and cows
is the aim of a joint research venture
between the CSIRO and genetic
company Pioneer Hi-Bred Intemational
and Meat and Livestock Australia.
The problem of blot, which rapidly
causes internal crushing of organs and
death of the animal, costs Austrnlia's
livestock industry nn estimated $100
million a year.
The phenomenon is caused when animals feed on high-protein pastures.
Research will develop ways to modify
lnceme genes, and stop the problem.
Other research aimed at improving the
level of water-soluable carbohydrates in
plants will also be conducted under the
agreement.

Scientists join medicos
A LEADING team of Australian scientists has joined forces with vascular surgeons and public-health researchers to
perfect a new-generation life-saving
prosthesis. The team from CSIRO
Thermal & Fluid Engineering, the West
Australian Centre for Health Services
Research and Royal Perth Hospital will
work towards improving surgical
implants used for non-invasive surgery
of the abdominal aorta.

Revenge of the insects
ENZYMES prodnced by insects conld
shortly be used to clean up residues of
chemical pesticides.
British researcher Professor Alan
Devonshire
has
joined
CSIRO
Entomology for 12 months to work with
the division's bioremediatioll project.
the biological cleaning up of environmental contaminotion. Insects have
developed the ability to break down
harmful chemicals in insecticide sprays,
and work by the division and Professor
Devonshire have isolated some of the
enzymes these insects produce.
"If we can produce larger quantities of
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these enzymes in a form that can be
sprayed or applied in the field, residues
of the harmful chemicals can also be
broken down," he said.

Cutting-edge surgeons
DEVELOPING world-leading expertise
for a centre where surgical trainees
would practice on virtual patients with
vinual surgical instruments is the film of
a CSJRO research team.
The gOfll is to simulate procedures
such as cutting and sewing tissue and
joining blood vessels in a realistic environment. The Mathematical and
Information Sciences Division has
developed prototype software and
expertise to combine graphic and haptics, sense of touch, needed to create vir~
tnal-reality scenarios. The Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons is
investigating setting up such a centre.
and drawing an CSIRO expertise in haptic virtual environments to do so.

Internet phone system
CSIRO is pioneering an Internet-based
phone system that can cut long-distance
calls by np to 70 per cent.
The system. Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP), enables calls to be
made between capital cities for the cost
of a local call.

The system, supplied by Cisco
Systems, has been implemented by
CSIRO
Information
Technology
Services on the Australian Academk
Research Network (AARNet).
The service will shortly become available to all of Australia's 37 universities
and other science agencies using
AARNet, and link all CSIRO sites
across Australia.

Crest of a wave
MORE is becoming known about a
wave that might sound like a surfer's
dream, but isn't.
The Antarctic Circumpolar Wave COIlsists of four masses of water in the
Smlthem Ocean, two slightly cookr and
two slightly wanner than the snn·ounding water. The alternating cooler and
wanner water masses, each of which is
as big as Australia, endlessly circle
Antarctica, find take eight to nine years
to complete a clockwise rotation.
The wave is likely to be affecting the
weather in southem parts of Australia,
South America, South Africa, New
Zealand and the Pacific.
CSIRO researcher Wenju Cai said:
"This may be comparable to El Nino."
CSIRO is taking the lead in monitoring the wave after its discovery three
years .go.
• MEGAN BIRD

CoResearch J

Scientists develop
lifeline for miners
CSIRO scientists have invented a

world-class communication system
to locate trapped miners and monitor
their vital signs after disaster.
The system, developed after a recommendation of the inquiry into the
1994 Moura coal-mine disaster in central Queensland, is based on a series of
radio beacons along mine walls that
monitor miners wearing miniature
transponders embedded in their caplamp kits.
The beacons relay the position of
staff and their vital signs, such as respiration and heartbeats, through a network to the surface every lOO seconds.
• Mining-Vehicle accidents look set to
fall and save companies millions of
dollars a year, thanks to recent technology being referred to as "Eye in the
backside".
CSIRO researcher Mr Rusty Mark
said: "The technology acts like another pair of eyes for the huge trucks
found on open-cllt mining sites."
The system, developed by CSIRO
and Advanced Mining Technologies,
uses a miniature, high-resolution
video camera and radio-frequency tagging equipment.
It eliminates a large blind spot for
vehicles and alerts other nearby vehicles and people of any reversing
machinery.

A HEALTHY adult farts an average 14
times a day and the earth is hit by lightning 100 times every second, according
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Mine of information: CSIRO researchers have dug deep to develop new technology.

• New CSIRO technology meanS
thatcoal mines can now extract fine
coal particles 10 times faster than con-

ventional methods and at a quarter of
the cost. CS1RO researcher Dr Bruce
Firth said the installed price of

Cartoon: Singleton Argus

TurboFlotation will be up to half the
cost of existing coal-treatment plants.

-MEGAN BIRD

to a new bool< by a pair of CSIRO trivia Idngs.
Mr Paul Holper from Melbourne and
Dr Simon Torol!: from Canberra spent
evenings and weekends wOl'killg on
Wow! Amazing Science Facts & Trivia.
I.\rlr Holper, communication manager at
csmo Atmospheric Research, and Dr
Simon Torok, editor of The Helix magazine, launcbed the book at theAustralian
National University in Canberra on
October 1.
Dr Torol\: said: "There's a real need
for fun science to be out there.
"And the anecdotal evidence is that
the book is going very well. We have
both done a bit uf spying and observed
it selling."
Th~96-pagel.J()()I{, iUustrated by cartoonist Mr StephCll Axelsen, is published by ABC Books and is selling for
$10.95 at ABC shops and other bool<stores.
The writers have signed up to publish
another bool{ in May aimed at children
aged between 10 and 15. It will concen~
trate on puzzles.

Scientists
hose down
the garden
market

Mad hatters: punter Paul Dobson had the biggest smile as he watched his six-legged winner, Arrlbba.

Sir ran McLennal1 Award goes to Minerals
By I{aren Robinson, CNA
THE DRIVING force in the development of the world's leading image~
anDlysis system, Mr Paul Gottlieb, has
won this year's Sir Ian McLennan
Achievement for Industry Award.
Mr Gottlieb, from CSIRO Minerals,
has planned and completed the Next
Generation Quantitative Evaluation of
Minerals
by
Scanning
Electron
Microscopy (QEM*SEM) system, which
has enhanced capability and flexibility.

wowr trivial
pursuit ends
in fun book

Racing
'roaches
breed
enjoyment
By Malcolm Robertson, C_E_
WHERE else but at CSIRO Entomology
would you expect to find people enjoy~
iug themselves with cockroaches?
The fourth annual Cockroach Derby
was held at the division's Canberra laboratories on Melbourne Cup day where
staff enjoyed an afternoon at the races.
Using a specially designed track
to keep the roaches contained and separated, a full card of eight races, each
with eight cockroaches, and a final.
The cockroaches were standard
American cockroaches, Periplaneta
americana, and were especially bred
from the winners of previous derbys for
auctioning to staff on the day.
This year's Derby winner was
Arribba, owned and trained by Paul
Dobson
from
the
division's
Biotechnology Program.
Did I hear someone mention genetic
modification?

Cartoon: Stever\ Axelsen, ABC Books

Mr Gottlieb joined the newly fonned
team led by QEM*SEM's inventor Dr
Alan Reid in 1981. He initially concentrated on design and operation, and
extended his work by applying the measurement techniques to problems of the
Australian minerals' indust1·y and by U1e
promotion of sales of these units in
Australia and overseas.
The medal and $15,000 to undertake
an overseas study visit were presented in
Sydney on October 26 by chairman of

the Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Mr Tim Besley, AD.
Mr Besley spoke about the decline of
science teaching in schools and how this
will lead to critical skill shOltages in
the workforce. He stressed how
the Australian mining industry had supported Mr Gottlieb's research and is benefiting greatly from its application.
The award was established in 1985 by
CSIRO's Advisory Council. It commemorates Sir Ian McLennan, a former
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Chairman of BHP and later Chairman of
the ANZ Banking Group and Chairman

of Elders !XL.
Dr Gary Fitt received a special COln~
mendation for his contribution to
Australia's cotton industry, at the annual
presentation. Or Jim CulIen, Chief of

CSIRO Entomology, said: "[He] has not
only saved Australia's cotton industry
huge amounts of money, but he has contlibUled enormously to our understand~
ing of insect pests."

A REVOLUTIONARY answer to leaky
garden hoses has been refined, thanks to
CSIRO input.
The Yates Hoselink system, invented
in Australia, has withstood up to 500 psi
in CSIRO tests.
A hose fitted with the system was
used by one four-wheel~drive to tow
another. The hose broke, but the link
remained intact.
Yates quality-assurance manager
Steve Elliott, said: "If it isn't the best
hose~connecting system in the world I
would like to see what is, It's a totally
new system that nobody has thought
about for a long time.
"CSIRO sclenlists from the Division
of
Building,
Construction
and
Engineering tested it for us and gave us
some product-engineering advice, which
they're very good at. We refined the system accordingly and adjusted tolerances."
The system uses bayonet-type connections, and has already been accepted
by some of the largest retailers in the
United States.
Yates surveyed Australian home gardeners before releasing the product in
late October. and found that more than
90 per cent of home gardeners reported
that their existing hose fittings did not
work properly.
- MEGAN BIRD

CSIRO around the nation
Seed of excellence planted
CSIRO Plant Industry has wnn a Prime
Minister's Employer of the Year Award.
The division's ACT site was recognised for employiug 410 people, 15 of
whom have a disability and work in
areas ranging from lab technicians
through to administration, trades and
maintenance. CSIRO Plant Industry
won the commonwealth-agency category and was noted during tbe awards as
"one of the world's leading research
organisations in plant-industly science".

Atmosphere of praise
THE FIRST audit of the surface ozone
monitoring system established by
CSIRO in West Sumalra has given the
project its highest praise.
The report, commissioned by the
World Meteorological Organisation,
mentions the success of the twinning
arrangement where CSIRO designed,
constmcted and installed the system,
trained the Indonesian operators and
oversaw its first three years of running.
Mick Meyer and Russell Hoden from
CSlRO Atnlospheric Research installed
_
the syste--.m"'.

Women double efforts
DOUBLE the nnmher expected
attended the first National Conference
on Women in Science, Technology and
Engineering, and people had to be
turned away.
More than 220 people went to the
conference on November 12 at the
of
Royal
Melbourne
Institute
Technology.
Participant Dr Rosemary Sutton, from
Animal Production, said: "It was a great
experience to see so many prominent
women there."
Participants included NASA's Dr
Miriam Baltuck, Director of the
Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology
Organisation
Ann
Henderson-Sellers, President of the
Federation of the Australian Science and
Technological Societies Professor Sue
Serjeantson and two CSIRO chiefs Dr
Annabelle Duncan and Dr Nan Bray.
Dr Sutton said: "In the '80s things
really moved for women in science, but
they have been pretty flat for some time.
"In CSIRO, for instance, 30 per cent
of post-does are women, but only 10 per
cent of scientists are women.
"Talking over these issues at events
like this are going to help \IS hreak
through that next barrier."

Bright gathering in Canberra
A GROUP of 276 of the hrightest highschool students in Australia will gather
in Canberra in January for the National
Youth Science Forum that CSIRO has
helped organise.
CSIRO's ROBs Kingsland said: "It is a
powerful experience, and a major undertaking.
"CSIRO is pleased to contribute
because it is encouraging young people
10 enter careers in science. We present
them with rewarding career options
other than what's popular at the moment.
"It is a gifted group.
"The students have an absolute ball
and make lifelong friends out of it. And

in its IS-year histOly there have been a
number of mun1ages between students
as a result of the event."
Pru.1icipants win visit CSIRO laboratories and the Green Machine Science
Education Centre.
The event, organised by Rotary Clubs,
is hosted by the Australian National
University and the University of
Canberra. The first group anives on
January 3, and lhe second on January 17
for the intensive f0l1nights.
President of the forum Or Ma1cohn
McIntosh will speak at the opening ceremonies.
- MEGAN BIRD

and collaboration generated by the
workshop. The event was run by Dr
David Jenkins from Mathematical and
Information Sciences.

Chief stands down
BRIAN Walker will stund down as
Chief of CSIRO Wildlife & Ecology on
December 31, 1999, a post he has occupied for more than 14 years.
Brian successfully combined his role
as Chief of the division with his role as
Director of the Global Change and
TerrestIial Ecosystems Project of the
International
Geosphere-Biosphere
Program. He brought to both roles an
astute knowledge of ecology in its
broadest sense and, on a global scale, he
combined enthusiasm with unbounding
energy that simply swept staff, colleagues and participants along in the
bow~wave of getting on with the job.
Blian win continue in CSIRO on a
half~tirne basis in his role as Chair of the
Biodiversity Sector of CSIRO. The
other half of his time will be as
Executive Director of the Resilience
Alliance, a research program funded by
the Rockefeller Organisation.
- DAVE SPRATT. ONE

Feathered friends
'!Wo senior CSIRO Animal Health scientists have been recognised for their
contributions to the poultry industry.
Animal Health's Dr Jagoda Ignjatovic
has won the Dr Bart Rispens Memorial
Award for a research paper-on infectious
bronchitis viruses of chickens. And Dr
Harvey Westbury, Diagnostic Sciences
Program Manager, was presented with
the 1999 Australian Ponltry Award.
IiI CSIRO's Dr Denis Saunders and Dr
Richard Hobbs were recently given
inaugural Distinguished Scholarship
Awards of the International Association
for Landscape Ecology.
• Research at Land and Water in
Griffith has won a national competition
with a project dealing with drainage of
water from irrigation areas. The
Sequential Biological Concentration
Project, ron by John Blackwell and his
learn, was judged the best entry in its
section of the Australian National
Council for Irrigation and Drainage
Awards.
• CS1RO Marine Research's Dr Andre
Punt has received The K Radway Alien
Award for Ex.cellence in Science
Related to Fish or Fisheries. The award
recognises Dr Punt's work in fisheries
slock assessment science.

Food for thought

Conservative places

DR MARTIN Playne, the program
leader of Food Science Australia's
Probiotics' Program, retired on
November 5 after almost 35 years with
CSIRO.
His retirement coincides with the clo~
sure of the Probiotics' Program. The
program's 1,500 to 2,000 cultures used
in processes such as cheese-making and
yoghurt-production will be relocated.
Dr Payne commented before his
retirement: HI get concerned about science funding generally.
"I think CSIRO should be fighting for
about 10 per cent increases in funding
each year and not be happy with the status quo.
"We throwaway too much stuff, and
we're not thinking it through for
Australia's sake."

TWO recent workshops in Balancing
Conservation and Production were so
popular a third one was held.
The event, organised by the Grazed
Landscapes Management Group at
Tropical Agriculture, had space for 50
people, but 120 wanted to attend.
One highlight was a connectivity
board game that used different organisms, a restricted (parasitic plant), an
intennediate (wolf spider) and a mobile
(grey crowned babbler), and different
levels of habitat cover that underpin the
thresholds for sustainable property manThe
workshops,
in
agement.
Toowoomba
and
Bundaberg.
Queensland, covered principles for the
sustainable management of soils, pastures, trees, wildlife and watercourses.

Model scientists
ABOUT 75 people from 19 divisions
recently attended CSIRO's first workshop on mathematical modelling in the
organisation.
The two-day event at Macquarie
University, Sydney, was so popular
another one is planned for 200 I. A web
site and mailing-list data base will be
running by the end of the year because
of the interest in maintaining contacts
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Top researcher retires
PRINCIPAL ExpelimentaJ Scientist Mr
John Ronalds has retired from Plant
Industry at NOlth Ryde after a 41-yenf
career with CSIRO.
Mr Ronalds' research has largely been
in field evaluation of grain quality in a
broad range of agriculture. His contribu~
lions to the Cereal Chemistry Division
of the Royal Australian Chemical
Institute were acknowledged in 1998 by
the division's Founders Award.

Aussie biotechnology
AUSTRALIA had the most exhibitors,
39, at Biotechnica in Hannover.
Germany, in October.
The international trade fair was the
largest in its 14-year history with 10.000
visitors, 811 companies and 26 countries represented. CSIRO occupied a
large section of the Australian stand and
was represented in all of the Biotechnica
categories: Food Industry, Agriculture,
Pharmaceuticals/Medicine and the
Environment. The Australian stand.
coordinated by Ernst and Young, made
an impact. A visitor from Portugal
summed up the Aussies' prominence
when he said: "You are the largest stand
here. Everybody is talking about it."
The'success ofCSIRO's participation
at Biotechnica will be followed up in
March next year with a coordinated
CSIRO presence at Bio 2000 in Boston.
For more infonnation contact Julian
of
the
DCE,
White,
Office
Conunercial, (02)94905551, or visit
www.messe.de/bi099/index_e.html for
Biotechnica
information
or
www.bio.org/events/2000Ibio2000.html
for details on Bio 2000.
- WARRICK GLYNN. CHSN

Recmd crowd in WA
WESTERN Australia's first State
Science Briefing attracted the largest
state~based science-briefing audience.
The event, Seeking Solutions to the
Salinity Crisis, was attended by 36
Members of Parliament and 1~ official
invited guests on October 21, at
Parliament House, Perth.
Dr Tom Hattun from CSlRO Lund
and Water warned during the bdefing
that failure to act would mean the loss of
one~third of the wheat belt for primary
producers, the likely extinction of hundreds of species of native flora and
fauna and increased flooding.

Global push
A COMMERCIAL Committee working
group has been formed to raise intemational business and industry awareness
of CSIRO. The Hannover 2000 trade
show and Bio 2000 are marketing, pub~
lie-strategy and networking priodties
far the group to help position CSIRO in
the global marketplace. For more inforM
matioo contact Julian White on
(02)94905551.

